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ABSTRACT
O CREATIVITY, WHERE ART THOU?
WHAT INCREASES CREATIVITY PERCEPTION, AND WHEN DOES CREATIVITY MATTER?

MAY 2016
ILGIM DARA BENOIT, B.A., BOGAZICI UNIVERSITY
M.B.A., BOGAZICI UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Elizabeth G. Miller
Marketing and psychology literatures have focused on identifying factors that impact
the creativity of outcomes, processes, and persons. Specifically in the advertising literature,
research has been defining the construct of creativity, measuring it, and examining its positive
effects. Although creativity research has been on the rise, it has also been a neglected area in
consumer research (e.g. Burroughs, Moreau, and Mick 2008) and there are still many new,
important areas that have yet to be explored. Accordingly, in this dissertation, we focus on new
research questions: “What increases creativity perception of advertisements?” and “When does
creativity matter the most in advertisements?”
Essay 1 examines what might enhance perceived creativity of an advertisement,
focusing on the impact of (negative) discrete emotions. Across four studies, we find that both
incidental and integral fear increases creativity perception of an advertisement, while other
negative emotions (anger, disgust, sadness), neutral emotion and happiness do not. This
increased creativity perception, in return, has a positive impact on important outcomes such as
attitudes towards the advertisement, purchase intention and willingness to pay a premium for
both commercial and public service advertisements.
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Essay 2 explores boundary conditions for when creativity enhances an advertisement’s
effectiveness. Across two studies, we show that utilitarian creative advertisements are
perceived more positively than hedonic creative advertisements. Further, using a greater
number of claims (larger claim set-size) within an advertisement increases the impact of
creativity for hedonic ads, but decreases the impact of creativity for utilitarian ads. These
findings help marketers manage their advertising budget more effectively and efficiently
knowing when advertisement creativity matters and thus when to invest in creativity.
Together, these essays approach the study of creativity in new ways. This dissertation is
the first research to look at a factor having an impact on creativity perception (rather than
generation) and presents an antecedent: fear. It is also the first research to look at when
creativity matters more and shows how it interacts with decision context (hedonic/utilitarian)
and claim set-size in an advertisement. The dissertation also contributes to the discrete emotion
literature by identifying new impacts of fear (vs. other negative emotions) on consumer
perceptions. In addition, it provides new insights on the impact of hedonic versus utilitarian
decision context. Implications for practice are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Creativity is important for the development of human-kind. Creativity enables people
and organizations to generate new ideas and solve societal issues, improving the processes in
society at large, including but not limited to schools, medicine, economy, local and global
governments. Creativity has positive effects on the individual level as well. Acting creatively
enhances positive affect of the individual, strengthening the feelings of accomplishment, pride,
confidence and increased satisfaction (Burroughs and Mick 2004). It also serves as a mood
management tool, i.e. sustaining, enhancing the happiness of the individual (Hirt, Devers, and
McCrea 2008). Due to such positive outcomes of creativity, creativity research in psychology has
been on the rise over the past 25 years (Amabile and Pillemer 2012).
Creativity is also important in marketing and helps marketers with regard to important
outcomes. Creative marketing programs assist in competitive advantage (Andrews and Smith
1996); creative products are the key for the success of new products (Cooper 1996); and
creative advertisements have positive effect on various affective, cognitive and conative
responses (Smith, Chen, and Yang 2008). Additionally, there is evidence that a creative work
(advertisement) impacts the creativity of the audience (consumers) (Rosengren, Dahlén, and
Modig 2013). Despite all these advantages of creativity, creativity has been a neglected research
topic in consumer research (Burroughs and Mick 2004; Burroughs et al. 2008; Moreau and Dahl
2005). Thus, it is important to focus on this long-neglected but important domain in consumer
research. Accordingly, this dissertation extends the creativity literature in consumer research,
exploring an antecedent for perceived creativity of an advertisement and when creativity
matters more (or less) in an advertisement.
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While creativity in advertisements has many desirable outcomes such as attitude
towards ad and brand, brand awareness, attention, ad and brand recall, comprehension of the
advertisements, and enhanced creativity of the audience (Rosengren et al. 2013), the research
in advertising has been limited to questions regarding the definition of the creativity construct,
how to measure creativity and positive outcomes of creativity (see Journal of Advertising,
special issue on creativity, 2008). There are still many new, important areas that have yet to be
explored.
We believe creativity is a perception since the same material (ad) can be perceived as
more creative by someone but less creative by another. However it is important to understand
what might enhance creativity perception overall since creativity in advertisement is repeatedly
found to be important for various outcomes. Additionally, creating a creative advertisement is
not an easy or cheap process for the marketers. It requires many different resources such as
monetary resources, time resources, and cognitive resources. These make it important to
understand when creativity is crucial for advertisement, or when marketers should invest in
creativity. Accordingly, in this dissertation, we focus on new research questions: (1) What
increases creativity perception of advertisements? (Essay 1); and (2) When does creativity
matter the most in an advertisement (i.e., when should marketers invest in advertisement
creativity) (Essay 2)?
In this chapter, first we share the definition and measures of the creativity construct,
then briefly review the related literature. Next, we highlight gaps in the literature and provide
an overview of the remaining chapters (essays). Finally, we discuss the contributions of the
dissertation.
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1.1 Definition and Measure of Creativity
Although creativity is one of the key factors for civilization progress (Hennessey and
Amabile 2010), “understanding creativity has been one of the most vexing challenges” for
psychologists (Burroughs et al. 2008). Amabile who has been working on creativity for more
than 35 years stated that: “Creativity researchers are often accused of not knowing what they
are talking about. The definition and assessment of creativity have long been a subject of
disagreement and dissatisfaction among psychologists” (Amabile 1983, pg. 17). Today, while
there is still no single common definition for creativity, we believe that the definition Hennessey
and Amabile (2010, pg. 570) adapted in their “Creativity” article in Annual Review of Psychology
is a fair representation of the construct: “The generation of products or ideas that are both
novel and appropriate.” Either tangible or intangible, for something to be considered as
creative, it needs to be novel, different, unique, while it also needs to be meaningful, functional,
and relevant to the value of interest at hand. Creativity in advertisement does not have a single
common definition either. However, consistent with the above definition, a creative
advertisement has been repeatedly associated with its novelty, originality, uniqueness,
divergent thinking, and unexpectedness, as well as its value addition, relevancy, meaningfulness,
appropriateness, and connectedness (Ang, Lee, and Leong 2007; Ang and Low 2000; Jewler and
Drewniany 1998; Koslow, Sasser, and Riordan 2003; Marra 1990; Stone, Besser, and Lewis 2000;
White and Smith 2001).
Just like its definition, the measurement of creativity does not have a single approach.
While some think that creativity is a hard construct to measure or that assessing creativity
cannot be done with a scientific approach (Reid, King, and DeLorme 1998), a number of different
methods and scales have been used to assess creativity and they typically show consistency in
what they identify as creative (Ang and Low 2000; Koslow et al. 2003; Koslow, Sasser, and
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Riordan 2006; Smith et al. 2007). Some research uses the Creative Product Semantic Scale
(Heiser, Sierra, and Torres 2008; O'Quin and Besemer 1989; White and Smith 2001) which has 3
main dimensions: Novelty Dimension (items: overused-fresh, predictable-novel, usual-unusual,
unique-ordinary, original-conventional); Resolution Dimension (items: illogical-logical, makes
sense-senseless, irrelevant-relevant, appropriate-inappropriate, adequate-inadequate); and
Elaboration and Synthesis Dimension (items: skillful-bungling, well-made-botched, crude-wellcrafted, meticulous-sloppy, careless-careful). Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) which
was developed by E. Paul Torrance in 1966 is the most dominantly used measure of person
creativity (Kim 2011) and is used in more than 35 languages around the world (Millar 2002). The
measure has subscales of fluency (number of meaningful, relevant ideas generated), flexibility
(number of different categories of ideas used), originality (rarity of the ideas), elaboration (the
detail orientation of the ideas), and later, “emotional expressiveness” (communication of
feelings and emotions) was added as well. The Torrance measure was also adapted to the
advertising context, for which artistic value (existence of aesthetically appealing verbal, visual
elements) and synthesis (connecting normally unrelated objects/ideas) dimensions were added
to the Torrance measure (Smith et al. 2007). On the other hand, some researchers prefer using
single item scales where subjects’ perception of creativity is asked (Amabile 1996; Dahlén,
Rosengren, and Torn 2008; Rosengren et al. 2013; Stone et al. 2000; West, Kover, and Caruana
2008). Amabile (1996) supports that creativity is subjective, encouraging the use of single item
scales. Similarly, since the creativity construct’s definition changes from person to person, and
since there are no clear cut factors to attribute a material as creative or not, it is understandable
why many studies prefer utilizing single item or couple of items to reflect the creativity
construct.
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While there is no clear-cut definition of creativity, or a single way to measure creativity
in the literature, researchers largely agree that creativity has some correlated sub-constructs.
These are: novelty (aka originality, uniqueness, unexpectedness), meaningfulness (aka
relevancy, value, appropriateness), elaboration (aka synthesis, details, complexity), and
aesthetics (aka artistic value). While individuals asked to evaluate creativity may have their own
subjective criteria for doing so, these sub-constructs seem to have an impact on the creative
perception at large. Given the consistency with which various sub-constructs seem to influence
or be associated with creativity, it seems there might be some elements which increase the
likelihood that a stimulus will be seen as more or less creative, which drives our first research
question of what might influence the creativity perception.

1.2 Review of the Creativity Literature

The psychology studies of both creativity in general and consumer creativity can be
grouped as creativity of product (outcome), creativity of process and creativity of person
(Burroughs et al. 2008; Hennessey and Amabile 2010). The studies of outcome creativity have
defined creative outcome as functional, novel or aesthetic (Burroughs et al. 2008). A creative
outcome is either associated with problem solving in a unique way, or novelty, functionality and
sometimes aesthetics. For instance, the studies of Burroughs and Mick (2004) and Moreau and
Dahl (2005) have looked at situational (time constraint, situational involvement) and individual
factors (locus of control, metaphorical thinking ability) having an impact on the creative
outcome of a consumer. On the other hand, creative process studies have focused on how
creative products are created, and what happens in each stage of exploration, fixation,
incubation and insight (Ward, Smith, and Finke 1999). When it comes to studies of creativity of
persons, we see that most of the psychology studies that focused on this area dominantly linked
5

the creativity of the person to different ability factors (Burroughs et al. 2008; Hennessey and
Amabile 2010). In this sense, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT, 1966) is the most
frequently used measure of person creativity (Kim 2011). From 1950s to 1970s, creativity was
seen as a pure individual trait; some people are lucky and have that talent (Amabile and Pillemer
2012). But today, creativity is seen as a possible situational characteristic as well; it can even be
“taught, learned, practiced, and improved” (Amabile and Pillemer 2012). Accordingly, studies
have started showing the impact of affect, cognition, training, and intrinsic motivation, as well
as some environmental factors, such as work characteristics and culture, on creativity
generation (see Amabile and Pillemer 2012; Hennessey and Amabile 2010 for reviews).
Many advertising studies support that creativity is a means for advertisement's
effectiveness on many different bases; which are reflected on affective, cognitive and conative
responses. Some of these are positive emotional responses (Kover, Goldberg, and James 1995),
advertisement and brand attitudes (Ang et al. 2007; Ang and Low 2000; Dahlén 2005; Heiser et
al. 2008; Smith et al. 2008; Stone et al. 2000), ad credibility (Dahlén 2005), brand awareness
(Baack, Wilson, and Till 2008; Smith et al. 2008), and advertisement and brand recall (Ang et al.
2007; Till and Baack 2005). Additionally creativity increases attention (Pieters, Warlop, and
Wedel 2002; Smith et al. 2007) and motivation, leading to deeper processing (Smith et al. 2007),
comprehension (Stewart and Koslow 1989), and persuasion (Stewart and Koslow 1989).
Creativity also reflects on higher purchase intention (Ang and Low 2000; Heiser et al. 2008;
Smith et al. 2007). Since creativity is such an important element in advertisements, many
researchers focused on how to define creativity of an advertisement. Despite varying views,
many repeatedly mention about novelty and appropriateness dimensions. An advertisement is
found to be creative when it is novel, unique, but also appropriate and meaningful with regards
to the context or for the target audience. While these findings are very important to understand
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the creativity construct in advertisement, novelty and appropriateness are part of the creativity
construct already, and research is still needed to determine what factors might enhance
creativity perception apart from these sub-constructs. An ad is found to be more creative if it is
both novel and appropriate but it is important to understand what might enhance the creativity
perception which is normally not part of the construct. Such factors could then be used by
marketers to enhance perceived creativity of their advertisements. Essay 1 contributes to the
advertising literature and practice by discussing and identifying one such factor: fear.
Additionally, the advertising literature has mostly focused on defining creativity, how to
measure it and different positive outcomes of it; however it has not started looking at when
creativity is needed the most to begin with. After all creativity of an advertisement requires
monetary, time, human, and cognitive resources, which makes it important to understand when
marketers should care about creativity the most. Essay 2 identifies two boundary conditions that
affect the effectiveness of creativity: decision context (hedonic vs. utilitarian) and claim set-size
(small vs. large).

1.3 Overview of Essays
The creativity literature in marketing and psychology has been focusing on the factors
having an impact on the creativity generation of products (outcomes), processes and persons.
However, to our best knowledge, there has not been research about what (which factors) has an
impact on creativity perception rather than creativity generation. While the literature tells that
novelty and appropriateness are sub-dimensions of creativity, no one has explored factors,
which are normally not part of the creativity construct, yet can enhance the creativity
perception. What we mean by “perception” is that, what is perceived as creative by one
individual may be perceived as less creative by another individual, while as more creative by
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someone else. Since creativity evaluation of anything (product, process, person) is actually a
perception, it is possible that personal traits or situational factors might have an impact on
perceived creativity. Therefore, in this dissertation our first research question is “What factors
facilitate or inhibit whether something is perceived as creative?” Drawing from the ‘emotional
expressiveness’ measure of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking and previous findings that
creative ads tend to be emotional, essay 1 discusses the relationship between emotions and
creativity perception, then examines the role of discrete emotions more closely. It highlights
that while the advertisement literature dominantly recognizes emotions as having positive or
negative valence, and sometimes different arousal levels, discrete emotions have more than
those features. A discrete emotion has a degree of unpredictability and uncertainty attached to
it, too. Thus, even though emotions are of the same (negative) valence such as fear, disgust,
sadness, and anger, they can have a different impact on perception of creativity due to discrete
emotions’ own, unique features. Accordingly we predict and find that fear increases the
creativity perception of the advertisement compared to other negative discrete emotions and
neutral emotion, as well as a positive discrete emotion (happiness) and hence positively
influences the attitude towards the ad, persuasiveness of the ad, and behavioral intention.
Second, while creativity in advertisement is found to have many desirable outcomes
reflecting on various cognitive, conative, and affective responses, the creativity process requires
extensive resource investment (e.g. monetary, human, time resources). Thus, creativity’s
interaction with other important elements of an advertisement, and how that interaction
impacts when creativity is more desirable is still a question mark. Therefore our second research
question is “When does creativity matter the most in an advertisement”, or “When should
marketers invest in advertisement creativity?” Accordingly, essay 2 shows when creativity is
desirable by examining other important elements of an advertisement: decision context
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(utilitarian vs. hedonic) and claim-set size. A decision goal can be utilitarian (functional) or
hedonic (emotional), and advertisements tend to have different number of claims (small vs.
large). Thus we discuss and show how these two important ad elements interact with creativity.
Creativity is usually expected to be used in a hedonic communication, while it is less common
for a utilitarian advertisement to have creativity. Due to this unexpectedness of creativity in a
utilitarian context, we believe and show that creativity matters more in a utilitarian context than
hedonic context. Additionally, in a utilitarian ad, while creativity matters, its positive effect
dissipates as the number of claims increase. We expect this is because the individual prefers
utilizing his cognitive resources for elaborating on claims which are central to the merits of the
advertised product rather than less relevant elements such as creativity. In contrast, while the
use of creativity in hedonic advertisements is more common, limiting its impact, ads with a large
claim set-size create overload feelings leading hedonic decision makers to follow a peripheral
route to process the ad and use contextual cues (e.g. creativity) to form their overall ad
evaluations. Thus we expect and show that creativity matters in a hedonic advertisement with
large claim-set size.
Today, there is a need for detailed understanding of the creative process, and for more
interdisciplinary research for the sake of a deeper understanding of this construct (Hennessey
and Amabile 2010). This dissertation will help the literature start filling in some research gaps
with regards to the research questions by bringing in theories and literatures of affect,
advertisement, and decision context (hedonic vs. utilitarian). By doing so, we make unique
contributions both theoretically and managerially, as discussed in the following section.
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1.4 Contributions
Creativity is important for the development of human-kind, bettering people and
businesses. Hence studies have started looking at individual and situational factors that enhance
the creativity of the individuals, processes and products. Yet there are still many questions to be
answered with regards to the creativity construct. Accordingly we are asking completely new
research questions, (1) What increases creativity perception of consumers? (Essay 1); and (2)
When does creativity matter the most in an advertisement (i.e., when should marketers invest
in advertisement creativity) (Essay 2)?
Creativity studies so far have looked at ‘creativity generation’ of people, products
(outcomes) or processes, but have ignored the possible elements that might have an impact on
‘creativity perception’. However it is very important to understand what might increase
perceived creativity overall, because creativity perception is critical to marketing practice and
outcomes. For example, every year, advertising agencies of all sizes compete to win awards
rewarding their creativity, such as the Cannes, Clios, and One Club. Creativity also influences
whether agencies acquire or lose accounts (Helgesen 1994; West et al. 2008). In addition,
brands judge their satisfaction with their ad agencies and leave or keep them based on their
creativity performance (Marra 1990). Companies care about creativity because it has many
positive outcomes on a wide variety of cognitive, conative, and affective responses. For
instance, if an advertisement is (perceived as) creative, it influences positive emotions,
evaluations and purchase intentions positively (see Journal of Advertising, special issue on
creativity, 2008 for positive effects of creative ad). Yet, despite the importance of creativity
perception, there has been a lack of understanding regarding what might enhance perceived
creativity. Essay 1 (Chapter 2) begins to fill this gap by showing that fear as a negative discrete
emotion enhances the creativity perception, compared to other main negative discrete
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emotions (disgust, sadness, anger), neutral emotion, and also a main positive discrete emotion
(happiness). This finding contributes to the creativity literature by presenting an antecedent for
creativity perception, and also extends the affect literature by showing that the differences
among negative discrete emotions can also influence their impact on an important construct
such as creativity perception.
Second, in an advertisement, while creativity has been repeatedly found to have an
impact on many desirable outcomes, the literature has not started examining when creativity
matters more or less, or when marketers should invest in creativity, and how creativity of an ad
connects with other important elements of advertisements such as claim-set size and decision
context (utilitarian vs. hedonic). Our second essay (Chapter 3) extends the creativity literature
with regards to when creativity is more important. We show creativity is more effective for a
utilitarian context than hedonic context. Additionally with regard to the decision context,
creativity matters for a utilitarian advertisement with a small number of claims and hedonic
advertisement with many claims. Thus, the study also expands on the literature on claim-set size
by showing when to invest in creativity based on the decision context and its interaction with
the claim set-size.
The detailed contributions and managerial implications of the essays are discussed in
the following chapters as well. Specifically, Chapter 2 presents the research about fear’s positive
effect on creativity perception (Essay 1); Chapter 3 presents creativity’s role with regards to
claim-set size and decision context (Essay 2); and finally, in Chapter 4 we discuss contributions
and future research.
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CHAPTER 2
CONJURING CREATIVITY: THE IMPACT OF FEAR
"The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion leads to action
while reason leads to conclusion (Calne 2000). And this is why creative work for brands
should be focused on triggering emotion responses." (Andy Wilson, Head of Strategy,
BBDO Asia Pacific, @ Spikes Asia Festival of Creativity, 2013) (Saha 2013)
“Fear stimulates my imagination” (Don Draper, character from “Mad Men” TV series)
(Weiner and Taylor 2007)

Creativity is critical to marketing practice and outcomes. Every year, agencies of all sizes
compete to win awards rewarding their creativity, such as the Cannes International Festival of
Creativity, Clios, and The One Club. In 2004, Nestle stated that: “Cannes is not something we
would normally attend. We do not really pay any attention to the awards. We pay more
attention to the results our agencies achieve;” (Cannes Lions 2013) but in 2012 Nestle has long
understood the value of creativity and answered the same question as: “Concerning Cannes, we
have this firmly locked in our calendars, as we believe in the amplification of Big Ideas, and
Cannes provides the inspiration for our brand builders to take creative and media to best-inclass delivery. We use Cannes as our benchmark and talk openly to our agencies about the
desire to deliver work of the same standard” (Cannes Lions 2013). This perception change is not
specific to just a couple of brands from certain countries. At its start (in 1954) Cannes had only
one category for film (TV and cinema ads), and attracted 187 entries from 14 countries and 130
delegates attended the festival; however in 2011, there were 28,000 entries from more than 90
countries, and 9,000 delegates attended the festival (Sweney 2011).

Creativity influences whether agencies acquire or lose accounts (Helgesen 1994; West et
al. 2008). In addition, brands judge their satisfaction with their ad agencies through the
creativity provided for them; with the creative capability, creative concepts and creative
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experience the agency offers (Marra 1990). This emphasis on creativity is also evident from the
name “creative brief” which is the document that communicates the target market and
advertising objectives.

This immense demand for advertisement creativity is not unfounded since research
shows numerous advantages of creativity. However while research has examined the positive
impact of advertising on various outcomes (see Journal of Advertising, special issue on creativity,
2008) and has worked to define and measure creativity, surprisingly, prior research has failed to
examine what factors influence creativity perception. While in advertisement literature,
creativity construct is discussed to have sub-constructs of novelty (originality, uniqueness,
unexpectedness) and appropriateness (meaningfulness, relevancy to the audience and to the
context), the researchers did not focus on factors that are not part of the creativity construct,
yet can have an influence on the creativity perception. Both psychology and consumer research
so far looked at ‘creativity generation,’ the factors having an impact on generating more creative
outcomes, processes as well as creativity of persons (Burroughs et al. 2008; Hennessey and
Amabile 2010). Thus, the current research is the first to study a factor that has an impact on the
‘creativity perception’ rather than the ‘creativity generation.’

Drawing from the ‘emotional expressiveness’ measure of Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking and previous findings that creative ads tend to be emotional, we identify a new factor,
fear, which positively influences consumers’ perceptions of an ad’s creativity. Due to its unique
features of high arousal, and uncertainty and unpredictability appraisals, fear enhances
perceived creativity of the ad, while other negative discrete emotions (sadness, disgust, anger),
neutral emotion and happiness do not have this impact.
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Factors, such as fear, can impact perceived creativity because creativity perception is a
subjective construct – everyone has his or her own definition of or understanding of creativity;
an outcome that is seen as creative by one person may not be seen as creative, or on the
contrary, may be seen even more creatively by someone else. We believe focusing on creativity
perception and discovering one of its drivers/inhibitors is important not only because perceived
creativity of an advertisement influences affective, cognitive and conative responses desired by
the brands (e.g. Dahlén 2005; Smith et al. 2008; Swee and Low 2000), but because it is also an
important aspect of consumer psychology (Yang et al. 2012). Engaging with creative activities
increases the positive affect on consumers’ side; consumers feel higher autonomy and
competence while enjoying the experience more (Dahl and Moreau 2007). Also, creativity in an
advertisement rubs-off on consumers and increases their own creativity as well (Rosengren et
al. 2013).

Accordingly, in this essay, first we discuss why we study emotions, and why we
specifically focus on discrete (negative) emotions as a possible antecedent of creativity
perception. Then we present different characteristics of discrete emotions of same (negative)
valence, and explain why fear (vs. other negative discrete emotions) should enhance perceived
ad creativity. Next, across four studies, we show fear’s positive impact on creativity perception
using both incidental and integral emotion manipulations. We also show that this impact holds
for both public service advertisements and commercial advertisements and that the enhanced
perceived creativity reflects on managerially important variables such as improved attitudes and
behavioral intentions. We conclude with a discussion of theoretical and practical implications,
and present future research suggestions.
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2.1 Theoretical Background
2.1.1 Emotions and Creativity
The relationship between affect and creativity generation has a very strong literature
background both in psychology (e.g. Clapham 2001; Hennessey and Amabile 2010; Hirt et al.
2008; Isen, Daubman, and Nowicki 1987; for more discussion, see meta-analysis of Baas, De
Dreu, and Nijstad 2008) and organizational studies (e.g. Amabile et al. 2005; Bledow, Rosing,
and Frese 2013; George and Zhou 2007; Higgins, Qualls, and Couger 1992; Seo et al. 2012).
However, while researchers have examined the impact of emotions on creativity generation, no
study has looked at the impact of emotions on creativity perception. In the advertising
literature, perceived creativity has been found to lead to positive affect in an ad (Yang and Smith
2009). Janssens and Pelsmacker (2005) showed that positive affect positively moderates the
impact of advertisement’s creativity on processing of the brand information in the ad. Ang and
Low (2000) defined positive feelings as one of the sub-dimensions of advertisement creativity
along with novelty/expectancy and meaningfulness/relevancy dimensions, and while testing
creativity’s impact on attitudes and purchase intention, they focused on the impact of the
interaction of positive feelings and novelty on favorable attitudes and purchase intention. On
the other hand, no study has looked at whether emotions influence the creativity perception as
a separate construct.

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) which was developed first in 1966 is a highly
used and referenced measure of creativity more than any other measure (Kim 2011) and is used
in more than 35 languages around the world (Millar 2002). TTCT has measures of fluency
(number of meaningful, relevant ideas generated), flexibility (number of different categories of
ideas used), originality (rarity of the ideas), and elaboration (the detail orientation of the ideas).
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Later, Torrance added “emotional expressiveness” (communication of feelings and emotions) as
one of the measures as well. In their 2013 paper, Reinartz and Saffert have used TTCT to
evaluate creativity of ads; however they only focused on the first four measures, ignoring the
emotions’ role in perception of the creativity. Yet, a study by the Institute of Practitioners in
Advertising (IPA) and The World Advertising Research Center (WARC) found that creativity
award winning ads are more likely to be emotional (Field and Binet 2007). Similarly, Janssens
and Pelsmacker (2005) have categorized 100 Belgian radio spots and found that creative ads
tend to be emotional, as well. These again suggest that the emotions evoked by the ads can
have an impact on the creativity perception of the ad. However no one has looked at this link
empirically.

2.1.2 Discrete Emotions and Creativity Perception
Psychology and organizational studies have long been studying the valence of emotions
as leading to people’s increased or decreased creativity (generation). However, while some
researchers support that positive mood facilitates creativity (Ashby, Isen, and Turken 1999;
Forgas 2000; Isen et al. 1987; Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener 2005), others find that it is negative
affect that increases creativity (e.g. Akinola and Mendes 2008; George and Zhou 2002). We
believe these contradictory findings arise because it is not the ‘valence of the emotions’ but the
individual/discrete emotions that need to be studied (Isbell, Lair, and Rovenpor 2013), since
emotions of the same valence can have different impacts on judgmental, decisional outcomes
(Angie et al. 2011). Accordingly, increasingly, literature has started demonstrating the benefit of
examining emotions in discrete manner rather than looking at merely the valence of emotions
(Angie et al 2011; Nabi 2010).
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While the studies of emotion and creativity were about creativity generation of people,
rather than creativity perception, it shows that merely looking at valence of emotions may yield
contradictory findings. We believe that discrete emotions should matter for creativity
perception as well, since discrete emotions have different appraisals and arousal level which
should influence the creativity perception. Accordingly, this essay explores the impact of
discrete emotions (particularly negative discrete emotions) as influencers of creativity
perception. We focus on negative emotions as there is a greater need for understanding the role
of these emotions, since existing papers in both advertising and psychology have mostly studied
the role of positive emotions with regards to creativity. Specifically, we focus on Izard’s (1971,
1977, 2007) negative primary emotions: anger, sadness, fear and disgust. These emotions have
been used in advertisement context before too. While valence of emotions approach will
suggest that since all these emotions are negative, they should show similar impact on creativity
perception, we expect fear to affect people’s perception about creativity differently due to its
unique characteristics of high arousal, and uncertainty and unpredictability appraisals.

How to classify discrete emotions has long been a problematic issue in psychology (Fiske
and Taylor 2013). The dominant approach is to study emotions only based on their valence
(positive or negative) (e.g. Green, Goldman, and Salovey 1993; Russell and Carroll 1999) or to
adapt a two-dimensions approach: valence of emotions and arousal (engagement) level of the
emotions (Russell 1979; Russell and Pratt 1980). Arousal represents the degree to which a
discrete emotion is activating, engaging; or the degree to which it creates relaxation and so less
arousal and or passivity. In this sense, anger and fear are considered high arousal emotions
(Krugman 1964; Russell 1980; Russell and Barrett 1999), and disgust and sadness are considered
low arousal emotions (Fontaine et al. 2007; Russell 1980). However, there are also appraisal
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differences among discrete emotions. Some emotions decrease the motivation to process, while
some increase the motivation. This is related with the uncertainty appraisal of the discrete
emotions. Uncertainty is an important dimension in appraisal theories (Ellsworth and Scherer
2003) because uncertainty increases the motivation to process carefully (Isbell and Lair 2013).
Disgust, anger, guilt have certainty nature, while fear and sadness have uncertainty nature
(Isbell and Lair 2013; Roseman 1984; Roseman, Spindel, and Jose 1990; Scherer 1984; Smith and
Ellsworth 1985; Tiedens and Linton 2001). Additionally, in 2007, Fontaine et al. had refuted the
dominance of two-dimensional approach and proposed additional dimensions for distinguishing
or grouping the discrete emotions better. According to the approach, the emotions have a
dimension of unpredictability which represents the novel and unpredictable nature of the
emotions. It is the cognitive appraisal of the situation and feeling of whether the situation is
novel or familiar. Accordingly, Fontaine et al. (2007) found that disgust and fear are
unpredictable emotions, while anger, guilt and sadness are predictable emotions. See table 2.1
for summary of the categorization for fear, disgust, sadness and anger.

Table 2.1: Summary of Categorization of the Negative Discrete Emotions

Unpredictable
Predictable

Uncertainty
High Arousal
Low Arousal
Fear
Sadness

Certainty
High Arousal
Low Arousal
Disgust
Anger

The literature shows that discrete emotions of same valence are different with regard to
their arousal level and cognitive appraisals, and we expect these features to influence the
creativity perception. With respect to arousal, if an individual feels aroused by an
advertisement, he/she will feel the desire to engage with the advertisement, and actively try
understanding the advertisement. The customer will be ready to connect the pieces of the
divergent thinking present in the advertisement’s creativity; the customer will dwell in the
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advertisement and discover its meaningfulness (which is another sub-dimension of creativity)
actively. In contrast, if the customer is not aroused by the advertisement, he/she will not have
enough engagement to dwell in the advertisement; and without the engagement needed from
the customer, the customer will not be able to connect the pieces to discover the divergent
thinking, unexpectedness’s value in the advertisement, or the customer will not even
understand the advertisement’s message, so will not perceive the advertisement as creative.

With respect to unpredictability, since creativity perception is frequently associated
with novelty, originality and unexpectedness, if the emotion evoked by the advertisement is
unpredictable in nature, it is more likely that the customer will perceive the ad as more creative.
In contrast, if the advertisement is not unique, but it has a familiar, predictable taste, then the
advertisement will not be perceived as creative. Additionally, uncertainty evoked with the
emotion in the advertisement motivates people into processing the ad locally and so lets them
discover its meaning and the connectedness of divergent pieces. However, if the advertisement
creates emotions of certainty, people will not have the motivation to dig in to the advertisement
to be able to “get it,” i.e., “understand the creativity” of the ad; that is why people will not
perceive the ad as creative.

Together, these features of high arousal, and uncertainty and unpredictability appraisals
should influence the creativity perception positively. Accordingly, if we are to compare the main
negative discrete emotions (fear, disgust, sadness, anger) (see table 2.1), we see that fear is the
only emotion that is high in all of these desired features. Thus, we predict fear will have a
positive effect on creativity perception compared to the other negative discrete emotions.
H1: Fear increases the perception of creativity.
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H2: The positive impact of fear on creativity perception (H1) is driven by (a) high arousal
and (b) uncertainty/unpredictability appraisals.

2.1.3. Creativity Perception’s Positive Effect on Attitudes and Behaviors
Creativity is believed to be a means for advertisement's effectiveness on many different
bases. Novelty/originality, which is one of the most important dimensions of creativity, is
valuable for advertisements in order to be unique enough to attract attention, so that the
audience will be more likely to scrutinize the message to get it, engage with it so that they will
internalize it, recall it in the future and reflect it in their future behavior too. As another subdimension of creativity, meaningfulness/relevancy is also important, because this would mean
the ads are meaningful to the target audience and are likable. Thus we hypothesize that high
creativity perception will positively influence different affective and cognitive attitudes related
with advertisement, such as attitude towards advertisement (AAd), attitude towards message
persuasiveness (APers) and attitude towards the issue (AIssue):

H3: Creativity perception will positively impact consumer attitudes (e.g. AAd, APers, AIssue).
These variables will also lead to enhanced behavioral intention. Following the theory of
planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen 1985), the behavioral decision is a reasoned process, so it will not
occur spontaneously, but instead it is bound to attitudes, beliefs. Accordingly, we expect that
the behavioral intention will also be positively affected by high creativity perception through
perceived creativity’s effect on attitudes:

H4: Creativity perception will have a positive effect on behavioral intention through its
impact on attitudes.
Further, given our expectation that fear influences creativity perception (H1), we expect
that fear will also influence consumer attitudes, and that this effect will be mediated by
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creativity perception. We also expect that fear will have a positive effect on behavioral
intention through serial mediation of creativity perception and attitudes (see Figure 2.1):

H5: Fear will have a positive effect on attitudes, through its impact on creativity
perception.
H6: Fear will have a positive effect on behavioral intention with serial mediation of
creativity perception and attitudes.

Figure 2.1: Proposed Framework

2.2 Studies
Across four studies, we have found support for fear having a positive effect on creativity
perception and the possible process behind this relationship. In Study 1, we used real
advertisements to assess the relationship between different negative emotions and perceived
creativity and to test whether fear has a positive effect on the perceived creativity. We collected
162 advertisements about texting and driving and asked 12 respondents on average to judge
their creativity as well as the emotions inherent in the ad. In Studies 2, 3 and 4, we sought to
control the source of emotions and ad content. In Study 2, we used an incidental emotion
manipulation and manipulated emotions with a writing task, and asked respondents to evaluate
an orange juice advertisement’s creativity. In study 3, we used an integral emotion
manipulation; we manipulated emotions within the advertisement itself using the same copy
but different emotional images from the International Affective Pictures System (IAPS) while
also examining the role of context (an advertisement for a cookie vs. a public service
announcement). In Study 4, we used another incidental task (watching videos) and asked
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respondents to evaluate the creativity of a nectar (drink) advertisement. These studies showed
that both incidental fear (studies 2, 4) and integral fear (studies 1, 3) enhance creativity
perception, and that fear has a positive impact on creativity perception for both public service
advertisements (texting and driving in study 1, alleviating hunger in study 3) and commercial
advertisements (orange juice in study 1, cookie in study 3, nectar drink in study 4).

2.2.1 Study 1 – Don’t Text and Drive
In this study, we focus on perceived creativity within the context of texting and driving.
Text messaging increases the likelihood of having an accident drastically by 23 times more (NSC
2011) and the cause of death due to texting and driving is even larger than drinking and driving
(Andrews 2013). Despite laws in almost every state banning texting and driving (GHSA 2016),
texting and driving continues to account for a large proportion of accidents each year (1.6
million in 2011, representing 28% of all accidents; NSC 2011) and enacting anti-texting laws is
not very successful at reducing the behavior (Andrews 2013). Such statistics suggest a need for
more effective messaging to change attitudes towards texting and driving as well as the texting
and driving behavior, and indeed numerous brands and institutions (e.g., automotive
companies, mobile phone providers, police departments, educational/traffic/governmental
bodies) have spent millions of dollars to do so. However, as Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) Chairman Julius Genachowski said, "Putting the brakes on the distracted
driving epidemic will require both dedication and creative thinking, and the FCC is committed to
doing its part to address this growing crisis" (Donnelly 2013) (emphasis added). Thus, while
many brands and institutions have been spending a lot of dollars on PSA, one way to improve
the effectiveness of such advertising may be through creativity. People tend to think that texting
and driving is not a big deal; after all, even their parents are texting and driving (Greenberg,
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Schmidt, and Henderson 2012; Madden and Lenhart 2009). While a non-creative ad will not
capture the attention enough to have people stop for a second and comprehend such important
message, or change their attitude or behaviors, we believe a creative ad, thanks to its novelty
and meaningfulness traits, will enhance the likelihood of having a successful PSA.

Source of Emotions. In this study, in addition to our main hypotheses, we also look at
the impact of source of emotions. While as our main focus, we expect discrete emotions to
matter, since the emotion source is the advertisement itself, it is worthwhile to see whether
emotion should be embedded in the visual(s) or text of the ad. Visual image creates more
curiosity when compared to verbal message in the ad (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty 2003). It is
usually the first part of the ad that is examined (Bolen 1984) and attracts the attention fast and
is processed easily (Rossiter 1982). Images are also more effective in carrying the emotional
appeal when compared to text which is used more often for carrying the rational appeal
(Hirschman and Solomon 1984). Since visual images have substantial emotional impact
(Solomon 2011) and since visual images do not directly give the message but allows the
audience to interpret and find out what is happening in the ad with increased cognitive effort
(Ketelaar, Gisbergen, and Beentjes 2007) and so engage in the resolution of the creativity
puzzle, we expect emotions coming from visual images to enhance the creativity more than the
emotions coming from the verbal message:
H7: Emotions rising from images within an ad affect creativity perception of the
advertisement more than emotions rising from textual elements of an ad.
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2.2.1.1 Method
2.2.1.1.1 Sample and Design
To collect our sample of print advertisements, we used Google’s images search engine
with keywords such as “Texting Driving”, “Don’t Text and Drive”, “Advertisement” and “Ad.” We
repeated this procedure twice with 2 weeks in between. Since the google search is dynamic, this
let us gather additional advertisements in the second round. After completing the two searches,
we had identified 188 advertisements. Then we started looking at the ads closely to filter out
the inappropriate ones; a) If the advertisements are same but only of different size, we
eliminated one of them; b) The materials that are probably not an advertisement (e.g. cartoon)
were eliminated; c) The advertisements that don’t have a direct “don’t text and drive” message
(e.g. ‘Don’t use your mobile phone while driving’) were eliminated. Additionally, the
advertisements had to look like they are not older than 10 years, and they had to be print ads
(e.g. newspaper, magazine, poster). On the other hand, we kept the advertisements if the same
advertiser (e.g. an institution, a governmental body, a brand) has more than one advertisement
since it is likely that a different use of visual or text can have a different effect on emotions.

After the filter, we had 162 advertisements left (and advertisement served as our unit of
analysis) (see appendix A.1.2 for some ad examples). Respondents were recruited on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) (N = 684, MAge = 38, 60% female, 88.7% has some college degree or
more, 11% has a high school degree; all from US) (see Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 2011 for
discussion of benefits of MTurk as a data source), and each respondent saw and evaluated 3 of
the advertisements randomly. We paid special attention to set every ad to have the same
dimensions (480x621 for vertical ads, 640x480 for horizontal ads) and made sure that
advertisements fit to a regular screen size so that the respondent does not need to scroll up and
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down to see the full advertisement. Size of the advertisements was suitable for minimum
1024x768 resolution screen which covers more than 90% of the computer users (StatCounter
2012). We also had a warning in the description of the study asking people not to take the
survey on a smart phone (iPhone or similar phone), iPad or tablet or a very small laptop that has
a small screen approximately the size of a tablet, and highlighted that the survey software
records the screen size information. Additionally, for each of the advertisements, if participants
wanted to have a closer look at the advertisement, they could click to see a larger version.

2.2.1.1.2 Procedure and Measures
We randomly presented 3 ads out of the 162 alternatives, and for each ad respondents
replied to a certain set of questions (see appendix A.1.1 for the scales). All the questions in the
survey had 7-point scales and all the scales were either directly borrowed or adapted from the
literature whenever it was possible. At the top of the page, respondents were presented the
advertisement (along with an option for enlarging). Then we ask respondents’ overall opinion
toward the advertisement (AAd). After AAd, we asked attitude towards the issue (AIssue), perceived
persuasiveness of the advertisement (APers) and behavioral intention (Behavior) respectively. On
the next page, again we presented the same ad with the option of enlarging, and we asked
about creativity perception of the ad (Creativity perception), followed by the degree to which
they felt each discrete emotion while looking at the advertisement, and then whether words or
images are responsible for the emotional content of the advertisement.

We employed Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to assess the dimensional structure
and discriminant validity of our multi-item measures. Using MPlus, our measures yielded an
acceptable fit (CFI = .91, TLI = .89, SRMR = .05). Then we moved on to the hypothesis testing.
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2.2.1.2 Results
Our unit of analysis was advertisements (N = 162), therefore we took the average of the
evaluations for each advertisement. Nine people failed the attention check question (“Please
answer "Rarely" to this question to help us calibrate our data.” 1= Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 =
Sometimes, 4 = Frequently, 5 = Often, 6 = Very Often, 7 = Always) so were removed from the
analysis. At the end, each advertisement was evaluated by 12 people on average (SD = 1.87).

A regression was performed on creativity with the discrete emotions (fear, disgust,
sadness, anger) as independent variables. We also tested for a potential multicollinearity
problem since the discrete emotions are of the same negative valence. VIF and collinearity
tolerance values revealed that we don’t have a multicollinearity problem since the highest VIF
value was 2.94, which is below cut-value of 10 (Bowerman and O’Connell 1990; Myers 1990),
and lowest tolerance value was .34, which is above cut-value .2 as suggested (Menard 1995).
The result of regression analysis revealed that fear has a significant positive effect (β = .45, p <
.001) on creativity perception of the ad, supporting H1. Disgust had a significant negative effect
(β = -.22, p < .05). While the other two discrete emotions did not have a significant effect (βSadness
= .09, βAnger = -.08, p’s > .3).

For testing creativity’s impact on desirable outcomes, we ran simple linear regressions;
attitude towards the ad, attitude towards the issue, and persuasion were regressed on creativity
perception. All regressions were significant (β = .607, p < .001, R2= .34 for AAd; β = .134, p < .001,
R2= .08 for AIssue; β = .659, p < .001, R2= .43 for APers), supporting H3. Finally we ran 3
bootstrapping mediation analyses with 5.000 samples and 95% confidence interval (CI) to see
whether creativity has a positive impact on behavioral intention through AAd, AIssue and APers. For
all of them, indirect effect was significant since CIs did not include zero. AAd (axb = .11; CI = [.02,
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- .21]) and APers (axb = .30; CI = [.20, .42]) fully mediated the relationship between creativity and
behavioral intention (direct effect p’s > .1), meaning that there was no direct effect of creativity
on behavioral intention, while AIssue had a significant partial indirect effect (axb = .08; CI = [.03,
.14]) (direct effect p < .10). These results support H4.

To test H5, we ran series of mediation analyses with bootstrapping method (5,000
resamples, 95% CI). As expected, through its positive effect on creativity perception, fear
influences AAd (axb = .22) (c; p > .9), AIssue (axb = .04) (c = .09, p < .05), and APers (axb = .20) (c =
.56, p < .001) positively. PROCESS macro (Model 6, Hayes 2013) (5,000 resamples, 95% CI) tests
also found that fear has a positive effect on behavioral intention (not texting and driving)
through serial mediation of creativity perception and AIssue (β = .02) (direct effect p > .12), and
serial mediation of creativity perception and APers (β = .07) (direct effect p > .2), while serial
mediation of creativity perception and AAd was not significant (p > .10) (direct effect = .12, p <
.02). Thus, H6 was partially supported. We also ran a path analysis (see figure 2.2) to test the
whole model using MPlus. While we did not hypothesize a specific relationship among attitude
measures, an examination of modification indices revealed the following model (CFI = .99, TLI =
.97; RMSEA = .07; SRMR = .03):
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Figure 2.2: Path Analysis (Study 1)

While AAd does not have a direct effect on behavioral intention (p > .8), it has a total
effect on behavioral intention (β = .15, p < .01) due to its indirect effect through APers (β = .12, p <
.01) and APers  AIssue (β = .03, p < .05). This might have happened because while AAd is important
and has an impact on APers and an indirect effect on AIssue, the variables APers and AIssue are more
behavior-oriented having a direct effect on behavioral intention. In addition, while creativity
perception does not have a direct effect on attitude towards issue, it has a total effect on it
through APers (β = .05, p < .001) and AAd  APers (β = .05, p < .001). More importantly, fear has a
significant effect on behavioral intention (β = .25, p < .001) through series of indirect effects
which includes the creativity perception as a mediator as well (see table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Indirect Effects of Fear
Fear



Apers



Fear



Apers

 AIssue

Apers



Apers



Creativity

Perception
Creativity
Fear 

Perception
Creativity
Fear 

Perception
Creativity
Fear 

Perception
***
p < .05, ** p < .01, * p < .001
Fear



AAd



Apers



AAd



Apers

 AIssue

Behavioral
Intention
Behavioral

Intention
Behavioral
Intention
Behavioral
Intention
Behavioral
Intention
Behavioral

Intention

β = .15***
β = .04*
β = .03**
β = .01*
β = .03**
β = .01*

Finally, to test our hypothesis about source of emotion (H7), we conducted two twostep hierarchical regressions to compare the R2 changes (see Lastovicka and Sirianni 2011; and
McFarlin and Sweeney 1992 for a similar approach) (see table 2.3). Emotions from word by itself
did not have a significant effect on creativity perception (R2 = .01, p > .2), while emotions from
image had an additional explained variance of 44.7% in creativity perception (p < .001) (∆R2; F(1,
159) = 130.64). When we change the order though, emotions from image accounted for 33% (p
< .001), and from words had an additional variance of 12.6% (p < .001) (∆R2; F(1, 159) = 36.75)
(2nd step; βImage = .49, βWord = .32).

Table 2.3: Impact of Source of Emotions on Creativity Perception
Hierarchical
Regression #
1

Step
#
1
2
1

2

2

Variables (source of
the emotion)
Word
Word
Image
Image
Image
Word

B

Sign

R Sq

df1

df2

F∆

.08
.32
.49
.39
.49
.32

.23
.00
.00
.22
.04
.05

.01

1

160

1.48

Sig.
F ∆
.23

.46

1

159

13.64

.00

.33

1

160

78.94

.00

.46

1

159

36.75

.00
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These suggest that emotions coming from image have more positive impact on
creativity perception. While emotions coming from words can also have a positive impact on
creativity perception, the hierarchical regression suggests emotions should first come from
images to ensure that emotions from words work as well. To be more confident about this
interpretation we ran a one-way ANOVA where we had 4 groups; “high emotion from image,
high emotion from word” (HighImageHighWord;HIHW), “low emotion from image, high emotion
from word” (LowImageHighWord; LIHW), “high emotion from image, low emotion from word”
(HighImageLowWord; HILW) and “low emotion from image, low emotion from word”
(LowImageLowWord; LILW) (F(3, 158) = 25.77, Welch and Brown-Forsythe p’s < .001). Postcomparison tests using Tukey’s method showed no significant difference in creativity perception
between LowImageLowWord and LowImageHighWord (MLILW= 4.03, MLIHW = 4.34; p > .15), and a
marginally significant difference between HighImageLowWord and HighImageHighWord (MHILW =
4.93, MHIHW = 5.28; p < .1), and rest was significantly different from each other (p’s < .001; see
figure 2.3). These analyses again supported hypothesis 7 that it is important that first the
emotions should be evoked via images in the ad for enhancing the creativity perception, and
then emotions evoked by text are likely to further increase the creativity perception. This is in
line with the notion that ‘Verbal message is more effective when reinforced by a framed picture’
(Solomon 2011) where ‘framed picture’ means the message in the visual being restated in the
text (Ketelaar et al. 2007). Our findings showed that this notion can also be applied for
emotions’ impact on the perceived creativity; emotion delivery is more effective when emotions
derived from the visual are restated in the text.
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Note: Bars with the same letters are significantly different at p < .001 (a, b, c)
or p < .05 (d).
Figure 2.3: Impact of Source of Emotions on Creativity Perception

2.2.1.3 Discussion
This study has presented that, as a negative discrete emotion, fear can be an important
element that will help people perceive the advertisement as more creative. Furthermore, the
study has shown that it is better that the emotions are derived from images used in the
advertisement. The words by themselves will not present enough emotional puzzle to be
resolved to enhance creativity perception. Emotions rising from the images are more influential
on creativity perception, probably because images are known to have more emotional impact,
and since they present a story that needs to be dwelled upon and that presents openness to the
interpretation of audience, emotions coming from the image intensifies the creativity
perception.

In the current study, we did not directly manipulate the emotions, but rather had the
respondents evaluate three advertisements with degree to which they felt a list of discrete
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emotions while looking at the advertisement. Thus, in Study 2, we will run an experiment to see
whether it is the fear emotion truly having an impact on creativity perception. Additionally, one
might argue that in the current study, fear increased creativity perception particularly for the
texting and driving context. In the following studies, we use different contexts to show that the
finding for positive effect of fear on creativity perception is generalizable. Specifically, we use
juice advertisements, a cookie advertisement, and a public service advertisement with another
context (alleviating hunger).

2.2.2 Study 2 – Writing Task Experiment
Study 1 found initial evidence that fear has a positive effect on creativity perception.
With Study 2 we will present further empirical evidence with an experiment utilizing writing
tasks to manipulate the emotion incidentally. Additionally, to generalize beyond the texting and
driving context, we will be using a juice advertisement for which the creativity perception will be
evaluated.

2.2.2.1 Method
Pretests: We first conducted a series of pretests on MTurk. The purpose of the first
pretest was to select an appropriate advertisement for use within the main study. We wanted
to identify an advertisement with average creativity in order to avoid floor and ceiling effects in
the main study. We selected 8 real ads to pretest and presented them in a random order to the
respondents (N = 35; MAge = 32, 46% female; 86% has some college degree or more, 14% has a
high school degree; all from US). Based on responses (How creative do you perceive this ad? 1 =
Not at all creative, 11 = Very creative), we selected an orange juice ad (see appendix A.2.2) for
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use in the main experiment, as it had the score closest to the scale mid-point 6 (M = 6.31, SD =
2.41).

Two additional pretests were conducted to confirm the effectiveness of our emotion
manipulation. The emotion induction task was introduced as a memory task for which they
would need to write a detailed description of a memory of themselves (Rusting and NolenHoeksema 1998; Winterich, Morales, and Mittal 2014). Depending on the condition the
respondent was assigned to, the respondent was required to write a memory that made them
feel in a certain way (fearful, disgusted, sad or angry) or that reflected their routine way of
spending their evening (which is the neutral/control condition). In the first pretest we adapted
the instruction of writing tasks from Winterich et al. (2014). However the fear induction was not
successful (self-reported level of fear was not higher than the level of other emotions; p’s > .1).
In the second pretest we again introduced the study as a memory task, but this time we adapted
two possible instructions for writing tasks for inducing fear (Kugler, Connolly, and Ordonez 2012;
Parker and Isbell 2010) in addition to neutral condition. Based on the pretest results, we
adapted the Parker and Isbell (2010) instructions for use in the main study, although we kept
the Winterich et al (2014) instructions for the other emotion conditions as the original pretest
confirmed their effectiveness2.

2

Although all three writing instruction alternatives for fear were from the literature, we believe
the Parker and Isbell (2010) instructions were more effective for several reasons. First, the
Parker and Isbell task does not include any modifiers (e.g., “the most” or “an extremely”) for the
fearful memory. Because fear relies on uncertainty and unpredictability, writing about one’s
“worst” memory may center the event in the past and thus the emotions may not carry over to
the present task. Second, the Parker and Isbell instructions ask for a more recent memory (from
the last few months vs. last few years or from their life), which again might have increased its
relevance and ability to carry over into the present. Also, because the event was more recent,
participants may have been able to recall more details making it easier to re-experience the
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2.2.2.1.1 Sample and Design
In the main experiment we had a single factor (discrete emotion: neutral, fear, disgust,
sadness, anger) between-subjects design. Seventeen respondents who could guess the purpose
of the overall study (guess how emotion that they are assigned has an impact on the creativity
perception) were eliminated from the data. We also spotted 3 respondents who failed the
attention check questions. As attention check question we asked respondents’ age using two
different types of scales (we first asked them to choose their date of birth from a drop-down
menu, and then on a separate page to type their ages). While a gap of 3 or less might be due to
a slip of hand, a gap more than that might suggest the attention failure. Three respondents’ gap
between their two answers was 9 or more, so they were deleted. All other respondents’ gap
was 3 or less. Additionally, we had a jury, blind to the hypotheses, code the writings for length; 7
respondents were eliminated since they failed to write a story (their text was shorter than a
line). This process left us with 201 respondents (MTurk; MAge = 36, 66% female, 89% has some
college degree or more, 11% has a high school degree; all from US).

2.2.2.1.2 Procedure and Measures
The research was introduced as having two ostensibly unrelated tasks. Parallel with the
pretests, the first task (writing task) was introduced as a memory task for which they will be
asked to describe a memory in detail. Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the 5
conditions for writing task (see appendix A.2.3 for writing tasks). Then they moved on to the
second task, which was introduced as Mental Processing Task for which they were told that they
will be shown various items - an advertisement, a new product, and a painting - and asked to
rate how creative they are (0 = Not at all, 10 = Very creative) (see appendix A.2.1 for the
emotions. This is consistent with findings that older events tend to be more closed than recent
events (Beike and Wirth-Beaumont 2005).
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advertisement). After evaluating the advertisement’s creativity and filler materials (a product
and a painting), they were told “Please think back to your writing from the memory/life event
task. Please indicate to what extent the writing task made you feel each emotion. A “0” on this
scale means that you did not experience the emotion at all. A “10” means that you experienced
the emotion more strongly than ever before.” And they answered the question for our main
emotions ‘afraid, ‘scared’ (Fear scale; r = .90); ‘sad’, ‘blue’ (Sadness scale; r = .81); ‘disgusted’,
‘repulsed’ (Disgust scale; r = .82); ‘angry,’ ‘furious’ (Anger scale; r = .89); and some other
emotions such as ‘happy’, ‘guilty’, ‘sluggish,’ and ‘confident’ (0-10 point scale) (see appendix
A.2.1 for the measures).

2.2.2.2 Results
Before the analyses, we removed 23 respondents (which corresponds to 11% of the
sample) for whom the emotion induction was unsuccessful. Their intended emotion self-scores
(with regards to the emotion condition they are assigned to) were lower than one of the other
main emotion self-score (e.g. if a respondent who is assigned to disgust stated that he felt less
disgust than fear, or sadness or anger, the respondent was removed from the analysis). In
addition, for neutral condition, the respondent was excluded if any main emotion self-score is
above the scale mid-point 5. After removing these participants, each emotion condition still had
at least 31 subjects. Also, to ensure that the failed inductions were randomly distributed rather
than systematic, we ran a chi-square test with ‘emotion’ and ‘eliminated vs. non-eliminated’ as
the categorical variables. We found support that the discarded data were randomly distributed
across conditions (X2 (4, N = 201) = 6.92, p > .1).

Manipulation check. We conducted ANOVA with each self-reported emotion of interest
(afraid, sad, disgusted, angry) as the dependent variables. F values were above 36 (p’s < .001)
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and each emotion condition had the highest intended emotion score compared to the other
conditions (p’s < .05). Also, paired samples t-tests within each condition showed that the
intended emotion is the highest in each condition. In the fear condition, fear is felt more than
disgust, sadness and anger (p’s < .001). In disgust condition, disgust is felt more than fear,
sadness and anger (p’s < .001). Similarly in sadness condition, sadness is felt more than fear,
disgust and anger (p’s < .05), and in anger condition, anger is felt more than fear, disgust, and
sadness (p’s < .001). See table 2.4 for the summary of the tests and descriptive statistics.

Table 2.4: Emotion Scores of Writing Task Conditions
Man. Check
Emotion Condition
Dep. Var.
Fear
Disgust
Sad
Anger
Neutral
MFear
7.531,2,3
2.007,8
2.6712, b
3.0917,18, 19
.0723
MDisgust
3.132,4, a
7.54 7, 9, 11
2.5413, 15
6.3419, 21, 22
.19d
1,4, 5
9, 10
12, 13, 14
18, 20, 22
MSadness
4.69
1.95
7.28
5.25
.4223, c, d
MAnger
3.763, 5, a
3.65 8, 10, 11
3.3814, 15, b
8.3817, 20, 21
.10c
* Used 0-10 scale.
** Means with the same number superscript are significantly different at p < .05, and the same
letter superscript are significantly different at p < .10. Additionally, each emotion condition
scores significantly higher on the induced emotion than the other conditions (p’s < .05).
Creativity perception. We ran ANCOVA with emotion (writing task condition) as
independent variable, creativity perception as dependent variable, controlling for happiness,
confidence, guilt, and sluggishness emotions as well as whether the story was pessimistic or
optimistic. Because participants frequently wrote about events that contained a variety of
emotions in addition to the focal emotion, it was important to control for these additional
emotions. Indeed, analyses confirm that the different conditions significantly differed with
respect to these ancillary emotions3. Additionally, we had our judge (who was blind to

3

As expected the writing task conditions differed with regards to their scores of happiness (F(4,
172) = 12.06, p < .001), guilt (F(4, 172) = 7.42, p < .001), sluggishness (F(4, 172) = 3.32, p < .05)
and confidence (F(4, 172) = 2.96, p < .05) scores. Neutral condition had higher happiness score
than fear, disgust, anger and sadness conditions (p’s < .001) while the negative emotion
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hypotheses) code whether the stories are pessimistic or optimistic. Optimistic (vs. pessimistic)
individuals tend to do more positive evaluations (Schweizer, Beck-Seyffer, and Schenider 1999)
and while they tend to apply rational processing style, pessimistic individuals tend to apply
experiential processing style (Chang and Farrehi 2001). Thus, we also controlled for whether the
story was pessimistic or optimistic.

The F-statistic test of H1 (effect of emotion on creativity perception) was significant (F(4,
167) = 2.38, p = .05). Planned comparisons showed that fear enhanced the creativity perception
(M = 5.23) more than neutral condition (M = 4.94, p < .05), disgust (M = 4.38, p < .05), anger (M
= 4.03, p < .01) and sadness (M = 4.22, p < .01), while other comparisons did not differ from each
other (p’s > .3)

2.2.2.3 Discussion
With this study, we found support that fear enhances creativity perception more than
disgust, sadness and anger emotions, as well as neutral emotion. In this study, we used an
incidental emotion manipulation; the source of the emotion was not the advertisement, but it
was incidental (coming from the writing task). Thus, this study also showed that the fear
emotion does not have to be embedded in the ad to enhance creativity perception; incidental
fear increases creativity perception as well.

conditions did not differ from each other (p’s > .7). Fear, sadness and anger conditions (p’s < .05)
had higher guilt scores than neutral condition. Also, disgust and anger had lower guilt score than
sadness and anger conditions (p’s < .05). Additionally, sadness had higher score of sluggish than
neutral, disgust (p’s < .05) and fear (p < .07) conditions; and neutral had a lower score of sluggish
than anger condition (p < .05). Lastly, neutral condition had lower confidence score than disgust,
sadness and fear (p’s < .05), also fear had higher confidence score than anger (p < .10). The
other comparisons were not significant (p’s > .1)
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While study 1 showed that integral fear (emotion coming from the ad) enhances
creativity perception, that study did not control for various elements that might be present in
those different 162 advertisements. Thus in order to better rule out alternative hypotheses for
whether use of fear in the advertisement itself (integral fear) increases creativity perception, in
our next study, we will hold the advertisement constant but use different images in the
advertisement to induce emotions.

2.2.3 Study 3 – IAPS Experiment
Our first study in which we used 162 ads (with “Don’t Text and Drive”) has shown initial
support for (integral) fear’s positive effect on creativity. Our second study which was an
experiment with a writing task has shown that (incidental) fear emotion increases creativity
perception. In this study, we will again conduct an experiment to induce emotions. However,
this time, we utilize International Affective Picture System4 (IAPS; Lang, Bradley, and Cuthbert
2008) images to induce emotions integrally, thus we embed IAPS images in the advertisement.
Also, in our first study our context was PSA (Public Service Advertisement) oriented (‘texting and
driving’), while in the second study we used a commercial product (Berri Orange Juice). It is
possible that the different contexts could have influenced the strength of the results. To
examine this possibility, in Study 3, we examine the impact of fear on perceived creativity in
both PSA and commercial product advertising contexts. We created ads for a campaign for
Action Against Hunger for the PSA condition and for Eti Tutku cookies for the commercial

4

International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al.2008) is a system that includes many
images that are used for emotional stimuli for experimental investigations of emotion. It is
widely used in psychology literature to induce different emotional states. To see a list of
publications used IAPS in the past 7 years, please visit the following website:
http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/publications.html
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product condition. These domains were chosen as they both centered on issues related to
hunger, allowing us to use the same content and images in both ads.

In our first study we showed that creativity perception has a positive effect on attitude
towards the ad, attitude towards the issue, perceived persuasiveness, and also behavioral
intention through these variables. In this study, we would like to replicate these results using
emotions manipulated in an experimental environment. Additionally, in this study, we also start
investigating the process behind fear’s positive effect on creativity, and show that fear’s positive
effect on creativity perception is due to its high arousal nature (hypothesis 2).

2.2.3.1 Method
Stimuli Development. Fear, disgust, and neutral images used were taken from the
International Affective Picture System (IAPS, Lang et al. 2008, Picture numbers —disgust: 8230,
fear: 1930, anger: 2691, neutral: 7006). The images for fear, disgust and anger were selected on
the basis of published emotion scores for the images (Mikels et al. 2005). The fear image we
picked was rated high in fear but low in other negative emotions, and similarly the disgust image
we picked was high in disgust but low in other negative emotions. However there was no IAPS
picture that elicits only anger; they were all either undifferentiated or induced significant
amount of fear, sadness, and/or disgust emotions as well (Mikels et al. 2005). Mikels et al.
(2015, pg. 629) explained that this might have occurred because:

“Anger is contingent upon appraisals of extreme unpleasantness, high effort, high
certainty, and strong human agency (Smith and Ellsworth 1985, 1987) or, more simply,
is appraised as involving a demeaning offense against the self (Lazarus 1991). Such
prerequisite conditions are difficult to achieve with the passive and essentially effortless
viewing of static images.”
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Still, we selected one of the IAPS pictures which was originally labeled as undifferentiated but
had a higher anger score than other emotions and the picture was suitable for our ad context.
For sadness, IAPS options were not suitable to either Cookies or PSA condition, so a similar
image was found on internet that would fit both product conditions (see appendix A.3.2 for
example stimuli). As a brand/product, a Turkish brand/product (Eti/Tutku) was chosen to
decrease the possible confound of a familiar brand. The message across the two contexts (PSA,
Cookie) was held similar as much as possible. While we believe the emotion fear increases
creativity perception, we also believe that the ad should be more or less creative so that there
would be a room for its creativeness perception to vary with the emotion induced. Thus, we did
word-play; the headline of the ad was “Hunger Attack?” and the first sentence in the ad was
“Attack Back!” We picked these two sentences also because they would both fit our PSA and a
cookie context. While the title of the ad (“Hunger Attack?”) and the first sentence in the ad
(“Attack Back!”) were same for both PSA and cookie ad, the call to action parts were adapted
slightly for the context. However we held the number of words same across the two (PSA: “And
Donate to Action Against Hunger.” / Cookie: “And Grab an Eti Tutku Cookie.”; both have 6
words). For the sake of creating more realistic advertisements, additionally a logo and a web
address were used for both contexts.

Pretest. We pretested the emotion manipulation to see whether IAPS images work in an
advertisement context as well. Although the IAPS images ability to induce emotion is wellsupported in the literature, studies used it as an incidental emotion manipulation and presented
several images to induce the desired emotion; in contrast, our context enabled us to only use a
single image. In addition, we selected a new sadness image as an appropriate image was not
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available in the IAPS set. For these reasons, we felt it was important to assess the effectiveness
of the emotion induction even though IAPS is a well-supported emotion induction technique.

Fifty-six students (64% female) participated in one factor (emotion: neutral, fear,
disgust, sadness, anger) within-subject design. Respondents evaluated how much they felt the
emotions of sadness, fear, disgust, anger when they look at the public service advertisements of
different emotions that were presented in a counter balanced order. First, we found that each
emotional condition score was significantly higher on the induced emotion than the neutral
condition’s scores (p’s < .01). Additionally, as expected, the fear condition induced fear emotion
(M = 3.95) more than any other emotions (p’s < .001) and disgust condition induced disgust
emotion (M = 4. 88) more than any other emotions (p’s < .001). Similarly, sadness condition
induced sadness emotion (M = 6.27) more than any other emotions (p’s < .001). However, anger
condition’s anger score (M = 3.70) did not differ from fear and disgust (MFear = 3.57, MDisgust =
3.59, p’s > .6), while it was higher than sadness emotion (M = 2.88, p < .01). Thus, within an
advertisement context, we replicated the findings of Mikels et al. (2015) for the IAPS pictures,
and supported that our sadness emotion is successful as well. Since the anger condition did not
successfully induce anger in a discrete manner but rather it had two additional emotions
attached to it (fear and disgust) and Mikels et al. (2015) suggests that anger cannot be
successfully induced by a static image, we decided not to include this condition in the main
study.

2.2.3.1.1 Sample and Design
Three-hundred-and-twenty-three (45% female) from a northeastern university
participated in the study for extra credit. The study was first part of two unrelated studies. Our
study was introduced as a research study to learn more about perceptions of advertisements.
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We employed a 2 (product type: Cookies, PSA) by 4 (emotion: Neutral, Fear, Disgust, Sadness)
between-subjects design.

2.2.3.1.2 Procedure and Measures
The study was introduced as a study about advertisements and respondents were told
that they will be shown an advertisement and asked to evaluate different aspects of it. It was
also highlighted that there are no right or wrong answers, and that we are merely interested in
what they think. The respondents were randomly assigned to one of the emotion and product
type conditions. They were told to view the advertisement below and take as much time as they
want and look at the advertisement as they normally would if they had encountered it in a
magazine at home. Then they answered series of questions representing our variables of
interest: creativity perception, attitude towards the ad, behavioral intention, persuasiveness,
and manipulation check (see appendix A.3.1 for the measures and appendix A.3.2 for the
emotion induction stimuli).

2.2.3.2 Results
Manipulation check. The emotion induction was successful. A series of ANOVAs have
shown that fear condition was different from neutral condition only with regards to fear
emotion (MFear = 3.34, MNeutral = 2.42, p < .01); as expected, fear and neutral conditions did not
differ on any of the other emotions: disgust (MFear = 2.95, MNeutral = 2.77, p > .5), sadness (MFear =
3.01, MNeutral = 3.22, p > .3), and anger (MFear = 2.87, MNeutral = 2.63, p > .2). Additionally in fear
condition, fear emotion was significantly higher than any other emotion (p’s < .05), while
sadness and disgust ratings did not differ from each other (p > .19). In disgust condition, disgust
rating was significantly higher than any other emotion’s rating (p’s < .001) (MDisgust = 4.89, MFear =
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4.24, MSadness = 3.78, MAnger = 3.80), also fear rating was significantly higher than sadness ratings
(p < .01). In sadness condition, sadness was significantly higher than any other emotion’s rating
(p’s < .01) (MSadness = 5.04, MFear = 4.13, MDisgust = 4.36, MAnger = 4.17), and the ratings of other
emotions did not differ from each other (p > .2). These findings indicated that the emotion
induction was successful.

Creativity perception. A two-way ANOVA revealed main effects of context (PSA, cookie)
(F(1, 287) = 4.36, p < .05) (MPSA = 3.57, MCookie = 3.94), and emotion (neutral, fear, disgust,
sadness) (F(3, 287) = 7.54, p < .001). Planned comparisons showed that fear condition has the
highest perceived creativity (MFear = 4.47) compared to neutral condition (MNeutral = 3.27), disgust
condition (MDisgust = 3.53), and sadness condition (MSadness = 3.73) (p’s < .01), supporting H1.
Disgust condition’s creativity was not different from neutral group (p > .33) or sadness condition
(p > .4). Sadness condition was marginally significantly perceived more creative than the neutral
condition (p < .08). The interaction of context x emotion was not significant (F(3, 287) = 1.81, p >
.14), which means that the impact of emotions on creativity does not differ significantly with
regards to the context. Further pairwise comparisons revealed that the creativity perception did
not differ between PSA and cookie contexts for fear (p > .5), disgust (p > .6) conditions. However
for neutral condition, cookie ad was considered more creative (M = 3.62) than PSA (M = 2.92) (p
< .07), and similarly for sadness condition, again cookie ad was considered more creative (M =
4.21) than PSA (M = 3.30) (p < .05).

Arousal as Mediator. We used MEDIATE macro (Hayes 2013), defined the emotion
conditions as the independent variable (neutral group is the reference group; fear, disgust and
sadness constitute the dummy variables), arousal as the mediator and creativity perception as
the dependent variable with 95% confidence level. As expected, fearful ad has a positive effect
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on creativity through arousal (axbFear = .24). On the other hand, the indirect effect was not
significant for either disgust or sadness (p’s > .4). The omnibus test of direct effect was
significant (p < .01) suggesting a partial mediation of arousal. When we looked at PSA and cookie
contexts separately too, we saw the same pattern. For PSA there was a significant indirect effect
for fear (axbFear = .26, p < .05) but not for disgust or sadness (p’s > .5) (and the omnibus test of
direct effect was significant; p < .01). For cookie, again there was a significant indirect effect for
fear (axbFear = .20, p < .05), but a marginally significant negative indirect effect for disgust
(axbDisgust = -.16, p < .07) and no significant indirect effect for sadness (p > .7) (the omnibus test
of direct effect was not significant; p > .3). These results support H2.

Creativity perception’s positive impacts. As expected, creativity perception had a
positive effect on AAd (β = .52, p < .001) and APers (β = .46, p < .001), which supports H3. With
mediation analyses of bootstrapping method (5,000 resamples, 95% CI) we found that creativity
perception influences behavioral intention positively via AAd (axb = .27) (c; p > .2) and APers (axb =
.27) (c; p > .12) as well, which supports H4.

With series of mediation analyses of bootstrapping (5,000 resamples, 95% CI) we tested
whether emotions’ impact on creativity perception reflects on some managerially important
variables as well. As expected fear (vs. neutral) has a positive effect on attitude towards the ad
(AAd) through creativity (axb = .70, p < .001), while the indirect effect for disgust and sadness
were not significant (p’s > .1) (the omnibus test of direct effect was significant; p < .001). The
positive indirect effect of fear is significant also for persuasion (axb = .57, p < .001), while the
indirect effects for other emotions were not significant (p’s > .1) (the omnibus test of direct
effect was significant; p < .001). These findings support H5. We also used PROCESS macro
(Model 6, Hayes 2013) to see whether the indirect effect of fear reflects into higher behavioral
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intention as well. Specifically we first tested whether fear has a positive effect on behavioral
intention through serial mediation of creativity perception and AAd. It was supported (axbxc =
.41, p < .001) (the direct effect of fear on behavioral intention was also significant; β = .51; p <
.05). Likewise, the serial mediation was significant with persuasion too (axbxc = .34, p < .001)
(the direct effect of fear on behavioral intention was also significant; β = .42; p < .05). Together,
these results support H6. We also ran a path analysis (see figure 2.4). An examination of
modification indices revealed the following model (CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .11, SRMR =
.05):

Figure 2.4: Path Analysis (Study 3)

According to the model and similar to Study 1, fear has a significant effect on behavioral
intention through serial mediation of creativity perception  AAd  APers (β = .36, p < .001).

2.2.3.3 Discussion
In this study we showed that fear emotion enhances creativity perception across two
different contexts: a Public Service Advertisement for “Action Against Hunger” and a commercial
product advertisement for “Eti Tutku Cookie”. Additionally we showed the initial evidence for
the process behind this. Fear as being a high arousal emotion compared to sadness and disgust,
induces arousal which leads people to be more engaged with the advertisement, and hence
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perceive the advertisement as more creative. This enhanced perceived creativity then also leads
to more positive attitudes towards the ad, perceived persuasiveness and ultimately greater
behavioral intentions. In PSA case, via fear’s impact through AAd and APers, the willingness to
donate money increased. Likewise in cookie case, the intention to purchase the product
increased.

One might argue that in this study, the fearful advertisement was perceived to be more
creative because having a shark image in the ad was incongruent with the ad overall, or that it
was unexpected or even humorous. For this reason, we ran a post-test which was a second part
of two unrelated studies.

Post-test. The respondents (N = 404 students, 36% female) were asked to view either
neutral, fearful, sad or disgusting public service advertisement and take as much time as they
want and look at the advertisement as they normally would if they had encountered it in a
magazine at home. Then on the same page they were asked about creativity of the
advertisement (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree) parallel with the main study. On the
next page, we presented a thought listing question (Cacioppo and Petty 1981); “We are
interested in what you were thinking when you were looking at the advertisement. You should
try to record those thoughts and reactions as concisely as possible — it is not necessary to use
full sentences. Ignore spelling, grammar, and punctuation. Just write down whatever your
thoughts were while looking at the advertisement. Please be completely honest and list all of
the thoughts you had.” On the following page we asked how realistic and how humorous they
found the advertisement (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much), and the extent to which they agree that
the ad had incongruent elements, and the ad elements were unexpected (1 = Strongly disagree,
7 = Strongly agree) (r = .49).
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Parallel with the main study, the fearful ad was found as more creative (M = 4.61), than
neutral (M = 3.73), disgusting (M = 3.88) and sad (M = 3.78) advertisements (F(3, 400) = 5.56, p’s
< .01). The fearful ad was also found to be more humorous (M = 3.55) than neutral (M = 2.06),
disgusting (M = 2.26) and sad (M = 1.51) ads (F(3, 400) = 25.21, p’s < .001). On the other hand,
the thought listing question which was asked before humor question, showed that it is less than
5% of the respondents of the fearful condition, which mentioned about ‘humor, being funny,
laughing’ and 13% mentioned about the fear they felt. Thus, while when respondents are
specifically asked about how humorous the ads are they tend to find the fearful one more
humorous, when they were simply asked to write down what they think of the advertisement
(without priming them to think about humor) it was very few of them mentioning the ad as
humorous.

We also checked perception of how realistic the ad was and how much the ad had
unexpected/incongruent elements. Fearful ad was found to be less realistic (M = 3.14) and have
more unexpected elements (M = 5.15) than neutral (MRealistic = 4.27, MUnexElements = 3.96) and sad
(MRealistic = 4.41, MUnexElements = 4.23) ads (realistic: F(3, 400) = 25.21; unexpected elements: F(3,
400) = 24.38 ; p’s < .001), but did not differ from disgusting ad with regards to realism or
unexpectedness of the ad elements (MRealistic = 2.89, MUnExelements = 5.19; p’s > .5). Next we ran a
mediation analysis to see despite these whether IAPS conditions have an impact on creativity
perception supporting the role of emotions. We ran a mediation analysis with bootstrapping
method (5,000 resamples) and had IAPS conditions as independent variable (with neutral
condition as the reference group), and humorous, realistic and unexpected elements as parallel
mediators, and creativity perception as the dependent variable. The findings showed that, there
were positive indirect effects through unexpected elements for fearful, disgusting (p’s < .05) and
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sad (p < .08) ads; also negative indirect effects through perception of less realism for both fearful
and disgusting ads (p’s < .05). In addition, there was a positive indirect effect for fearful ad and a
negative one for sad ad through humor (p’s < .05) (other two indirect effects were not
significant; p’s > .3). More importantly, the omnibus test of direct effect was still significant (p <
.05) suggesting that despite these other features of the ads, still emotions have a direct effect
on creativity perception. When we ran the same mediation analysis but only compared fear ad
with neutral ad, indeed omnibus test of direct effect was significant (p < .01). These findings
suggest that it is not only the different images and their (dis)connection to the ad overall, but
also it is fear as a discrete emotion that has a positive effect on creativity perception. To be
more confident about this, using our Study 3 IAPS main study data again, we also tested the
mediation of the negative discrete emotions (fear, sadness, disgust, anger) as well as surprise
(that might have risen from unexpected elements and/or humor)) between advertisement and
creativity perception (bootstrapping with 5,000 resamples; setting neutral ad as the reference
ad). Findings showed that while there is an indirect effect of fearful ad on creativity perception
through surprise (p < .01), the indirect effect through fear emotion is also significant (p < .05)
(see figure 2.5 for all indirect effects).
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**

represents significance at 95% confidence level, * represents marginal significance
at 90% confidence level. - the omnibus test for direct effect was significant (p < .001)
Figure 2.5: IAPS Mediation Analysis

Together, these findings support that in Study 3, the advertisement with the shark
image increases creativity perception due to the fear embedded in the ad, even after counting
for the impact of using different images and these images’ possible interaction with the overall
advertisement.

Across three studies, we showed that fear emotion increases creativity perception
which also has a positive effect on managerially important outcome variables such as attitude
towards the advertisement, persuasion, and behavioral intention. While we showed initial
evidence that fear’s positive effect is due to its high arousal nature, in our next study, we will be
again investigating the process. For cookie, there was no significant direct effect which means
there was a full mediation suggesting that arousal is the only mediator in the process. However
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in PSA context, there was still a significant direct effect which suggests the possibility of another
mediator. And in fact, while in our third study, we found that fear has a positive effect on
creativity perception through its positive effect on arousal, we were unable to include an anger
condition. When we look at the discrete emotions literature we see that both fear and anger
have high arousal. Thus, arousal alone cannot explain the positive effect of fear on creativity
perception over anger in our studies 1 and 2. As we discussed in the literature review section,
negative emotions are also categorized as uncertain vs. certain, and unpredictable vs.
predictable, and that uncertainty and unpredictability appraisals can explain the higher
creativity perception. Fear is an emotion of uncertainty and unpredictability, while on the
contrary anger has certainty and predictability appraisals. We believe these two appraisals
explain why fear has a positive effect on creativity perception while anger does not. Accordingly,
in our next study, we will be studying whether these appraisals contribute to the process of
emotions’ impact on creativity perception. In addition, while in our previous study we did not
have an anger condition, we believe that this was because anger induction is “difficult to achieve
with the passive and essentially effortless viewing of static images.” (Mikels et al. 2015)
Accordingly the following study will use videos to induce emotions, and thus we expect anger
induction to be successful.

Our studies so far focused on advertisements’ creativity. Can fear’s positive effect on
creativity perception be applicable to other contexts (products, art)? Eskine, Kacinik, and Prinz
(2012) have found that fear increases the positive judgment about the art, but they did not
specifically measured creativity. In our next study we will explore whether fear’s positive impact
on creativity perception can be extended to another context: a painting. Additionally,
throughout our studies we compared fear with other main negative discrete emotions such as
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disgust, sadness, anger as well as with the neutral emotion. In the next study, we will compare
fear with happiness as prior literature provides support for happiness influencing creativity
generation and it is managerially important to understand whether as a negative discrete
emotion fear is more, less, or equally as effective as a positive discrete emotion. In the following
study, we will also use a new method for inducing emotions. It will be an incidental emotion
manipulation, where respondents will be asked to watch a video clip which will elicit the specific
emotions that we are interested in. This will help enhance the generalizability of our finding that
fear has a positive impact on creativity perception. In addition, if videos successfully induce
emotions that in turn impact perceived creativity, managers can use this to their advantage
when choosing where to place their ads on TV.

2.2.4 Study 4 – Videos Experiment
Before the main study, we conducted two pretests. The first one was to decide which
advertisement and painting to use in the main study and the second one was to decide which
videos to use for our emotion manipulation.

2.2.4.1 Method
Pretest 1. We conducted a pretest for the context stimuli. In a within-subject pretest
design (MTurk; N = 35, MAge = 32, 46% female, 86% has some college degree or more, 14% has a
high school degree; all from US), we asked respondents to evaluate the creativity level (using 11
point scale) of the Berri orange juice ad (from Study 2), an additional alternative advertisement
(Spring Valley nectar), and a painting. The paired samples t-tests showed that the painting’s
creativity level (M = 7.18) did not differ significantly from Spring Valley’s (M = 7.29, p > .7) but
was higher than Berri orange juice advertisement’s (M = 6.21, p = .05). Thus we will use the
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Spring Valley nectar ad in the main study (see appendix A.4.1 for the ad and painting stimuli).
Spring Valley is an Australian brand and in the pretest we also asked whether they have seen the
ad (painting) before and no one has indicated that they saw it before. Thus, familiarity will not
be an issue in the main study.

Pretest 2. First we decided on two or three videos to pretest for each emotion based on
the literature. We either could reach the related part of the movies directly or we had to edit
the movies based on the instructions found in the literature. For the pretest, we used the
following videos that were successfully used in the literature before (e.g. Gross and Levenson
1995; Rottenberg, Ray, and Gross 2007; Schaefer et al. 2010): for neutral emotion “Abstract
Shapes” (1.14'') (ScreenPeace screensaver) and “Color Bars” (Noncommercial film of video test
signals) (1.32''), for fear emotion “Blair Witch Project” (4.08'') (Final scene in which the
characters are apparently killed), “Shining” (1.22'') (Boy playing in hallway); for disgust
“Amputation” (1.05'') (Amputation of arm), “Trainspotting” (1.16 '') (The main character dives
into a filthy toilet), for sadness “The Champ” (2.48'') (Boy cries at father’s death), “Return to
Me” (3.36'') (Loss of a beloved), for anger “My Bodyguard “ (4.04'') (Bullying scene), “Cry
Freedom” (2.48'') (Police abuse protestors), “Shindler’s List” (2.00'') (A concentration camp
commander randomly shoots prisoners from his balcony), for happiness/amusement “When
Harry Met Sally” (2.35'') (Discussion of orgasm in café), “Whose Line Is It Anyway?” (4.31'')
(Helping hands comedy routine). We employed 1 factor between-subjects design (MTurk; N =
331, MAge = 36.5, 49% female, 89% has some college degree or more, 11% has a high school
degree; all from US) where respondents were randomly assigned to one of the videos to watch.
At the end of the study, to raise respondents’ feelings, we offered respondents the opportunity
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to watch a 2 minute clip from “The Pink Panther” (2006) (I would like to buy a Hamburger
scene).

The respondents were invited to participate in a research study to view two short movie
clips and provide ratings regarding their personal experience viewing the clip, and they were
asked to first make sure that they can use speakers or headphones for this study. We also
warned the respondents that some clips might be unpleasant or upsetting and may include
strong uncomfortable graphic scenes. Since our Amputation video shows a real amputation
surgery and Shindler’s List video has a brief nudity scene, Amazon Mechanical Turk required us
to include the following phrase in our study title: "WARNING: This HIT may contain adult
content. Worker discretion is advised." and asked for the Adult Content Qualification5. Once the
respondents read the instructions, they were asked to click continue certifying that they have
read these instructions and would like to participate. On the next screen, they were told that
they were about to watch a short video clip and asked to watch the video as if they were
watching TV at home. They were also told that they do not need to try to remember all the
details of the video; simply form an overall impression of it, however they were asked to watch
the movie from start to the end. They were once again reminded to put on headphones or turn
on their speakers, and adjust the volume to a comfortable level, and after that they could
proceed to the video clip. On the video page there was a short text “Please click the play button
to watch the following video. When the video is finished, click to continue to the next page.” For

5

MTurk lets requesters create a study that may contain explicit or offensive content (for
instance, nudity) if the researcher copy pastes the "(WARNING: This HIT may contain adult
content. Worker discretion is advised.)" phrase in the title of the study which will be visible by
the MTurk audience and also if the researcher obliges for the respondents to have Adult
Content Qualification (which requires the respondent to acknowledge that he/she is 18 or over
and accepts working on offensive content).
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the two neutral videos, since the videos did not have any sound but in the instructions
respondents were asked to prepare their speakers/headphones repeatedly, in order not to
cause any confusion or possibility of thinking that there might be a technical problem, we added
an additional sentence in between the two sentences “The video does not contain any sound.”
The videos were embedded on the same page and the videos did not have any identifiers or any
links on them and respondents could not forward or rewind the video. Also, the videos were
made sure that they were all of same size and they could fit to the different computer screens.

On the next page, respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they felt each of
the following emotions while they were watching the video: fearful, scared, frightened (Fear
scale; α = .96); disgusted, repulsed (Disgust scale; r = .90); sad, downhearted, blue (Sadness
scale; α = .90); angry, mad (Anger scale; r = .95); happy, joyful, content, amused6 (Happiness
scale; α = .91). Then we asked some other questions that might help us decide on which videos
to use in the main study. First we asked about the intensity of the emotions, “While I was
watching the video… 1 = I felt no emotions at all, 7 = I felt very intense emotions,” then we
asked how long they think the video was (1 = Very short, 7 = Very long). We also asked whether
they saw the film before (Rottenberg et al. 2007). Next, we thanked them for their responses
and shared a short, funny video from Pink Panther, and highlighted that while it is not
mandatory to watch it, if they would like to have some laughs they should feel free to watch it.
We also noted that it takes 2 minutes and added the forwarding/rewinding features to the video
so that the respondent can better decide whether or how to watch it. Finally, we asked their
gender, education and their age.

6

Since there are two major kinds of happiness which are amusement and contentment (Gross
and Levenson 1995), we wanted to have a better construct validity and tap into both of these
domains.
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In this pretest we gathered some possible video options which were already validated in
the literature. However as the literature suggests too, it is almost impossible to come up with
videos that match across all different characteristics (Rottenberg et al. 2007). Thus, we ran
series of analyses to decide which videos to pick for emotion induction focusing on the most
important criteria: the self-reported emotion scores, whether the intended emotion score is
above the mid-point and unintended emotion score is below the mid-point, perceived length of
the video, and intensity of emotions (see table 2.5 for the descriptive statistics; and see
appendix A.4.2 for the detailed discussion of the analyses for deciding which videos to pick).
Accordingly, we selected Shining for the fear induction, since compared to the other videos we
picked it had the highest self-reported fear score (p’s < .001) which was also higher than the
scale mid-point 4 (p < .09, and p < .01 when we excluded the ones who has previously seen the
movie) and had other emotion scores below the mid-point (p’s < .01). For disgust we selected
Trainspotting since it scored the highest on self-reported disgust compared to the other videos
we selected (p’s < .001). For anger we selected Bodyguard since it scored the highest anger
compared to the other videos we selected (p’s < .001) and also since other anger video options
induced multiple emotions strongly. While both video options for sadness (Champ and Return to
Me) and happiness (When Harry Met Sally and Helping Hands) induced the intended emotions
(sadness; p’s < .10 and happiness; p’s < .001 respectively) more than the other videos, we chose
Champ and When Harry Met Sally in order to keep the length of the videos across conditions as
similar as possible. For neutral condition, we selected Colorbars video since its emotion scores
were all below mid-point (p’s < .001), and had less repetitive scenes than the Sticks video for
which we had to even create a shorter version and replace it with that during the study due to
its high repetitiveness.
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During our analyses we noticed that whether the respondent had seen the video
previously or not had an impact on the intensity of the emotions. Additionally, for the videos we
picked, both the actual length of the videos and also some of the perceived length of the videos
tended to differ from each other. However the duration of exposure to the emotions might
influence the impact of emotions. Thus, for the main study, we controlled for whether the
respondents saw the movie before or not and the time spent watching the video.

Table 2.5: Emotion Scores of Video Conditions
Conditions
Neutral
Color*
Neutral
Abstract
Fear
Shining*
Fear
Blair Witch
Disgust
Amput
Disgust
Trains*
Sadness
Champ*
Sadness
Return
Anger
Cry
Anger
Bodyg*
Anger
Shindler
Happiness
Hands
Happiness
Harry

MFear
(SD)
1.19
(0.67)
1.67
(1.63)
4.60
(1.87)
4.56
(2.04)
3.31
(2.01)
2.28
(1.36)
1.68
(1.25)
2.26
(1.53)
4.42
(1.53)
2.81
(1.54)
3.94
(1.97)
1.14
( .49)
1.12
( .45)

MDisgust
(SD)
1.19
(0.45)
1.88
(1.70)
2.00
(1.44)
2.86
(1.97)
4.67
(1.97)
5.83
(1.44)
1.66
(1.07)
1.8
(1.10)
6.18
(1.08)
5.28
(1.47)
5.7
(1.55)
1.38
(0.81)
3.21
( .5)

MSadness
(SD)
1.44
(0.83)
1.81
(1.60)
2.32
(1.49)
2.27
(1.57)
2.67
(1.56)
2.45
(1.52)
5.04
(1.41)
5.29
(1.12)
5.27
(1.34)
4.41
(1.58)
4.78
(1.47)
1.15
(0.58)
1.20
( .64)

MAnger
(SD)
1.33
( .77)
2.03
(2.05)
1.77
(1.29)
1.90
(1.53)
2.11
(1.59)
2.20
(1.73)
1.56
( .85)
2.23
(1.32)
6.02
(1.29)
5.36
(1.44)
5.19
(1.61)
1.16
( .61)
1.11
( .28)
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MHappiness
(SD)
1.9
(1.17)
2.78
(1.78)
2.49
(1.59)
1.72
(0.83)
1.70
(1.01)
1.88
( .90)
1.49
( .83)
1.94
(1.20)
1.28
(0.53)
1.34
( .70)
1.52
( .71)
5.37
(1.44)
4.80
(1.27)

MPerceived

MIntensity of

Length

Emotions

(SD)
3.77
(1.67)
4.25
(1.84)
3.07
(1.29)
3.96
(1.34)
3.44
(1.42)
3.52
(1.47)
3.64
(1.15)
4.45
(1.18)
3.68
(1.36)
3.96
(1.06)
3.41
(1.31)
4.21
(1.26)
3.54
(1.20)

(SD)
1.88
(0.82)
3.19
(1.94)
4.9
(1.52)
4.68
(1.6)
4.52
(1.55)
5.17
(1.44)
4.88
(1.56)
5.14
(1.21)
6.04
(1.20)
5.44
(1.26)
5.41
(1.22)
5.24
(1.35)
4.46
(1.04)

2.2.4.1.1 Sample and Design
In order to reduce sample size, we did not use a fully crossed design. Rather, we had
two sub-studies embodied by 8 conditions. The emotion conditions (6 conditions: neutral, fear,
disgust, sadness, anger, and happiness) were paired with an advertising evaluation task (as in
the prior studies). An additional two conditions (fear and neutral videos paired with a painting
evaluation task) allowed us to compare creativity perceptions for different types of materials
(advertisement vs. painting) for the focal emotion, fear. Thus, the design included two subdesigns – a one-factor study (emotion: neutral, fear, disgust, sadness, anger, and happiness)
examining the impact of emotions on creativity perceptions of advertisements and a 2 (emotion:
neutral, fear) x 2 (type of material: advertisement, painting) experiment assessing
generalizability across creativity contexts. Respondents (MTurk; N = 492, MAge = 38; 56% female,
88% has some college degree or more, 12% has a high school degree; all from US) were
randomly assigned to one of the 8 conditions. The respondents who had participated in the
pretests were not allowed to take the survey.

2.2.4.1.2 Procedure and Measures
Respondents were invited to participate in two ostensibly unrelated studies examining
how individuals evaluate different types of visual stimuli. Similar to the pretest, they were told
that the first study will ask them to view two short movie clips and provide ratings regarding
their personal experience viewing the clip later on and so they were asked to first make sure
they can use speakers or headphones for this study. Since we decided not to use the
Amputation and Shindler’s List videos we did not need to include the MTurk Adult Content
Qualification; however, we still warned the respondents that some clips may be unpleasant,
upsetting or disturbing. This first study was again positioned as to help us construct better
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stimuli for a future study. In the second study, they were told that they will be presented with
an image and asked to evaluate it.
The respondents were first directed to begin the first part of the movie ratings study
where they saw the video that they are assigned to, then they were directed to begin the image
evaluation study. Depending on their condition, they either evaluated the Spring Valley ad or
the painting. The respondents were told that they can take as much time as they want to look at
the advertisement (painting) and indicate how much they agree or disagree whether the
advertisement (painting) is creative; as well as arousing, exciting, engaging (Arousal of
Ad/Painting Scale; α = .81); surprising, unexpected, unfamiliar (Unpredictability of Ad/Painting
Scale; α = .80) (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither agree nor disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). On the
next page, they were asked to indicate their agreement level for “I was certain about what was
happening in the advertisement (painting),” “I was certain about my evaluations of this
advertisement (painting)” (Certainty of Ad/Painting Scale; r = .63). Then, they were asked how
much they will be willing to pay for this Spring Valley nectar (painting) and instructed to write
the $ value. Next, the respondents were told that they will now proceed to the second part of
the movie ratings study and be asked about their reactions to the movie clip they watched
earlier. To fully understand the mechanism, we also measured respondents’ reactions about the
movie; “I was certain about what was happening in the video,” “I was certain about the situation
that was presented in the video,” “I was certain about what might happen next,” “I was certain
about my opinions.” (Certainty of Video Scale; α = .88). Then we asked how much they felt the
following emotions while they were watching the movie (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very intense):
aroused, excited, engaged (Arousal of Video Scale; α = .67); fearful, scared, frightened (Fear
scale; α = .92); disgusted, repulsed (Disgust scale; r = .85); sad, downhearted, blue (Sadness
scale; α = .91); angry, mad (Anger scale; r = .83); happy, joyful, content, amused (Happiness
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scale; α = .88); and whether they have seen this film before, similar to the pretest. Finally, again
similar to the pretest, they were presented with an option to watch the funny video from Pink
Panther.

2.2.4.2 Results
Manipulation Check. We ran series of ANOVAs to test for the emotion induction (see
table 2.6 for descriptive statistics). Parallel with the pretest Fear video (Shining) had the highest
fear score (p’s < .001) (F(5, 486) = 42.51, p < .001), Disgust video (Trainspotting) had the highest
disgust score (p’s < .001) (F(5, 486) = 132.10, p < .001), Sadness video (Champ) had the highest
sadness score (p’s < .001) (F(5, 486) = 105.11, p < .001), and Happiness video (Harry) had the
highest happiness score (p’s < .001) (F(5, 486) = 33.65, p < .001). Anger video (which showed a
teenager being bullied) scored high both on anger (M = 4.94) and disgust (M = 4.84) (p > .5),
parallel with the literature’s discussion that moral disgust and anger highly correlate
(Hutcherson and Gross 2011; Simpson et al. 2006) or that disgust is a subcategory or synonym of
anger (Russell and Fehr 1994; Shaver et al. 1987) or that anger and disgust are sub-emotions for
hostility state (Watson and Clark 1994). However, anger video (Bodyguard) had the highest
anger score among the emotion videos (p’s < .001) (F(5, 486) = 67.47, p < .001), and only this
video had its anger score higher than the mid-point 4 (p > .001) while others were below the
mid-point (p’s < .001). Thus, overall, manipulation check was successful.
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Table 2.6: Emotion Scores of Video Conditions
Conditions
Neutral video
Fear video
Disgust video
Sadness video
Anger video
Happiness video

MFear
1.79
4.25
2.21
2.80
2.57
1.43

MDisgust
1.57
2.03
6.26
2.44
4.84
2.05

MSadness
1.57
2.11
1.76
5.22
4.01
1.45

MAnger
1.68
1.63
1.91
2.40
4.94
1.52

MHappiness
2.74
2.79
2.05
1.84
1.90
4.42

Creativity perception. We conducted a one-way ANCOVA for the advertisement
controlling for time spent watching the video and whether the respondent had seen the video
before. We also controlled for time spent looking at the ad because in our instruction for the
advertisement and the painting, we told respondents to ‘take as much time as they want to look
at the advertisement (painting),’ like they would in real life; since the amount of time might also
impact participants’ evaluation of creativity (by giving them more time to figure out the
elements), we controlled the time spent watching the advertisement. The results revealed a
significant emotions effect (F(5, 385) = 4.76, p < .001). As expected, fear yielded higher
perceived creativity of the ad (M = 5.79, SD = 1.03) than anger (M = 5.55, SD = 1.29; p < .01),
sadness (M = 5.49, SD = 1.36; p < .05) and happiness (M = 5.64, SD = 1.03; p < .05), but did not
differ from disgust (M = 5.89, SD = 1.30; p > .1) or neutral condition (M = 5.85, SD = 1.36; p > .2)7.
A closer examination of disgust and neutral conditions however showed that, the respondents
had less certainty about these movies (MDisgust = 3.61, MNeutral = 3.11) than the other conditions
(MFear = 4.89, MAnger = 5.37, MSadness = 5.70, MHappiness = 6.26) (p’s < .001). While literature
repeatedly discussed and showed that fear is an uncertainty emotion and disgust is a certainty
emotion (Roseman 1984; Scherer 1984; Smith and Ellsworth 1985; Tiedens and Linton 2001),
the particular video we picked for disgust created a confound and triggered uncertainty

7

Neutral and disgust videos enhanced creativity perception more than anger, sadness and
neutral (p’s < .01). Other comparisons were not significant (p’s > .4).
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appraisals along with disgust. Similarly, a neutral video should have had a low score for
uncertainty, however the particular video we picked was high in uncertainty and from the open
ended question we asked at the end of the survey (whether the respondent had any difficulty,
technical problem or anything to share) we could also see that respondents were confused
whether they watched the right video and many respondents wanted to double check whether
that video was on purpose. Since our neutral video was not appropriate, we fail to find a
difference in creativity perception for the painting as well (where we only had neutral vs. fear
conditions) (F(1, 93) = 1.14, p > .2). For this reason, for the rest of the analyses, we do not look
at painting conditions any further. Additionally, for all the following analyses we will keep
controlling for the same variables (time spent watching the video, looking at the ad and whether
the video was seen before).

Arousal as Mediator. Unlike the previous study where we embedded the emotions in
the ad itself, in this study the emotions were incidental and coming from watching a video. Thus,
the arousal’s mediation should stem from the video rather than the ad, however in order to
have a full understanding of the process we measured arousal for both the emotion source
(video conditions) and the ad. However as we expected, the conditions did not differ from each
other with regards to the arousal of ad (F(5, 385) = 1.73, p > .10), but differed for arousal of
video (F(5, 385) = 9.48, p <.001). Fear had the highest arousal (p’s < .05) (MFearVid = 4.07, MAngerVid
= 3.43, MDisgustVid = 3.07, MSadnessVid = 3.10, MNeutralVid = 2.46) except compared to happiness
(MHappinessVid = 3.78, p > .10). However this is expected since both fear and happiness are
emotions of high arousal. While anger is a high arousal emotion too, since anger emotion had
high level of disgust as well, it might have mitigated its arousal level.
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We then ran a mediation analysis with bootstrapping technique (5,000 resamples), and
found marginal support for fear’s positive impact on creativity perception through arousal
compared to anger (axb = -.05, p <.07), sadness (axb = -.07, p < .09) and happiness (axb = -.7, p <
.09) (but not disgust or neutral condition; p’s > .1) (omnibus test of direct effect was significant;
p < .001). These results provide marginal support for H2a.

Uncertainty/Unpredictability as Mediator. Again, to have a better understanding of the
mechanism we first checked certainty (F(5, 385) = .75, p > .5) and unpredictability (F(5, 385) =
1.81, p > .1) appraisals of the ads, however emotions did not have a significant effect. In
contrast, emotions differed with regards to uncertainty of the videos (F(5, 385) = 28.59, p <
.001). As we mentioned before, unexpectedly neutral (MCertainty = 3.22) and disgust (MCertainty =
3.61) conditions had the highest uncertainty compared to fear (MCertainty = 4.89), anger (MCertainty
= 5.37), sadness (MCertainty = 5.70) and happiness (MCertainty = 6.26) (p’s < .001) (disgust and neutral
did not differ from each other; p > .2). After disgust and neutral conditions, fear had the third
highest uncertainty (p’s < .01). On the other hand, the mediation analysis with bootstrapping
(5,000 resamples) did not find any indirect effects of emotions on creativity perception through
uncertainty (p’s > .1) (the omnibus test of direct effect was significant; p < .001). Thus we could
not support H2b.

Willingness to Pay. Willingness to pay was an open-ended question asking how much
the respondent is willing to pay for the Spring Valley nectar. First we looked at the descriptive
statistics (M = 3.47, SD = 8.76) and omitted 2 responses who were 3 SD above the mean.
ANCOVA (F(5, 383) = 10.76, p < .001) revealed that fear has a positive impact on willingness to
pay (M = $3.72, SD = 3.16) compared to anger (M = $2.27, SD = 1.20), happiness (M = $2.86, SD
= 2.91) and sadness (M = $2.86, SD = 1.86) (p’s < .001) (while did not differ from disgust (M =
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$2.79, SD = 1.48), and neutral (M = $2.93, SD = 1.67); p’s > .1). And a mediation analysis with
bootstrapping technique (5,000 resamples, 95% CI) supported that this relationship is mediated
by creativity perception (having fear condition as control variable axbAnger = -.10, axbHappiness = .08, axbSadness = -.08) (omnibus test of direct effect was significant; p < .001).

2.2.4.3 Discussion
Employing a different emotion induction, this study once again showed that fear
enhances creativity perception compared to two other main negative emotions, anger and
sadness. This study further showed that fear’s relative positive impact on creativity perception is
not bound to negative discrete emotions. We found that fear increases creativity perception
compared to happiness as well. Positive emotions and happiness have been highly associated
with creativity generation of people (e.g. Baas et al. 2008), and it was managerially important to
understand whether fear has a better influence on creativity perception compared to a positive
emotion such as happiness which is an emotion very frequently used in advertising. Happiness is
one of the main positive discrete emotions which are high in arousal (Corson and Verrier 2007)
but low in uncertainty appraisal (Tiedens and Linton 2001), so according to our theory building
since fear is high in both arousal and uncertainty but happiness is low in uncertainty, we had
been expecting that fear enhances creativity perception more than happiness. In this study
however, while we found a marginal support for the mediation of arousal, we could not support
our hypothesis for mediation of uncertainty appraisal. Thus, a future study should better
understand why exactly fear (vs. happiness and vs. other negative discrete emotions) has a
positive effect on creativity perception.

Additionally in this study, we aimed to see whether fear’s positive impact on creativity
perception can be extended from advertising context to the painting context. However our
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problematic neutral stimulus did not let us observe the impact since the neutral video was a
confusing video with a very high uncertainty appraisal. Future studies should continue to
investigate this question.

2.3 Contributions
We believe that “creativity is in the eyes of the beholder”. Creativity is not an objective
fact like length or weight (Cropley and Cropley 2008), rather it is a ‘perception’. Even the
copywriters and art directors may have different opinions on creativity (Young 2000). In fact, it
doesn’t matter if the agency or brand thinks they produced a very creative advertisement; it is
the target audience, customers, that perceive an ad as creative or not (West et al. 2008). Even
though the advertisement or brand perceives the advertisement as creative, the advertisement
may not elicit the same perception from customers. Thus it is important to understand factors
that have an impact on the creativity perception overall.

Creativity has been repeatedly shown to be effective on many desirable outcomes such
as attitude towards the advertisement, brand, persuasion, and memory. Creativity has been
frequently tried to be defined, and the boundaries for the construct had been tried to be
examined. However, the literature has not been much productive about discovering its drivers.
This study is known to be the first to present fear as a facilitator of creativity perception. Fear
which is an emotion of high arousal and uncertainty/unpredictability, motivates people into
being excited about the advertisement and gets them engaged with the advertisement, helping
them perceive the advertisement as more creative.

This essay contributes to the emotions literature in addition to the advertising
literature. It supports that emotions of same valence can have a different impact, and shows
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that as a negative discrete emotion fear has a positive impact on a desirable variable, creativity
perception, while other negative discrete emotions (anger, disgust, sadness) and neutral
emotion do not have this impact. The study also showed that as a negative discrete emotion
fear can even have a more positive impact on creativity perception compared to happiness
which is a positive discrete emotion.

Studying creativity perception rather than creativity generation is another theoretical
contribution of this essay. Studies of psychology, organizational studies and marketing so far
have looked at factors having an impact on the creativity generation rather than perception.
This research is the first one to look at a factor that has an impact on creativity perception.
While advertising literature has discussed that in order for an advertisement to be creative it
needs to be novel and meaningful/relevant to the product category and the target audience,
novelty and relevancy are already sub-constructs of the creativity construct. This study is the
first to show that creativity perception is malleable, and it is subject to the emotions induced.
Thus this essay extends creativity research in advertising by showing that fear enhances
creativity perception of the advertisements. We showed that this positive impact of fear on
creativity perception can either be integral or incidental, meaning that fear can either come
from the advertisement itself or from an unrelated situation.

Through 4 studies, we show that both integral fear (studies 1 and 3) and incidental fear
(studies 2 and 4) has a positive effect on creativity perception, and that this increased creativity
perception holds for both public service advertisements (studies 1 and 3) and commercial
advertisements (studies 2, 3 and 4). Also, this enhanced creativity perception reflects on
managerially important variables such as attitudes and behavioral intention and willingness to
pay positively (studies 1, 3 and 4). Additionally, we also showed that fear has a positive impact
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on creativity perception not only compared to other main negative discrete emotions like anger
(studies 1, 2, 4), disgust (studies 1, 2, 3) and sadness (studies 1, 2, 3, 4) or neutral emotion
(studies 1, 2, 3) but also compared to a positive discrete emotion like happiness (study 4) which
is a prominently used emotion in advertisements. The famous Don character from Mad Men
series had once said:

“Advertising is based on one thing, happiness. And you know what happiness is?
Happiness is the smell of a new car. It's freedom from fear. It's a billboard on the side of
the road that screams reassurance that whatever you are doing is okay. You are okay.”
(Weiner and Taylor 2007)
Our paper argues against this quote, and rather recommends managers not to shy away
from fear. Fear enhances creativity perception of your advertisement which reflects on better
attitudes and intention to purchase. Thus, this essay suggests marketing or public policy
managers can utilize fear either directly embedding the emotion in the ad itself, or placing their
advertisement in a fearful environment (e.g. during a fear-oriented show or a movie, in the
waiting room of a doctor’s office, during or after a haunted tour). Additionally, so far, focusing
on only commercial advertisements, the literature has not studied whether creativity matters in
a PSA context as well. Unlike commercial advertisements, in a public service advertisement, the
main purpose is not to sell a product but instead have an influence on the attitudes of people
towards an issue favorably and in turn have a positive impact on the behavioral change
(stopping a certain dangerous behavior or donating for a social cause). Accordingly, we have
shown how creativity is important for PSAs, in important matters such as ‘texting and driving’,
and alleviating hunger, and how fear as a discrete emotion can take an active role in perception
of the creativity in PSA. Thus, there is value in finding creative ways to communicate public
service messages rather than just focusing on rational appeals that communicate the message in
a monotonous, non-creative way; and parallel to this, fear as an effective emotional element
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helps increase the creativity perception of the individuals. Additionally, we have added new
dependent variables for creativity literature too: attitude towards the issue and behavioral
intentions for quitting an undesirable action and donation.

We also showed that the positive impact of fear on creativity perception is not bound to
a public service announcement where it is more common to use fear, but rather for a
commercial advertisement too fear will enhance the creativity perception which will reflect on
positive attitudes and higher behavioral intention and even willingness to pay a premium. In
study 1, we also showed that it is also important to know the source to utilize the emotional
appeal; this paper recommends managers to use images as first element to reflect the emotion.

2.4 Future Research
From academia to corporate world, creativity’s importance has long been understood.
While the literature has discussed that people find outcomes (products) like advertisement
creative if they are novel/unexpected but also meaningful and relevant to the product category
and to the target audience, it failed to identify factors that enhance perceived creativity and are
not part of the creativity construct. This paper presents one such factor, fear. Either coming
from the ad itself, or it is incidental/situational, fear increases creativity perception. And this
finding opens doors to many possibilities for further research. We examined only a group of
negative discrete emotions (fear, anger, disgust, sadness) and a single positive discrete emotion
(happiness); however there are many other discrete emotions to study for both negative
emotions (e.g. hate, anxiety, shame, guilt, regret) and positive emotions (e.g. hope, pride,
gratitude, awe, determination, interest, serenity). There is also an increasing interest for
understanding the role of mixed emotions in marketing (e.g. Aaker, Drolet, and Griffing 2008;
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Hong and Lee 2010; Ruth, Brunel, and Otnes 2002; Williams and Aaker 2002), and a future study
can also look at the role of mixed emotions in creativity perception.

While the current study looked at the role of emotions on creativity perception, others
can look at some other factors such as the colors, fonts, the language used in the advertisement,
or individual factors or situational factors (e.g. construal level, processing style, need for
cognition, chronic regulatory focus). For instance, Förster, Friedman, and Liberman (2004)
demonstrated that high-level construals, as opposed to low-level ones, enhance performance on
different tasks that require creativity and motivate individuals to generate more creative
responses. This was tied to the possibility that high-level construal encourages abstract thinking,
which has been theorized to facilitate creative cognition (e.g., Finke 1995; Ward 1995). Thus, it is
possible that people who are high in construal level are able to solve the puzzle of creativity and
perceive the creative ad more creatively. This presents a possible future research question.

While the current study looked at the role of emotions on creativity perception of an
advertisement, future research can investigate whether fear’s positive impact on perceived
creativity can be extended to other contexts such as a painting, or a new product. While we
intended to explore this possibility in our last study, our neutral (vs. fear) stimulus was not
appropriate to test it confidently. However it is a possibility, because Eskine et al. (2012) have
already found that fear increases the positive judgment about the art, while they have not
specifically measured creativity.

In our experiments, we used advertisements that are already more or less creative in
order to have some room for its creativity perception to vary with emotions. However future
studies can investigate the boundaries for our findings. For instance if the advertisement is not
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creative at all to begin with, probably no emotion can have it be perceived as more or less
creative, or if the advertisement is already very creative, it may not need the push from fear.
Another possible boundary might come from the level/intensity of emotions. The self-reported
fear scores in our experiments were always close to the mid-point of the scale. While some
argue for curvilinear effect of fear, meta-analyses so far could not support such association
between fear appeal, and attitude or intention (Witte and Allen 2000). However a future study
can look at the role intensity of the emotions in the creativity perception context. In addition,
Study 1 found that when the emotion is integral, emotions have more direct impact on creativity
perception if the emotion arises from the image (rather than text). Future research can further
look into this initial finding.

While we showed mediation of arousal between the relationship of fear and creativity
perception, future research can work to understand the mechanism fully. The mechanism
should have an additional process in addition to arousal, since we only found a partial
mediation. Additionally, while fear, anger, and happiness are all high in arousal, fear enhanced
creativity perception more than anger and happiness suggesting that another factor should also
be taking place. We hypothesized that it is the uncertainty appraisal of fear (vs. anger and
happiness which are low in uncertainty), however we did not find statistical support for this
theory. Maybe we failed to operationalize our theory right. Maybe uncertainty appraisal of fear
is the reason, but maybe it doesn’t explicitly show itself in the mechanism but rather influences
the way people process the advertisement. For instance, Tiedens and Linton (2001) found that
uncertain emotion such as fear leads people to process more systematically while certain
emotion such as disgust leads people to process more holistically, and accordingly systematic
processing might be the key to see the details of a creative piece (ad) and perceive it more
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creatively. Future research can look at such possible mechanisms, which will help us understand
what other kinds of factors may increase creativity perception as well. Additionally, future
research can understand whether fear’s positive impact on creativity is due to its impact on a
particular sub-construct of creativity: novelty/uniqueness, meaningfulness/relevance. Does fear
help individuals discover the unexpectedness, uniqueness in the ad, or understand how the
seemingly irrelevant pieces in fact make sense and meaningful for the context?

Also, one might further explore the implications of our findings for understanding
consumption during Halloween “the ultimate opportunity to be yourself and to show off your
creativity without the concern of getting criticized or judged by other people” (Brbaklic 2012), or
for understanding the box office success of many horror movies such as Blair Witch Project, Saw,
Paranormal Activity (Andrade and Cohen 2007). Horror movies are known to be high on return
on investment (Deane 2010). While the investment in horror movies is not as high as action
movies, the success of them might also be attributed to the (perceived) creativity in them,
leading individuals to like them and see more of them. If fear’s positive effect on behavioral
intentions (e.g. purchase intention) is realized through increased creativity perception as we
showed in this research, this might explain all the soared creativity during Halloween which also
reflects into increased sales. Andrade and Cohen (2007) have found that watching horror
movies is not only associated with negative feelings, but it also leads to positive feelings. Thus, it
is possible that those positive feelings might be due to the creativity perception induced by the
emotion of fear. On a different note, Andrade and Cohen (2007) has also found that while some
people refrain from watching horror movies, some people actually prefer watching horror
movies once in a while. Additionally, there are even fans of the genre (e.g. there are more than
5 million fans of Moviepilot Horror facebook page). Some even grew up with the movies of
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recently deceased Wes Craven, the famed maestro of horror, who is known for the Nightmare
on Elm Street and Scream movies. Rosengren et al. (2013) found that creative advertisements
make people feel and even act more creative, thus it is possible that if fear enhances creativity
perception and such increased creativity perception boosts someone’s creativity in return,
continuous exposure to horror movies might make people feel/act more creative as well. While
from 1950s to 1970s, creativity was seen as a pure individual trait (some people are lucky and
have that talent), creativity is now seen as a possible situational characteristic as well; it can
even be “taught, learned, practiced, and improved” (Amabile and Pillemer 2012). Thus, looking
at the role of continuous exposure to horror movies on creativity might be an interesting
research area. Accordingly, as part of another study we asked students (N = 56, 64% female)
how frequently they watch horror movies (1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Seldom, 4 = Occasionally, 5
= Sometimes, 6 = Often, 7 = Very often) as well as their self-perceived creativity; “I feel
creative,” “My creativity level is high,” “I can be creative” (Rosengren et al. 2013) (α = .86). The
regression result was significant (β = .15, p < .05). While the finding is only a correlation, it gives
us some insight that such hypothesis has merit for future research.

Finally, the creativity generation literature has found that as a positive hedonic emotion
happiness promotes creative performance more than negative hedonic emotions (e.g. fear,
sadness) because of enhanced cognitive flexibility (see meta-analysis of Baas et al. 2008). Our
finding that fear enhances creativity perception more than happiness, and also that the impact
of happiness does not differ from sadness and anger, suggests that the factors that have an
influence on creativity generation might be different than the ones that influence creativity
perception. Future research can explore this distinction further.
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CHAPTER 3
WHEN DOES CREATIVITY MATTER: THE IMPACT OF DECISION CONTEXT AND CLAIM SET-SIZE

Many studies support that creativity increases an advertisement's effectiveness on
many different bases, such as advertisement and brand attitudes (Ang et al. 2007; Ang and Low
2000; Dahlén 2005; Heiser et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2008; Stone et al. 2000),
positive emotional responses (Kover et al. 1995), motivation (Smith et al. 2007), and motivation
to process the ad (Stewart and Koslow 1989). However creativity requires investment from the
business. In order to come up with a creative advertisement, the marketer should invest in
different resources (e.g. money, time). On the other hand, some researchers have found that
creativity does not matter for important outcomes such as aided recall or attitude towards the
brand and advertisement (Till and Baack 2005). Similarly, while creativity’s positive effect on
different persuasion contexts has been repeatedly discussed in the literature (Smith et al. 2008),
some have questioned creativity’s impact on functionality of the advertisement and whether
creativity is wasteful when it comes to comprehension and persuasiveness (Dahlén et al. 2008;
Kover et al. 1995). Thus, one must ask whether there are occasions when creativity matters
more (or less). We propose that claim set-size (i.e., number of claims) and decision context
(utilitarian vs. hedonic) will affect when creativity of an advertisement is more influential.
Award winning creative advertisements are much less likely to be rational (by providing
information) than non-awarded advertisements (19% vs. 33%) (Field and Binet 2007). However
marketers need to use claims in their advertisements to be able to provide information and
persuade the customers to buy their product. Since advertising is a vehicle to explain the
product attributes and benefits to the customers, in advertisements marketers would often like
to tell as much as possible about their products. Yet, there are contradictory findings whether a
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large claim set-size or small claim set-size works better in an advertisement. While Meyers-Levy
(1991) found large claim set-size enhances advertisement evaluations, Shu and Carlson (2014)
found a decrease in evaluations if the advertisement has more than 3 claims. On the other hand,
it is usually the utilitarian advertisements (vs. hedonic advertisements) that tend to use large
claim set-size since utilitarian decisions require more information processing, and it is hedonic
advertisements (vs. utilitarian advertisements) that tend to focus on the executional impact
since the hedonic decision is more based on the emotions rather than information. These
findings suggest a possible interaction of creativity with claim set-size and decision context
(hedonic versus utilitarian).
While utilitarian advertisements tend to have more claims than hedonic advertisements,
there are also occasions when a utilitarian ad does not use many claims as we see in many
recent ads for car brands. In contrast, hedonic advertisements usually tend to be playful, having
more creativity but fewer claims. But there are occasions when a hedonic decision will require
intensive information processing as well. While by their nature, hedonic ads may not have as
many claims as utilitarian ads, there are times when hedonic decisions need many claims.
Imagine you want to find a vacation for you and your spouse… while it is a hedonic consumption
decision, there are so many things to consider as well (budget, time alternatives, climate of the
destination, which facilities included, flight alternatives, payment options, the star of the hotel if
you stay in a hotel etc.). As another example, companies such as Thomas Cook, a British global
travel company, might communicate multiple benefits in their ads if they are unsure how
familiar their potential customers are with the destination or which benefits will resonate with
them the most. In the ad shown in appendix B.1 for instance, Thomas Cook shares numerous
benefits/claims that Brussels offers: French fries, quiet, chocolate, diamonds, nightlife,
architecture, fashion, Manneken Pis, along with all the inclusions in the package (return airfare,
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accommodation, full day tour to Ghent and Bruges, hop-on-hop-off tour in Brussels, visa, travel
insurance).
These examples show that there are different applications of small vs. large claim setsize for advertisements of hedonic vs. utilitarian advertisements. There are also discussions of
whether creativity matters, and even if it does, it is important to know when it matters since
creativity in advertisement requires resource investment. Usually advertisements require more
monetary resources, time resources and human resources for creativity. It even requires more
cognitive resources when we think about the effort put forward by the creative team in the
advertising agency and/or the marketing team in the brand. All these make it important to
understand how creativity interacts with decision context (hedonic vs. utilitarian) and claim setsize. In this paper, we propose and find that creativity matters more (i.e., impacts
persuasiveness of the ad and attitudes toward the ad) for utilitarian advertisements, especially
when they have small claim set-size. Additionally, creativity matters for a hedonic advertisement
if it has a large claim-size.

3.1 Theoretical Background
3.1.1 Impact of Decision Context on Creativity
The literature shows that the level of incongruity between a stimulus and the category
expectations (schema) can influence the evaluation of the stimulus (Fiske 1982) and increase the
depth of the processing (Ang and Low 2000; Goodstein 1993). Such unexpectedness also creates
surprise and has a positive effect on attitudes and purchase intentions (Dahlén 2005; Heiser et
al. 2008). We propose that such unexpectedness might also rise from the use of creativity in
advertisement. Creativity’s sub-dimension novelty is already about unexpectedness, deviation
from the norm and “inconsistency with ads of the same product category or schema” (Ang and
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Low 2000; Stoltman 1991). Thus in situations when creativity is less expected in an
advertisement, it is possible that it creates even more value. We believe the
incongruity/unexpectedness can stem from the specific context where creativity is used, thus
influencing the creativity’s effectiveness. In this paper, specifically, we examine the role of the
decision context (i.e., whether it is utilitarian or hedonic) because according to Reinartz and
Saffert (2013), the use of creativity may be less effective in product categories that are
associated with creativity while it may pay off in categories that are usually not associated with
creativity. While utilitarian consumption is usually associated with rational appeal (Hirschman
1986), hedonic consumption is usually associated with emotional appeal (Alba and Williams
2012), like playfulness (Botti and McGill 2000) which is frequently mentioned in relation to
creativity (Kohler et al. 2011). Hence, it is possible that creativity usage is less expected in a
utilitarian context (vs. hedonic context), making the creativity more influential for a utilitarian
context. Dahlén (2005) has shown that unexpected media usage can enhance persuasiveness
and attitudes towards the ad, and discussed that this is because using an unexpected media is
surprising for the audience leading it to have a positive effect on attitudes (Alden, Mukherjee,
and Hoyer 2000). Similarly, we propose that the unexpected use of creativity in a decision
category not typically associated with creativity (i.e., utilitarian) can be more effective:
H1: A creative advertisement enhances ad evaluations for utilitarian contexts more than
hedonic contexts.
3.1.2 Impact of Claim Set-Size on Creativity
The literature has distinguished two main processing styles. For instance, Kahneman and
Frederick (2002) defined System 1 and System 2 processing; Chaiken (1980) defined heuristic
and systematic processing; and Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986) defined peripheral processing
and central processing (Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)). These three models suggest that
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persuasion can be driven either by careful evaluation of the central elements of the message
content (System 2 processing/ Systematic Processing/ Central Processing) or by more superficial,
peripheral cues (System 1 processing/ Heuristic Processing/ Peripheral Processing). On the
other hand, careful examination of the information is taxing; thus it requires motivation and
ability to process the information in a central/systematic way.
When we compare utilitarian and hedonic decision makers, we see that utilitarian
decision makers are motivated to process information more than hedonic decision makers, and
large claim set-sizes give the ability to utilitarian decision makers to process more information.
Thus, for utilitarian decisions, individuals are more likely to engage in System 2 processing which
is a reason-based processing style (Saini and Thota 2010) that involves greater scrutiny and
comprehensive evaluation of the information (Aydinoglu and Krishna 2011; McElroy and Seta
2003; Oaksford and Chater 2003; Stanovich and West 2000). In a utilitarian context, increasing
the claim set-size is actually parallel with the functional goal nature of the utilitarian decision
which requires information and comprehensive evaluation. The customers are motivated to
process information that is central to the issue/product.
While we predict creativity matters in a utilitarian context more than hedonic context
overall (H1), when claim set-size increases, the creativity will become less relevant for utilitarian
decision makers, causing its influence to lessen. We expect this because cognitive resources are
limited, and as claim set-sizes increase, consumers will have difficulty processing all the
information. Thus, utilitarian decision makers are likely to reduce their focus to the most
relevant information contained in the ads, such as claims which are central to the merits of the
product, and prefer systematically evaluating those claims. This is parallel with the consumers’
ability to differentiate relevant product information and not focus on irrelevant cues during
utilitarian decisions (Melnyk, Klein, and Völckner 2012). Thus, when claim set-size increases in
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utilitarian context, instead of utilizing their cognitive resources for revealing the puzzle of
creativity and seeing how it is relevant/meaningful for them, given their motivation to process
information, utilitarian decision makers are likely to deem claims as relevant and creativity (or
other executional cues) as less relevant. Thus, creativity’s impact on ad evaluations is likely to be
reduced in a utilitarian context as the claim set-size increases, since consumers will prefer
focusing on understanding/evaluating the element of the ad which is more relevant for them claims. Accordingly, we expect that as claim set-size increases for a utilitarian decision, the
impact of creativity on consumers’ evaluations and attitudes will decrease, and so creativity will
have a stronger impact on ads with small claim set-size:
H2: For a utilitarian decision, creativity increases ad evaluations more for small claim
set-size (vs. larger claim set-size).
While utilitarian consumption is functional and utilizes System 2 processing, hedonic
consumption is an affect-rich one and utilizes System 1 processing, which is more automatic and
less effortful and uses heuristics, making inferences about the task utilizing contextual,
peripheral cues (McElroy and Seta 2003; Rottenstreich, Sood, and Brenner 2007; Saini and
Thota 2010; Stanovich and West 2000). Heuristics, relying on simpler cues, can be used when
the individual has low motivation or limited cognitive ability (Sicilia and Ruiz 2009). Parallel with
this, hedonic decision makers frequently lack the motivation for deep elaboration (System 2
processing). While when the claim set-size is small, they will have the cognitive resources to be
able to look at the claims, when the claim set-size gets large, hedonic decision makers will start
feeling overloaded and due to the limited cognitive ability, they will rely on heuristics, a
peripheral shortcut like creativity, to cope with the overload feelings. That is, we expect
hedonic decision makers facing large amounts of information (i.e., claims) to shift to System 1
processing and utilize creativity as a cue to judge their overall ad evaluations. Thus, when the
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claim set-size is large, due to the limited cognitive resources and lack of motivation, hedonic
decision makers will rely on peripheral/heuristic processing and use creativity as a cue for
persuasion and impression formation. Consequently, the influence of creativity on evaluations
should increase as claim set-size increases.
Another possible theory for why creativity matters for large claim set-size in a hedonic
advertisement is related to the unexpectedness of large claim set-size in the hedonic context.
Advertisements contain both substantive elements, such as message structure and content, and
non-substantive elements, such as color, fonts, graphics, layout, music, and other cosmetic
aspects. While Dahlén (2005) has shown that the positive effect of unexpectedness can arise
from the unexpected, creative use of media, we suggest that the novelty/unexpectedness of
creative ads can also come from the unexpected use of these substantive and non-substantive
elements. More specifically, claim set-size, a substantive element, might influence expectations
about the use of creativity.
According to the FCB (Foote, Cone & Belding) Grid, informative/rational advertisements
have a long copy format (e.g. high number of claims), while affective/hedonic advertisements
focus on executional elements (i.e., non-substantive aspects) and convey emotional experiences
(Vaughn 1980). These practices create expectations regarding the types of information likely to
be found in rational vs. emotional ads and similarly, for hedonic and utilitarian product contexts.
Utilitarian products typically adopt more rational communication approaches and hedonic
products typically use more emotional appeals (Novak and Hoffman 2009). Thus, as emotional
appeal is traditionally expected in a hedonic advertisement and a larger claim set is expected in
a utilitarian advertisement, the use of large claim set-size should be less expected in a hedonic
advertisement. Claims are dominantly used in a utilitarian advertisement, since consumers
consciously want to process as much information as possible to form their attitudes, decisions.
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In contrast, in a hedonic advertisement, it is less common (unexpected) to use large claim setsize, which will lead creativity to matter more for a large claim set-size (vs. small claim set-size)
for a hedonic advertisement. Thus it might lead creativity to matter in a large claim set-size (vs.
smaller claim set-size) for a hedonic decision.
Accordingly, these two possible theories suggest that;
H3: For a hedonic decision, creativity will increase ad evaluations more for large claim
set-size (vs. smaller claim set-size).
3.2 Studies
We find support for these hypotheses across two studies. In the first study we used
different advertisements for a hedonic vs. utilitarian decision context and showed initial support
for our hypotheses. In the second study, we held the product category constant across the
decision contexts, and manipulated the decision context using a task scenario. In the second
study, we also begin to test the theorized process.

3.2.1 Study 1 – Coffee versus Furniture Store
3.2.1.1 Method
A central component of our theory is that the unexpected use of creativity influences its
effectiveness. Thus, a preliminary study was conducted to assess whether creativity is less
expected in a utilitarian context compared to a hedonic one. Additional pretests were
conducted to ensure that the advertising stimuli had the desired properties for testing our
hypotheses. Specifically, we identified creative ads to be used in the studies (pretest 2), ensured
that different versions of the ads differed in terms of creativity but not in terms of claim
importance (pretest 3), and confirmed that our decision context manipulation
(hedonic/utilitarian) was successful (pretest 4).
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Pretest 1: In the first study of chapter 2 (see 2.2.1), 684 respondents (MTurk, MAge = 38,
60% female, 88.7% has some college degree or more, 11% has a high school degree; all from US)
evaluated 3 advertisements that were randomly assigned out of 162 advertisements about
texting and driving. Each advertisement was evaluated by 12 people on average. In the study, in
addition to asking the creativity perception of the advertisement (creative, novel, innovative; α
= .97), participants were also asked to what degree they perceived the ad as using a rational
and/or emotional appeal: “In an advertisement, a rational (informational) and/or an emotional
appeal can be used to carry a message. How would you describe the advertisement above?
Rational: 1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much; Emotional: 1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much). We also asked
the extent they felt surprise when they were viewing the ad (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much). After
conducting median-splits for rational appeal and emotional appeal, we identified the
advertisements (N = 39) with high rational appeal but low emotional appeal (and coded them as
1), and the advertisements (N = 39) with low rational appeal but high emotional appeal (and
coded them as 0). Next we ran two simple regressions separately for rational/utilitarian
advertisements (advertisements of high rational appeal and low emotional appeal - the ones we
coded as 1) and emotional/hedonic advertisements (advertisements of high emotional appeal
and low rational appeal - the ones we coded as 0), using creativity as the independent variable
and surprise as the dependent variable. As expected, for rational/utilitarian ads, creativity was
positively associated with surprise (β = .39, p < .01), while for emotional/hedonic ads, there was
no relationship between creativity and surprise (p > .3). This finding supports our presupposition
that in a utilitarian advertisement, creativity is unexpected/surprising, while in a hedonic
advertisement, use of creativity is not surprising.
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Pretest 2: We ran a second pretest (MTurk, N = 35, MAge = 32, 46% female; 86% has
some college degree or more, 14% has a high school degree; all from US) with 8 different ads to
identify alternatives for creative advertisements (0 = Not at all creative, 10 = Very creative)
(Dahlén et al. 2008; Stone et al. 2000). All alternatives had significantly more creativity
perception than the mid-point 5 (p’s < .05). We picked two specific alternatives (see appendix
B.1.2, creative versions) that would be easy to modify to create non-creative versions and that
might differ in terms of their decision context. The two ads were for Black&Blaze Roasting
Company (BB; hedonic) and Lar Furniture Center (LAR; utilitarian).

Pretest 3: In this pretest we tested whether our creativity manipulation was successful
and also we created our claim set-size conditions for both LAR and BB. We adapted non-creative
versions of BB and LAR by deleting some parts of the advertisements (see appendix B.1.2).
Additionally, using Google’s images search engine for real coffee and furniture store
advertisements as well as claims found on product websites in those two categories, we
identified 25 claims for a furniture store and 25 claims for coffee (see appendix B.1.3).

The purpose of the pretest was to test whether we could successfully adapt noncreative version and to come up with 3, 4, 5, 8, and 12 claims from this pool which have similar
importance on average (see Shu and Carlson 2014 for a similar procedure of having claims of
similar importance). While 12 claims condition may include some claims that are more
important for some customers’ individual needs that the 3 claim condition does not have, on
average we did not want claim set-size sets to differ in importance overall, since we are
specifically looking at the impact of claim set size (rather than having additional claims that
might have more importance for customers). We picked 3, 4, 5, 8, 12 as numbers for claim setsizes because Shu and Carlson (2014) found a decrease at 4 and 5 compared to 3, and Meyers-
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Levy (1991) defined eight claims as large, four claims as moderate set sizes. However since we
could not foresee how much creativity will enhance the different perceptions with regards to
the advertisement, in addition to 3, 4, 5, 8 claims mentioned in the literature, we included a 12
claims condition as well.

We included our pretest as part of an unrelated study (N = 353 students, 41% female).
For the pretest section, we used a 2 (ad type: creative, non-creative) by 2 (product: LAR, BB)
between-subjects design and randomly assigned the respondents to one of the four conditions,
asking “How creative do you find this advertisement for [Black & Blaze Coffee Roasting
Company/LAR Furniture Center]?” (1 = Not at all creative, 7 = Very creative). Then we presented
the claim pool of the product category they were assigned and asked participants to evaluate all
25 claims with regards to importance; “How would you evaluate the importance of the following
claims for [a furniture center/coffee]? Please read them one by one carefully and specify how
important you find each feature for [a furniture center/coffee] to have.” (1 = not at all
important, 7 = very important). The order of the claims was randomized for each participant.

The manipulation check for creativity for both LAR and BB was supported. For LAR
creative version was perceived to be significantly more creative than the non-creative version
(MCreative = 5.64, MNoncreative = 4.65) (F(1, 172) = 20.22, p < .001). Similarly for BB, creative version
was perceived to be significantly more creative than the non-creative version (MCreative = 4.94,
MNoncreative = 3.38) (F(1, 177) = 42.82, p < .001). The LAR ads were seen as more creative than the
BB ads (p’s < .01 for BB-creative vs. LAR-creative, and for BB-uncreative vs. LAR-uncreative).

In order to come up with our claim set-size conditions, we examined the mean
importance values for each claim, and then grouped them into sets containing 3, 4, 5, 8, or 12
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claims such that the average importance of the sets was similar. Next, using each respondent’s
average importance scores for these 3, 4, 5, 8, and 12 claim set-sizes, we used repeated
measures ANOVA to ensure that the similar mean values of these claim set-size conditions did
not statistically differ. For LAR we found that these 5 claim set-size conditions did not differ from
each other with regards to average importance (p’s > .3 after both Greenhouse-Geiser and
Huynh-Feldt adjustments). Similarly, for BB too, the importance of 5 claim set-size conditions
did not differ from each other (p’s > .7 after both Greenhouse-Geiser and Huynh-Feldt
adjustments). We also compared whether LAR’s and BB’s overall average importance of claims
(average of importance of all 5 claim set-size conditions) are different from each other. For this
test, we took the average of the average importance of all 5 claim set-sizes for LAR and for BB
separately and then compared them to each other. We found that LAR’s average importance
score was significantly higher than BB’s overall average importance score (F(1, 346) = 78.30;
MLAR = 5.7, MBB = 4.82; p < .001), perhaps due to the greater significance of furniture decisions
compared to coffee choices.

With the findings from this pretest, we came up with our stimuli for our main study (see
appendix B.1.4).

Pretest 4: As a second part to an unrelated study (N = 151 students, 66% female), we
presented 12 claims version of either LAR or BB ad randomly and asked “What is the promise of
this advertisement?” (1 = Achieving a goal, 7 = Experiencing a pleasure) (adapted from Smith,
Menon, and Sivakumar 2005). As expected, the LAR ad was perceived as more utilitarian (goal
oriented) than hedonic (pleasure oriented) (M = 5.04) compared to BB ad (M = 2.55) (F(1, 149) =
81.38, p < .001). We also asked about respondents’ involvement to eliminate its potential
confound since involvement has been found to affect peripheral vs. central route of processing
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(Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983). The items used for involvement were “I was involved
with what the ad had to say,” “The ad’s message seemed relevant to me,” “I carefully
considered the advertising claims about the product,” “I was paying a lot of attention while
looking at the advertisement.” (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither agree nor disagree, 7 =
Strongly agree) (α = .86) (adapted from Cox and Cox 2001; Lord, Lee, and Sauer 1995). The
involvement for BB (M = 3.50) and LAR (M = 3.32) was not significantly different from each other
(p > .4).

3.2.1.1.1 Sample and Design
Three-hundred-and-ninety-five students participated in the main study. In the second
part of the study which was an unrelated task, we had 2 attention check questions: “Please
answer 'Neither agree nor disagree' to this statement to help us calibrate our data,” “Please
answer 'Strongly disagree' to this statement to help us calibrate our data.” (1 = Strongly
disagree, 4 = Neither agree nor disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). Each was in a different personality
trait scale. The respondents who failed both attention check questions were eliminated from
the data, leaving us with a sample size of 377 (46% female).

We employed a 2 (creativity: creative, uncreative) x 5 (number of claims: 3, 4, 5, 8, 12) x
2 (decision context: furniture, coffee) x 2 (order: furniture 1st, coffee 1st) mixed design online
experiment. Due to the limited sample pool, decision context was a within-subject factor.
Participants evaluated the advertisements about LAR and BB in a counterbalanced order.
Number of claims was a between-subject factor; participants were randomly assigned to a claim
condition and then evaluated both the LAR and BB ads with the same number of claims. We
preferred presenting same number of claims for both LAR and BB to prevent any possible
hypothesis guessing, or demand effect that might occur if the respondents were presented with
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different numbers of claims across ads. Creativity (creative vs. noncreative) was a betweensubjects factor and was randomly assigned for both LAR and BB (i.e., participants could see the
creative versions of both ads, non-creative versions of both ads, or one creative ad and one noncreative ad).

3.2.1.1.2 Procedure and Measures
The experiment was announced as a study to learn more about perceptions of
advertisements. The respondents were asked to view the advertisement for [LAR Furniture
Center/Black & Blaze Coffee Roasting Company] and to evaluate their general attitude towards
the ad (AAd). All the measures in the study used 7-points scale and were adapted from the
literature (see appendix B.1.1 for the scales, references and reliability of the scales). On the next
pages, the respondents evaluated persuasiveness of the advertisement, creativity perception,
and claim set-size perception8. Throughout the pages, if they wanted, the respondents could see
the advertisement again. A notification was added to the top right of each page: “(Click here to
see the ad again, if needed)”

3.2.1.2 Results
Because the perceived importance level of the claim set-sizes and creativity levels of
noncreative and creative versions differed for the LAR vs. BB ads (see pretest 3), we ran the
tests separately for utilitarian (LAR) and hedonic (BB) contexts to see creativity and claim setsize effects on attitude towards the ad, persuasiveness of the ad, and their reflection on
purchase intention.

8

The survey also contained some additional measures, but to conserve space, these variables
are not discussed here as their findings do not directly relate to the main hypotheses.
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Claim Set-Size Manipulation Check. The manipulation of claim set-size (“How did you
feel about the number of the claims in the advertisement?” 1 = Too few, 4 = Just right, 7 = Too
many) was successful for both LAR (F(4, 372) = 26.67, p < .001) and BB (F(4, 372) = 21.84, p <
.001). However, post hoc comparison tests showed that some claim set-size sets are not
significantly different from each other. For LAR, 3 claims (M = 3.91) was seen as a smaller claim
set-size than all other claim set-sizes (M4claims = 4.3; p < .06; and M5claims = 4.43, M8claims = 5.10,
M12claims = 5.69; p’s < .01). All other claim set-sizes also significantly differed from each other (p’s
< .01), with the exception of 4 and 5 (p > .4). For BB, 3 claims (M = 4.49) was not different from 4
claims (M = 4.64; p > .4), however it was perceived smaller than 5 claims (M = 5.21), 8 claims (M
= 5.51) and 12 claims (M = 6.09) (p’s < .001). Additionally, claim sets of 5 and 8 did not differ
from each other (p > .1), while rest of the pairs differed from each other (p’s < .01). Based on
these findings, we decided to focus on set-sizes of 3 vs. 5 vs. 12 for our statistical test since
these claim set-sizes differed from each other with regards to perception of claim set-sizes for
both LAR and BB. From now on we will refer to them as small (3 claims), moderate (5 claims)
and large (12 claims) claim set-sizes.

Creativity Manipulation Check. While we had a pretest for the creativity level of the
materials, since we did not have the claims on the advertisements in that pretest, we checked
the manipulations with regards to creativity once again. For LAR, creative ad was perceived as
more creative (M = 5.05) than the noncreative version (M = 4.16) (F(1, 375) = 31.12; p < .001).
Likewise, for BB too, creative ad was perceived as more creative (M = 4.84) than noncreative
version (M = 3.89) (F(1, 375) = 37.38; p < .001).

Decision Context. To test hypothesis about creativity’s role in the decision context (H1),
we ran independent samples t-test for LAR (utilitarian context) and BB (hedonic context)
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separately, with creativity as the factor and attitude towards the ad (AAd) as the dependent
variable. For utilitarian context, creative ad leads to higher AAd (M = 4.53) than noncreative ad
(M = 4.01) (t(375) = -3.61, p < .001), while for hedonic context, AAd of creative ad (M = 4.93) did
not differ from noncreative ad’s AAd (M = 4.74) (t(375) = -1.36, p > .1). Similarly, considering
persuasiveness perception too, while for utilitarian context, the creative ad was more
persuasive (M = 4.39) than the noncreative ad (M = 4.13) (t(375) = -2.16, p < .05); for hedonic
context, the creative and noncreative ads did not differ from each other with regards to
persuasion (MNoncreative = 4.69, MCreative = 4.83; t(375) = -1.24, p > .2). These results support H1.

Utilitarian decision and claim set-size. To test H2, which predicts that creativity will
increase evaluations for small claim set-size in a utilitarian context, for our utilitarian (LAR)
advertisement, we first ran 2-way ANOVA with AAd as the dependent variable and creativity and
claim set-size as the independent variables. The main effects of both creativity (F(1, 219) = 9.85;
MCreative = 4.54, MNoncreative = 4.01; p < .01), and claim set-size (F(2, 219) = 3.73, p < .05; MLarge =
4.11, MMod = 4.62, MSmall = 4.05), as well as their interaction (F(2, 219) = 4.33, p < .05) were
significant. Planned comparisons showed that for large claim set-size, creativity did not matter
(MCreative = 4.07, MNoncreative = 4.16; p > .7), while for small (MCreative = 4.72, MNoncreative = 3.51; p <
.001) and moderate (MCreative = 4.91, MNoncreative = 4.35; p < .07) claim set-sizes, creativity
increased attitudes toward the ad. We ran the second two-way ANOVA, this time with
persuasiveness perception as the dependent variable. There was a marginally significant main
effect of creativity (F(1, 219) = 3.49; p < .07). Neither claim set-size (p > .2) nor the creativity x
claim set-size interaction (p = .14) were significant. Although the interaction was not significant,
these tests are still statistically appropriate, since the tests are orthogonal, the number of tests
are lower than “cell number-1” (which is 6-1 = 5 in our design), and the tests were preplanned
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(Roberts and Russo 2014; also see the discussion of “Analysis of Variance” in Special Issue of
Journal of Consumer Psychology’s Special Issue on methodological and statistical concerns of the
experimental behavioral researcher: Iacobucci (ed.) 2001). As expected, the planned
comparisons showed that, for small claim set-size, creativity matters (MCreative = 4.40, MNoncreative =
3.72, p < .05), while for ads of moderate and large claim set-size, creativity did not impact
persuasiveness (p’s > .2) (MC Large = 4.20, MNonc Large = 4.31, MC Mod = 4.55, MNonc Mod = 4.21). The
literature also suggests correcting for the significance level if there are 5 or more planned
comparisons. Since we conducted less than 5 comparisons, we did not correct for the
significance level.

These findings provide support for H2; for a utilitarian decision, creativity matters with
regards to both AAd and persuasion for an advertisement with small claim set-size. On the other
hand, for a large claim set-size, creativity did not impact these variables.

Hedonic decision and claim set-size. To test H3, which predicts that creativity will
increase evaluations for large claim set-size in a hedonic context, for our hedonic (BB)
advertisement, we first ran two-way ANOVA with AAd as the dependent variable and creativity
and claim set-size factors as independent variables. The main effect of claim set-size (F(2 , 219) =
9. 86, p < .001) was significant, while creativity (p > .3) and the interaction (p > .2) were not
significant. Large claim set-size had the lowest AAd (M = 4.32), compared to both small claim setsize (M = 5.19, p < .001) and moderate claim set-size (M = 4.97, p < .01). Planned comparisons
showed that, while creativity did not impact AAd for small (MCreative = 5.13, MNoncreative = 5.25; p >
.6) and moderate claim set-sizes (MCreative = 4.99, MNoncreative = 4.95; p > .8), for large claim setsize, creativity increased the AAd (MCreative = 4.58, MNoncreative = 4.06, p < .07). These results support
H3.
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We also ran another two-way ANOVA, this time with persuasion perception as the
dependent variable. Similar to the findings for AAd, the main effect of claim set-size was
significant (F(2, 219) = 3.59, p < .05), while the main effect of creativity (p > .3) and the
interaction (p > .2) were not significant. Large claim set-size has the lowest persuasion (M =
4.52), compared to both small claim set-size (M = 4.82, p < .09) and moderate claim set-size (M
= 4.96, p < .01). Also, while creativity did not impact persuasion for small (MCreative = 4.82,
MNoncreative = 4.82; p > .9) and moderate claim set-sizes (MCreative = 4.95, MNoncreative = 4.98; p > .8),
for large claim set-size, creativity increased the persuasion (MCreative = 4.75, MNoncreative = 4.29, p =
.05).

These findings support H3; for a hedonic decision, creativity increases ad evaluations
(AAd, persuasion) for large claim set-size. On the other hand, for small and moderate claim setsizes creativity did not matter.

Discussion. These findings showed that the impact of use of creativity depends on
decision context and claim set-size. Specifically, as we predicted, we found that creativity was
more influential on AAd and persuasiveness for utilitarian advertisement rather than hedonic
advertisement. However in a utilitarian advertisement, creativity is more effective when the
claim set-size is small (vs. large). In contrast, in a hedonic context, creativity is more effective for
an advertisement of large (vs. small) claim set-size.

3.2.2 Study 2 – Carry-on Luggage
While in our first study we had initial support for creativity effects with regards to
decision context and claim set-size, using two different products/advertisements was a
limitation of the study. In study 2, we manipulate decision context using the decision task rather
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than the product category, so that the same advertisement (a carry-on luggage advertisement
with the same claims) can be used for both conditions. This will enable us to test our hypotheses
directly as well as replicate our findings in another product category. A decision can be framed
as hedonic or utilitarian based on the consumption goal (Adaval 2001; Botti and McGill 2010;
Kronrod and Danziger 2013; Novak and Hoffman 2009; Pham 1998; Sela, Berger, and Liu 2009).
Research indicates that luggage can be perceived as either hedonic or utilitarian (Crowley,
Spangenberg, and Hughes 1992; Hirschman 1986). Thus, in Study 2, we will use luggage as the
product for both hedonic and utilitarian decisions. To manipulate hedonic versus utilitarian
decision, we will adapt a scenario-based task manipulation that has successfully been used in
prior research (Dara and Miller 2015) (see appendix B.2.3). In addition, we will include measures
to begin assessing the underlying process behind some of the creativity effects.

3.2.2.1 Method
As in study 1, the first step for constructing stimuli for Study 2 was gathering different
claims for use in the advertisements and to create set-sizes that did not differ in importance. In
addition, we sought to confirm our creativity manipulation (noncreative vs. noncreative ad) and
that our decision goal manipulation would be successful with an advertising evaluation task (in
prior research, it was used with a choice decision task).

Pretest. We selected 5 real carry-on luggage advertisements that we thought might be
considered creative, and that could be minimally altered to create noncreative versions. We
removed the brand elements (e.g. the names/logos of Samsonite, Delsey) in order to mitigate
the possible confound of brand awareness and familiarity. We also created one advertisement
from scratch. We added a logo of a Turkish brand (Derimod) to some of the ads to make the ads
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look more realistic. Then we prepared noncreative versions of the advertisements (see appendix
B.2.1 for original, creative and noncreative versions of the ads).

We selected 54 claims from real carry-on advertisements, product websites and
catalogues of different brands, and deleted some of the repetitions (but left some similar ones,
since the wording might have an impact on the perception of the claim importance). Since 54
claims could be too many for respondents to evaluate at once and hence may create fatigue
among respondents, we had respondents evaluate the claims in 3 batches of 18 claims
separated by (presumably more fun tasks) of evaluating ad creativity. Claims were randomly
assigned to appear in one of the three batches (first, second, third) with the limitation that
similar claims would not occur within the same batch. In order to spread the batches of claims
throughout the survey, we presented the 6 ads in 2 batches too. Specifically, respondents saw
only 3 advertisements at one section (balloon, clouds, spinners), and later, saw the remaining 3
advertisements (FLY, beach, destination). Again, we selected the ads to appear in each batch
(first, second) through random assignment.

Lastly, we picked a real advertisement to use for the decision context (hedonic vs.
utilitarian) manipulation (see appendix B.2.2). In the original version the weight of the luggage
was advertised with the unit of kg; we revised it as lbs since our respondents will be students in
a northeastern university in USA.

The pretest was introduced as an online research study to learn more about perception
of advertisements, and the importance of different product features. The respondents (N = 36
students, 66.7% female) were asked to evaluate the importance of the first batch of claims for a
carry-on brand (1 = Not at all important, 7 = Very important). In the following section, the
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respondents were asked to evaluate creativity of the first 3 advertisements (1 = Not at all
creative, 7 = Very creative), and depending on the condition they were assigned to they either
saw creative or noncreative version of the advertisements. Next, the respondents were asked to
evaluate additional carry-on luggage claims (second batch of 18 claims), and then creativity of
the second 3 advertisements, and again depending on the condition they were assigned, they
either saw creative or noncreative version of the advertisements. Finally, the respondents were
asked to evaluate a final list of carry-on attribute claims (the third batch of 18 claims). All the
claims and the ads were counterbalanced in their batches.

For the following section, the respondents were told that they will be presented with a
scenario and then will be asked to evaluate an advertisement. The respondents were assigned
to either hedonic vs. utilitarian decision context (looking for a carry-on luggage for a fun vs.
business trip). The hedonic scenario had words, descriptions that will trigger a hedonic decision
goal (e.g. fun, you would like to find, fits your style, pleasing you, rewarding yourself, enjoying,
appealing, feel good) while utilitarian scenario had words, descriptions that will trigger a
utilitarian decision goal (e.g. business, should find, high quality, important, functional) (see B.2.3
appendix for the scenarios). On the next page, the instruction said “Having your trip in your
mind, while looking at a magazine, you come across the following advertisement. Please view
the ad below.” After viewing the ad, respondents evaluated their attitude towards the ad and
the manipulation check of hedonic vs utilitarian decision: “Considering the scenario you were
faced with, what did you base your reaction for the advertisement on? 1 = Rational attributes, 7
= My heart,” “Considering the scenario that was presented to you, how would you describe the
decision making process of a carry-on bag purchase for this occasion? 1 = Achieving a goal, 7 =
Experiencing pleasure,” “What adjective would best describe your decision making process
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during your evaluation of this advertisement? 1 = Logical, 7 = Emotional” (α = .85) (adapted from
Dara and Miller 2015; Smith et al. 2005).

We first tested the manipulations for creativity and decision goal. The creativity
manipulation was successful for the balloon (MCreative = 5.81, MNoncreative = 3.95, p < .001), clouds
(MCreative = 4.37, MNoncreative = 3.06, p < .01), and FLY (MCreative = 5.12, MNoncreative = 2.90, p < .001)
advertisements, but not for the spinners (MCreative = 3.78, MNoncreative = 3.16, p > .1), beach
(MCreative = 3.35, MNoncreative = 3.32, p > .9) and destination (MCreative = 4.16, MNoncreative = 3.65, p >
.3) ads. While the manipulation was successful for three advertisements, we selected the FLY ad
for use in the main study for two reasons. The creativity score for both the creative and noncreative versions of the FLY ad were significantly different from the scale midpoint, with the
non-creative ad scoring lower than the scale midpoint (2.90 vs 4, p < .01) and the creative ad
scoring higher than the midpoint (5.12 vs 4, p < .01). In addition, claims could easily be added to
the ad without affecting its aesthetic value.

The manipulation check for decision goal was also successful. The hedonic scenario was
seen as more hedonic (M = 3.72) than the utilitarian scenario (M = 2.65) (p < .05).

In order to come up with our claim set-size conditions, we followed the same method as
the first study. First, we examined the mean importance values for each claim, and then came
up with a possible small claim set-size (with 3 claims) and a large claim set-size (with 12 claims)
whose overall average importance levels of the claims are similar (MSmall = 5.08, MLarge = 5.09).
Next, using each respondent’s average importance scores for the two claim set-sizes, we used
repeated measures ANOVA to ensure that the similar mean values of these claim set-size
conditions did not statistically differ either. The findings showed that the average importance of
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all claims for both small claim set-size and large claim set-size is similar (p’s > .9 after both
Greenhouse-Geiser and Huynh-Feldt adjustments). In addition, for this study, we also wanted
the average importance of each claim to not differ from each other in small claim set-size as well
as in large claim set-size (so the importance of claim 1, claim 2 and claim 3 should not differ
from each other for small claim set-size, and the importance of claim 1, 2, 3,… 8 should not
differ from each other for large claim set-size). For both the small claim set-size (p’s > .2 after
the adjustments) and the large claim set-size (p’s > .1 after the adjustments) the average
importance of each claim did not differ from each other. Thus, we will be more confident that
the differences in our findings in the main study are due to the number of claims rather than
varying importance levels between the two claim set-sizes or varying importance levels among
the claims in the ads (See appendix B.2.4 for the conditions for claim set-size x creativity level).

3.2.2.1.1 Sample and Design
One hundred-and-sixty-seven students participated in the main study (42% female). We
employed a 2 (creativity: creative, uncreative) x 2 (claim set-size: small with 3 claims, large with
12 claims) x 2 (decision context: hedonic, utilitarian) between-subjects design.

3.2.2.1.2 Procedure and Measures
The experiment was announced as a study to learn more about perceptions of
advertisements, and respondents were introduced to either the hedonic or utilitarian scenario
depending on the condition they were assigned to. They were told that having their trip (fun trip
vs. business trip) in their mind, while looking at a magazine, they come across the following
advertisement for Derimod carry-on (see appendix B.3.4 for the scenarios). And they saw one of
the 4 advertisements based on their condition: a creative ad with small claim set-size, a
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noncreative ad with small claim set-size, a creative ad with large claim set-size, or a noncreative
ad with large claim set-size (see appendix B.3.5 for stimuli). On the same page they are asked
about their overall opinion towards this advertisement; “1 = Bad, 7 = Good” “1 = Negative, 7 =
Positive” (Aad scale; r = .68). We also put a timer on this page to see how much time the
respondent spends for the ad evaluation. On the next page, we measured the overload feelings
that will help us test the proposed mechanism for H2 and H3; specifically the respondents were
asked to indicate to what extent they felt “Overwhelmed,” “Confused,” “Overloaded,” and
“Tired” (Overload scale; α = .82) in addition to some filler positive emotions like “Happy”,
“Joyful”, “Pleasant”. Next, they were asked to evaluate the creativity of the ad (“1 = Not
creative, 7 = Creative,” “1 = Not novel, 7 = Novel,” and “1 = Not original, 7 = Original” (Creativity
scale; α = .79). In order to directly test the possible mechanism for H1, we also asked the degree
the ad they saw matched their expectations for creativity (1 = Much less creative ad than I
expected; 4 = Matched my expectations for creativity, 7 = Much more creative ad than I
expected). We asked our manipulation check question for claim set-size (“How did you feel
about the number of the claims in the advertisement? 1 = Too few, 7 = Too many”). Next in
order to test alternative possible mechanism for H3, we included a question about expectedness
level of information (Please indicate how much the advertisement matched (or mismatched)
your expectations for the information amount provided. 1= Included much less information than
I expected, 7 = Included much more information than I expected.) Finally we asked the same
decision goal manipulation questions from the pretest (α = .67). Throughout the pages, if they
wanted, the respondents could see the advertisement again. A notification was added to the top
right of each page: “(Click here to see the ad again, if needed)”
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3.2.2.2 Results
Manipulation Checks. The manipulation of claim set-size was successful (MSmall = 3.98,
MLarge = 6.16; t(165) = -13.45, p < .001). While the ad was pretested for creativity manipulation,
since there were no claims in that version, we checked the manipulation for creativity once
again. The creative version (M = 3.72) was perceived to be more creative than the noncreative
version (M = 2.87) t(165) = - 4.47; p < .001). Also, the decision goal manipulation was successful;
the fun vacation scenario was perceived to be more hedonic (M = 3.36) than the business trip
scenario (M = 2.67) t(165) = 3.63; p < .001).

Analyses. In the remaining analyses, we included several control variables: class, brand
familiarity, and ad familiarity. The study was conducted towards the end of the semester and
during the final exam period; since the final exam schedule and policies differed for the two
classes we used as well as the format of announcements and extra credit policies, it is possible
that involvement and/or emotions may have varied by class, leading us to include class as a
control variable. In addition, we added brand familiarity and ad familiarity as additional control
variables. Although we used a Turkish brand name (Derimod) to reduce familiarity, some
students still could have been exposed to the brand name since the brand operates in different
markets. In addition, since the ad was adapted from a real advertisement, participants could
have previously been exposed to it.

Creativity Expectation in Decision Contexts. In order to test whether creativity enhances
creativity more for utilitarian decision context than hedonic decision context (H1), we ran an
ANCOVA with the control variables discussed above, attitude towards advertisement as the
dependent variable and creativity (noncreative vs. creative) and decision context (hedonic vs.
utilitarian) as independent variables. There were marginally significant main effect of creativity
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(F(1, 160) = 3.4; p < .07) and a significant main effect of decision context (F(1, 160) = 5.16; p <
.05), while the interaction was not significant (p > .3). However when we looked at creativity’s
impact in each decision context, we saw that creativity does not matter for hedonic context
(MCreative = 4.29, MNonCreative= 4.11, p > .5), while it matters for utilitarian context (MCreative = 4.89,
MNonCreative= 4.34, p < .05). Also, when an ad is creative, it is perceived more positively if the ad is
for a utilitarian context than a hedonic one (MUtilitarianCreative = 4.89, MHedonicCreative= 4.29; F(1, 76) =
4.70, p < .05)9. Together, these results suggest that creativity enhances ad evaluations more for
utilitarian ads than hedonic ads.

When we hypothesized that creativity of an advertisement in a utilitarian context is
more valuable than in a hedonic advertisement (H1), we argued this occurs because creativity is
less expected in a utilitarian (vs. hedonic) context. While we had supported that creativity is less
expected in a utilitarian (vs. hedonic) context (see 3.2.1.1, Pretest 1), in this study we also test
whether this unexpectedness of creativity mediates the positive impact of creativity in the
utilitarian (vs. hedonic) context. Accordingly first, we tested whether creativity is less expected
in utilitarian context as we theorized. Accordingly, we conducted a three-way ANCOVA with
unexpectedness of creativity (1 = Much less, 7 = Much more creative ad than I expected) as the
dependent variable and decision context (hedonic vs. utilitarian), claim set-size (small vs. large)
and creativity level (creative vs noncreative) as the independent variables, in addition to the

9

While we did not have any expectations for the noncreative ad, for the noncreative ad, the
two-way ANCOVA showed a marginal significance of the interaction of decision context and
claim set-size (p < .08). The pairwise comparisons showed that AAd did not differ between
hedonic and utilitarian ads for a small claim set-size (MHedonic = 2.81, MUtilitarian = 2.13, p > .6),
however it differed for large claim set-size (p = .05). The attitude towards the ad was stronger
for noncreative utilitarian (vs. hedonic) ad with large claim set-size (MUtilitarian = 2.26 vs. MHedonic =
2.06) and this might have happened because a large claim set-size is more desirable in a
utilitarian ad than hedonic ad, which is parallel to our theory. In a utilitarian (vs. hedonic)
decision context, consumers tend to favor having more information for their decision making.
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control variables previously mentioned. The three-way interaction was not statistically
significant (p > .3), but as expected there was an interaction of creativity level and decision
context (F(1, 156) = 6.14, p < .05). The findings showed that the unexpectedness of creativity
does not differ between the noncreative utilitarian ad (M = 2.19) and the noncreative hedonic
ad (M = 2.50) (p > .3), but the creative utilitarian ad (M = 3.26) violated expectations of creativity
more than the creative hedonic ad (M = 2.54) (p < .01). While when there is an interaction
effect, it is not meaningful to interpret lower level variables, the main effect of creativity was
also significant (F(1, 156) = 8.05; MCreative = 2.91, MNoncreative = 2.35; p < .01). The other main
effects and interactions were not significant (p’s > .1).

Then, we ran a mediation test (bootstrapping with 5,000 resamples) to see whether this
unexpectedness of ad creativity in utilitarian context is the reason why utilitarian creative ad
enhances evaluation of the advertisement more than a hedonic creative ad. We defined
creative decision contexts as our independent variable (coded utilitarian creative ad as 1, and
hedonic creative ad as 0), unexpectedness of creativity as the mediator and attitude towards the
advertisement as the dependent variable (again controlling for the variables we mentioned).
The findings indicated a significant indirect effect of utilitarian (vs. hedonic) creative ad on
attitude towards advertisement through creativity expectation level (β = .29, p < .05), while the
direct effect was not significant suggesting a full mediation (p > .2). Thus we found support that
a creative advertisement enhances the ad evaluation for utilitarian context more than hedonic
context (H1), and as theorized this was because creativity was less expected in the utilitarian
context than the hedonic one.

Decision Context and Claim Set-Size. For the following hypotheses which predict that
creativity will increase evaluations of an advertisement for small claim set-size in a utilitarian
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context (H2), and for large claim set-size in a hedonic context (H3), we conducted a three way
ANCOVA with AAd as our dependent variable. There was a three way interaction (creativity level
x claim set-size x decision context) (F(1 , 156) = 3.89, p = .05). The planned comparisons showed
that for a utilitarian advertisement, while creativity does not matter for large claim set-size
(MCreative = 4.84, MNoncreative = 4.53; p > .4), when the claim set-size is small, creativity increases
the AAd (MCreative = 4.95, MNoncreative = 4.20; p < .05). In contrast, for a hedonic advertisement,
creativity does not significantly impact Aad with small claim set-size (MCreative = 4.11, MNoncreative =
4.37; p > .4), but does positively impact Aad for a large claim set-size (MCreative = 4.48, MNoncreative =
3.75; p < .07). These findings support H2 and H3.

Overload Feelings. As expected we found support that for a hedonic context, creativity
increases ad evaluation when the advertisement has a large claim set-size (H3). We expected
this because while overall creativity does not matter in a hedonic context, when the claim setsize gets large, the individual starts feeling overloaded while looking at the increased
information. But if the ad is creative, the individual uses creativity as a cue to cope with the
overload feelings and to form his/her impression about the advertisement. In contrast, for
utilitarian ad with a large claim set-size, decision makers narrow their focus to more relevant
information (i.e., claims), reducing focus on less relevant cues such as creativity.

Before testing this mechanism, we first ran a three-way ANCOVA with overload feelings
as the dependent variable to see creativity’s role for overload with regards to the decision
context and claim set-size. We found that there was a significant three way interaction of
‘creativity x claim set-size x decision context’ (F(1, 156) = 5.20, p < .05). Also, as expected, we
found support that increase in claim set-size enhances overload feelings (F(1, 156) = 70.39, p <
.001; MSmall = 2.57, MLarge = 4.21), and this enhanced overload feelings with large (vs. small) claim
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set-size was observed for both hedonic decision context and utilitarian decision context (p’s <
.001). However in a hedonic context, for a large claim set-size, creativity interacts with overload
feelings; creative ad has lower overload feelings than the noncreative one (MLargeCreative = 3.78 vs.
MLargeNoncreative = 4.82; p < .01) (for small claim set-size, p > .7). This is consistent with our
expectation that when the claim set-size is small hedonic decision makers will have the cognitive
ability to evaluate the claims, but if the claim set-size is large, due to the depleted cognitive
ability and lack of motivation for deep elaboration of the claims, individuals shift to a
peripheral/system 1 processing and use creativity as a short-cut to evaluate the ad rather than
elaborating on the claims. Thus while large claim set-size causes overload feelings for hedonic
decision makers, such overload feelings will be less if the advertisement is creative (vs.
noncreative) due to the shift in the processing style.

To test whether this decrease in overload feelings helps explain the change in ad
evaluation for the hedonic context, we ran a mediation analysis (5,000 samples of
bootstrapping, 95% CI) with creativity as the independent variable (coded noncreative hedonic
ad with large claim set-size as 0 and creative hedonic ad with large claim set-size as 1), AAd as the
dependent variable, and overload feelings as the mediator. We found support that for a hedonic
advertisement with large claim set-size, creativity increases AAd through decreased overload
feelings (β = .61, SE = .29; CI [.18, 1.36]) (omnibus test of direct effect was nonsignificant; p > .7).
This is consistent with our theory that, when the claim set-size is large, due to the overload,
hedonic decision makers tend to use creativity as a cue to cope with the depleted resources and
form their evaluation for the advertisement. In addition, if this is the mechanism, heuristic
processing which uses creativity cue should take less time to reach a conclusion (compared to a
systematic processing). Thus, we expect that hedonic makers will spent less time on the ad
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evaluation with large claim set-size if the advertisement is creative (vs. noncreative). Indeed, we
found support that for large claim set-size, creative ad (vs. noncreative ad) decreases the time
spent on the ad evaluation (MCreative = 3.78 vs. MNonreative = 4.82; p < .01) (for small claim set-size p
> .8). Together these findings suggest that, parallel with our expectations, the increase in claim
set-size leads to increased overload feelings causing hedonic decision makers to shift to
heuristic/peripheral processing, and use creativity as a cue to form their ad evaluations.

Next, we looked at the planned comparisons for the utilitarian context from our threeway ANCOVA analysis. The findings showed that for a utilitarian advertisement creativity does
not impact overload feelings for either small (MSmallCreative = 2.35 vs. MSmallNoncreative = 2.59; p > .4)
or large claim set-size (MLargeCreative = 4.36 vs. MLargeNoncreative = 3.74; p > .1). This nonsignificant
effect of creativity on overload feelings is expected since utilitarian decision makers are good at
focusing on more relevant information (claims) and thus are less likely to experience overload as
the claim set-size increases. Further, creativity would not be expected to impact this process as
we have argued utilitarian decision-makers are less likely to consider creativity cues as the claim
set-size increases.

Information Expectation in Decision Contexts. We expected creativity to matter for an ad
with large claim set-size for a hedonic context based on two possible mechanisms. As reported
above, we find evidence supporting that when the claim set-size is large, due to the overload
feelings hedonic decision makers shift to heuristic processing and use creativity as a peripheral
cue which enhances ad evaluations. Another possible mechanism relates to violation of
expectations. Violations of creativity expectations could enhance the impact of the use of
creativity, and since in a hedonic context it is less expected to have large claim set-size,
creativity will positively moderate the evaluations when the hedonic ad has a large claim set-
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size. Accordingly, we conducted a three-way ANCOVA with ‘more information than expected’ as
the dependent variable. The findings did not show any significant interaction (p’s > .3) including
the interaction (claim set-size x decision context) that tests our proposed mechanism (F(1, 156)
= .82, p > .3)10. There was only a main effect of claim set-size (F(1, 156) = 124.44, p < .001; large
claim set-size (M = 6.10) had more information than expected compared to the small claim setsize (M = 3.87). This suggests that both for hedonic and utilitarian contexts, large claim set-size
has more information than expected compared to the small claim set-size. These findings cast
doubt on the viability of this expectation-violation mechanism for explaining the increased
impact of creativity in hedonic ads with large claim set-size.

Discussion. These findings replicated the Study 1 findings and showed that the impact of
use of creativity depends on the decision context and claim set-size. Specifically, as we
predicted, we again found that creativity is more influential on ad evaluation for utilitarian
decision context than hedonic context, and is even more effective for a utilitarian ad when the
claim set-size is large (vs. small). Additionally, as expected, our results again supported that in a
hedonic context, creativity becomes important for advertisement evaluation when the claim
set-size is large rather than small. These findings are replications of Study 1 in a new product
category. In addition, in Study 1 we used two different advertisements and product categories.
However in this study we kept the advertisement same while manipulating the decision context
using a scenario of business vs. fun vacation.

This study tested the possible mechanisms behind these findings as well. We expected
and found support that creativity enhances evaluations of a utilitarian advertisement more than

10

Planned comparisons also showed that for both small and large claim set-sizes utilitarian and
hedonic decision contexts did not differ from each other (p’s > .3).
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a hedonic advertisement (H1) because creativity is less expected in utilitarian context. The
mediation analysis showed that the unexpectedness of creativity fully mediates the relationship
between enhanced ad attitude for a creative utilitarian (vs. hedonic) advertisement.

We explored two mechanisms that might explain why creativity matters for hedonic
advertisement when the claim set-size is large (H2). The second possible mechanism was due to
the violations of expectations. We argued that because hedonic ads generally contain fewer
claims, larger set-sizes would be seen as more surprising leading to an assessment of greater
creativity. However, the evidence did not support this theory. In contrast, evidence was
consistent with the first possible mechanism. We found that in a hedonic context, when the
claim set-size is large creativity helps mitigate the overload feelings caused by the increase in
the information, which reflects on higher attitude for the advertisement. This finding is
consistent with our proposed process that when the claim set-size gets large, due to the
depleted cognitive resources (overload feelings) hedonic decision makers will utilize creativity as
a heuristic cue to form their ad evaluations.

In addition, for the mechanism behind creativity’s positive influence for utilitarian
advertisements especially when claim set-size is small, we proposed and supported that in a
utilitarian context when the claim set-size is large, creativity becomes irrelevant and does not
reflect on overload feelings. While for utilitarian decision makers creativity of the advertisement
is more influential due to unexpectedness of creativity, the creativity’s positive impact
disappears when the claim set-size is large, since utilitarian decision makers are more likely to
use central route processing leading them to discount peripheral elements such as creativity.
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3.3 Contributions
So far the advertisement literature has been focusing on how creativity is an important
element in an advertisement. However creativity requires investment of many resources. First
of all, it needs human resources which correspond to employees working on the advertisement
campaign. Additionally, marketers and agencies allocate time and cognitive efforts for the whole
process of preparing a creative advertisement. Overall, creativity in advertisement usually
necessitates considerable amount of money as well. So while creativity can be desirable with
regards to many important outcomes, it requires different investments too. On the other hand,
there were a few papers which were questioning creativity’s impact on some variables as we
mentioned. Thus, it becomes important to understand when creativity matters more or less, or
when marketers should invest in creativity. To our best knowledge, this research question has
not been explored before. With this paper we found some possible conditions for when to use
or invest in creativity. First, we found that creativity leads to a greater change in attitudes in a
utilitarian context compared to a hedonic one due to unexpectedness of creativity use in
utilitarian contexts. Thus if the product category or the nature of the decision is utilitarian,
marketers should work on a creative advertisement.

While for utilitarian context, creativity of the advertisement is more important than a
hedonic one, for a hedonic context, creativity is effective when the advertisement has large
claim set-size. Let’s remember the Thomas Cook example from earlier. While finding a vacation
spot is more of a hedonic decision, there are still a lot of variables to consider (e.g. budget,
payment options, different destination alternatives, different unique selling points of different
destinations). And just like Thomas Cook did in their advertisement (see appendix B.1), there are
times for an ad for a hedonic decision context the marketer might prefer sharing many claims to
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be able to inform the customers. Our result shows that, while it wouldn’t have mattered for a
small claim set-size, for a large claim set size like this, Thomas Cook needs creativity in the
advertisement, and thus should invest in coming up with a creative advertisement. We found
that this is because with the increase in claim set-size, overload feelings rise, and at this point
creativity of the advertisement acts as a cue to mitigate the overload feelings and in return
enhances the attitude for the advertisement. In contrast, for a utilitarian context, while the
increase in claim set-size also creates overload feelings, the consumer will prefer focusing on the
claims not letting creativity intervene in the decision making and form his/her evaluations of the
advertisement. With a small claim set-size though, creativity matters for a utilitarian context
since creativity is less expected in the utilitarian case.

These findings present a roadmap for marketers to decide when to use (or invest in)
creativity for their advertisements. For a utilitarian context, creativity in advertisement matters
more than it does for a hedonic context. So for a utilitarian product category or a utilitarian
decision, marketers should invest in creativity. Or if the advertisement template is already
creative, marketers should position the decision making of their product as a utilitarian one. As
we see in our second study the decision goal depends on the nature of the decision, or in other
words, how the decision is positioned. Thus, marketers can communicate that customers should
approach their decision in a utilitarian manner. For instance, in a creative advertisement,
marketers can utilize the utilitarian, functional sides of their products to position the decision
making as more of a utilitarian and important one. Or marketers can communicate that the
decision making process is actually about achieving a goal for that particular product category or
need and hence customers should be logical in their decision making rather than emotional.
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Additionally, creativity and decision context’s impact on the ad evaluations depends on
the number of claims in the advertisement. So if a marketer has a lot to tell in a hedonic context,
the marketer should invest in creativity because creativity will enhance the attitude for the
advertisement when the claim set-size is large. In contrast, if a marketer has a lot to tell in a
utilitarian context, then the boost in evaluations due to a more creative ad execution may not
be worthwhile since consumers will be focusing on the claims. However for a utilitarian context,
if the marketer does not have much to say, or only wants to highlight a few new features of the
product, then with a small claim set-size creativity investment will be worthy enhancing the ad
evaluations.

This essay has important theoretical contributions as well. First of all, this essay is the
first research to explore boundary conditions of when creativity matters. So far the advertising
literature has focused on definition, measurement and positive outcomes of creativity. Thus,
this is the first research to investigate when creativity enhances the positive outcomes more,
and also empirically test the mechanisms behind the boundary conditions. In addition this paper
expands decision context/goal (hedonic versus utilitarian) literature. We proposed a new
domain where decision context matters. We showed that whether the creativity matters for an
advertisement depends on claim set-size (small vs. large) and the decision context.

3.4 Limitations and Future Research
As with any research, our studies have some limitations. In each study, our respondents
were exposed to a single advertisement and they processed the ad actively. In real life,
consumers are usually exposed to multiple ads in the same medium. Thus it is important to
understand the reactions in a natural setting and also the impact of relative creativity with
regards to the competitors. While in advertising literature, it is common to apply laboratory
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experiments for the sake of internal validity, especially at the phase of theory development (like
in our case), future studies can focus on external validity. Additionally, the creative
advertisements we used in our experiments had only a moderate level of creativity. None of the
creative ads scored more than 6 on average on a scale of 7. It is possible that a very creative ad
may lead to positive attitudes independent of the claim set-size or decision context.

Creativity construct has two main sub-dimensions: novelty and appropriateness. We
found that for a utilitarian context, creativity does not impact evaluations when the ad contains
a large number of claims, but does impact evaluations when the ad contains only a small
number of claims. However we did not look at the impact of sub-dimensions of creativity. It is
possible that if the appropriateness of a creative material is strong enough, the creativity might
still be relevant in a large claim set-size and enhance ad evaluations. For instance, if we
remember our balloon ad from our pretest materials (appendix B.2.1), the creativity added by
the balloons tells something about the utilitarian side of the carry-on (that it is so light weight
that a balloon can even lift it up). The creative element in that ad can be considered to be strong
in appropriateness/meaningfulness sub-dimension of creativity. Likewise for a hedonic
advertisement, it might be interesting to see the impact of different sub-dimensions of
creativity. While creativity is used to mitigate overload feelings caused by large claim set-size,
will that mitigation be stronger if the appropriateness sub-dimension of the creativity is stronger
(since the creativity cue will be even a stronger one)? Or will that sub-dimension require extra
cognitive resources to solve the connection of that appropriateness and hence decrease the
mitigation role of creativity? These are interesting and valuable research questions for the
future.
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While claims number is pretty limited in the broadcast media, print media can have
almost unlimited claims (Abernethy and Franke 1996). Consistent with this, in our experiments,
we chose to focus on print advertisements as claim set-sizes can vary more in this medium
making our findings more relevant. However, future research can explore whether these
findings may change in a different media channel. Additionally, while we found that creativity
matters more for a utilitarian context than a hedonic one, and that there is an interaction
among creativity, decision context and claim set-size, we only looked at the creativity of the
advertisement itself. Dahlén (2005) has found that creative media usage enhances ad
evaluations. Thus a future study can investigate the impact of creativity coming from other
sources (e.g. creative media usage, creativity image of the newspaper/magazine brand the ad is
in). Additionally, we specifically focused on decision context and claim set-size elements of an
advertisement to understand their interaction with the creativity level. Future studies can
examine how creativity interacts with other elements of an advertisement, such as discrete
emotions, use of image vs. text, fonts/colors used, etc.

In order to understand when creativity matters, in addition to looking at the source (the
ad, the media etc.), researchers can also think about the audience. Another research question
might be for ‘whom’ creativity matters. It is known that there is a rub-off effect of creative
advertisements. Prior research has found that when the individual engages with a creative ad,
the individual feels and acts more creatively (Rosengren et al. 2013). Thus, can it be that
individuals who are less creative tend to prefer creative ads and have better attitudes for them
more than others since they enjoy the rub-off effect of creative ads? Or, can it be those
individuals who are already creative favor creative ads more, since they enjoy using their own
creativity to solve the puzzle embedded in the creative ads? Creativity of the individuals or other
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personality traits of individuals can be studied in the future to understand how they interact
with the creativity level of the advertisement.

Marketers and agencies strive for creativity and they spend various and plentiful
resources to achieve creativity. Yet, more research is needed to understand when creativity in
advertisements matter and consequently, when marketers should invest in creativity. This essay
is the first research to discover some boundary conditions in such regards. We invite researchers
to expand the literature for this new -yet important- research area.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL DISCUSSION

4.1 Theoretical and Managerial Contributions
Knowing the importance of creativity for both psychology and businesses, while
creativity research has been on the rise, there are still many important areas that have yet to be
explored. In the advertising literature, for about three decades now, creativity’s importance has
been being discussed. However to a large scale, the research has been limited to defining the
construct of creativity, measuring creativity and examining its positive effects on important
outcomes. Accordingly we are focusing on what might enhance creativity perception and when
creativity becomes particularly important in advertisement.

The creativity literature has been looking at the individual and situational factors that
have an impact on the creativity of outcomes, processes, and persons. However these studies
were looking at creativity generation. No study has looked at the factors that have an impact on
the “creativity perception” rather than the creativity generation. In this regard, this dissertation
shows what increases creativity perception (fear emotion – see Chapter 2). Through four
studies, in essay 1, we found that both integral (emotion coming from the advertisement) and
incidental (emotion coming from an unrelated incident) fear enhances creativity perception of
an advertisement, while other main negative emotions (disgust, sadness, anger), a positive
emotion (happiness) and neutral emotion do not. We also proposed and found that this positive
relationship is partially mediated by high arousal nature of fear.

Social psychology studies have started discussing how emotions should be studied in a
discrete manner rather than only looking at the dimension of valence. Supporting the
importance of studying discrete emotions rather than valence, our research expands emotions
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literature. While negative emotions are shied away by advertisers and associated more for
health risk messages, and happiness is a popular selling point for brands (Coca-Cola had used
“Open Happiness” campaign for almost 10 years), our research showed that as a negative
discrete emotion fear can be desirable by both commercial and public service advertisements.
Fear increases creativity perception of an advertisement which also reflects on more positive
attitudes, and higher purchase intention and willingness to pay a premium. While the literature
has discussed that creativity is important in a commercial advertisement repeatedly, we showed
that creativity matters for public service advertisements as well.

In addition, while the literature dominantly showed the positive impact of creativity in
an advertisement, studies have not focused on when creativity matters more or less.
Accordingly, in essay 2 of this dissertation, we examine when creativity in an advertisement is
needed more (utilitarian vs. hedonic ads, and utilitarian ad with small number of claims, or
hedonic ad with large number of claims – see Chapter 3). Since creativity is less expected in a
utilitarian context (vs. hedonic context), creativity has more positive impact on advertisement
evaluations for utilitarian context than hedonic context. Further, while utilitarian decision
makers prefer processing information for decision making and utilize systematic processing (or
central processing or system 2 processing), when the claim set-size of the advertisement is
large, due to the limited cognitive resources and overload feelings that arise from the increased
amount of information, these decision makers narrow their focus to the most central
information (claims), leading them to pay less attention to peripheral cues, such as creativity. As
a result, creativity will have a larger impact on evaluations for a small (vs. large) claim set-size
for a utilitarian context. In contrast, when the claim set-size is large, due to the overload, a
hedonic decision maker who is a heuristics processor (or peripheral processor or system 1
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processor) will utilize creativity as a heuristics cue to form his/her advertisement evaluation. As
a result, they will give greater weight to creativity, leading it to have a larger impact on
evaluations for a hedonic ad when the claim set-size is large. Accordingly, this dissertation is the
first research to study boundary conditions of when creativity matters, and show the interaction
of creativity with other important elements of an advertisement: decision context (hedonic vs.
utilitarian) and claim set-size. By doing this, the research also expands the decision context
literature and presents another outcome of a hedonic vs. utilitarian consumption and shows
how the decision context’s interaction with the claim set-size has an impact on the value of the
ad creativity. Also, it expands the claim set-size literature by showing its interaction with
decision context and creativity.

The results also have important practical applications for managers. While managers are
long aware of the importance of creativity in their communication, the possible factors that
might be put in the practice to increase creativity perception were unknown. Here, we discuss
and show that fear emotion can be one of those factors. Both integral and incidental fear
increases the creativity perception of the advertisement which positively increases managerially
important variables such as attitudes, purchase intention and willingness to pay a premium. We
also showed that this finding is applicable for both commercial products and public service
advertisements. These findings suggest that marketers can either embed fear in the
advertisements, or they can utilize fearful contexts to place their advertisements (e.g. fearful TV
show, a horror movie, a doctor’s office) which will enhance the perceived creativity of the
advertisement and that will eventually enhance the sales. We also showed that the desirability
of the increase in the creativity is not limited to commercial advertisements; public policy
makers can also utilize fear for their advertisements in order to have a positive impact on the
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attitudes towards the issue, and behavioral intention for quitting an undesirable action and
donation.

While it has been widely accepted that creativity of an advertisement is important for its
effectiveness, creativity requires different resources such as monetary resources, time
resources, human resources and cognitive resources. Thus, it is important to help marketers
decide when to invest for creativity. Our dissertation showed that the need for advertisement
creativity depends on some other important elements of the advertisement and presents a
roadmap for marketers. For a utilitarian product or decision, the creativity becomes important
for persuasion, attitude towards the advertisement, and even more when the claim set-size is
small. On the other hand, for a hedonic product or decision, the creativity becomes important
for an ad with large claim set-size. Accordingly, a marketer can decide on the advertising
strategy based on the decisions of whether to invest in creativity, whether to position the
decision as a utilitarian (vs. hedonic) one, and whether to use a large (vs. small) claim set-size.

4.2 Future Research
Despite all the advantages of creativity, creativity has been a neglected research topic in
consumer research (Burroughs and Mick 2004; Burroughs et al. 2008; Moreau and Dahl 2005).
Thus, it is important to focus on this long-neglected but important domain in consumer
research. Accordingly, this dissertation extends the creativity literature in consumer research,
exploring an antecedent for perceived creativity of an advertisement and when creativity
matters more (or less) in an advertisement. Also, throughout the chapters, we have discussed
various specific future research recommendations, which will help creativity literature to expand
further.
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The essays in this dissertation focus on creativity perception rather than creativity
generation. The first essay (chapter 2) studies a factor that has an impact on creativity
perception (rather than generation like previous literature), while the second one (chapter 3)
presents when enhanced creativity perception is more valuable. However, future research can
look at if (and how) the constructs of creativity perception and creativity generation are related
with each other. In chapter 2 (essay 1), we discussed that while prior literature has mentioned
happiness as a facilitator of creativity generation, we did not find this impact for creativity
perception. This suggests that these two constructs differ. Future research can understand how
exactly they stand against each other. Since both constructs are important variables for various
reasons, it is valuable to understand what possible factors can have a positive effect on both of
them. In addition, future research could explore how these two constructs interact. Rosengren
et al (2013) has found that creativity perception enhances creativity generation; does creativity
generation also impact creativity perception? When someone is creative, will that person
perceive things more creatively or less creatively? It is possible that since the person is creative,
it might be easier for him/her to decipher creativity and perceive the stimulus (outcome,
person, process) more creatively, or on the contrary such easy deciphering might lead the
person to find the stimulus less creative. Such possible relationships between the constructs of
creativity perception and generation present fruitful research avenues.
While the dissertation’s essay 2 discusses when perceived creativity is more desirable
for advertisements, future research can look at when creativity generation is more desirable.
Just like creativity perception in advertisement might require different resources (e.g. time,
monetary, cognitive, human resources), creativity generation of people, processes also require
resources. In order to perform creatively, individuals need to use their cognitive resources, time
resources to come up with novel and valuable (creative) outcomes. In addition, creative
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processes that bring solutions to varying industries require time, cognitive and human resources
as well as monetary resources. Thus it is valuable for future studies to understand when
creativity generation and investment for it matter.
The title of this dissertation “O Creativity Where Art Thou?” is a reference to a 2000
movie by Coen brothers, “O Brother Where Art Thou,” in which three friends were initially
looking for a (tangible) treasure; however along their journey they came along with more
valuable, intangible treasures of life. This is how we see the creativity research. As researchers,
we are searching for understanding creativity, and along this journey in this dissertation, we
approached the study of creativity in novel ways and asked new but very important research
questions: what enhances creativity perception and when creativity matters in advertisements.
Future studies can join this journey by looking at other factors which enhance creativity
perception or that have an impact on when creativity matters, or by asking completely new
research questions such as ‘for whom’ creativity matters.
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APPENDIX A
MATERIALS FOR ESSAY 1

A.1 Study 1
A.1.1 Measures
Attitude Towards Ad (e.g. Davis 1994; Holbrook and Batra 1987; Morales, Wu, and Fitzsimons
2012; Shamdasani, Stanaland, and Tan 2001): What is your overall opinion toward the
advertisement? “1 = Bad, 7 = Good,” “1 = Negative, 7 = Positive,” “1 = Dislike, 7 = Like,” “1 =
Unfavorable, 7 = Favorable” (α = .99)

Attitude Towards the Issue (e.g. Allen, Machleit, and Kleine 1992; Bagozzi 1981; Netemeyer and
Bearden 1992; Shimp and Sharma 1987): How would you describe your attitude toward "texting
while driving" after seeing this advertisement? Please complete the sentence accordingly:
"Texting and driving is..." “1 = Bad, 7 = Good,” “1 = Foolish, 7 = Wise,” “1 = Unsafe, 7 = Safe,” “1
= Harmful, 7 = Beneficial” (α = .94). (Note that we reverse coded the items before the analyses
so that higher values indicate greater compliance.)

Persuasiveness of the Advertisement (e.g. Dillard and Peck 2000; Thompson and Hamilton
2006): Please evaluate this advertisement's effectiveness at reducing texting while driving. “1 =
Not at all convincing, 7 = Very convincing,” “1 = Bad argument, 7 = Good argument,” “1 = Not at
all persuasive, 7 = Very persuasive” (α = .9)

Behavioral Intention: What is your likelihood of engaging in the following behaviors after seeing
this advertisement? (1 = Not at all likely, 7 = Very likely) “Warning others to refrain from texting
while driving,” “Pledging never to text and drive” (r = .72)

*Next page*

Creativity Scale (e.g. Dahlén et al. 2008; Rosengren et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2007; Stone et al.
2000): What do you think of this advertisement? (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither disagree nor
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agree, 7 = Strongly agree) “This ad is creative,” “This ad is novel,” “This ad is innovative.” (α =
.97)

Appeal: In an advertisement, a rational (informational) and/or an emotional appeal can be used
to carry a message. How would you describe the advertisement you just saw? (1 = Not at all, 7 =
Very much) “Rational”, “Emotional”

Discrete Emotions: Please indicate to what extent you felt the following feelings when you were
viewing the ad. "I felt..." (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much) “Guilt,” “Disgust,” “Sadness,” “Anger,”
“Surprise11”

Source of Emotions: Emotions can be evoked (stimulated) by the words and/or the images in
the ad. Which do you think was more responsible for the emotions you felt when viewing the
ad? (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither disagree nor agree, 7 =Strongly agree) “Words are
responsible for the emotions,” “Images are responsible for the emotions.” (α = .97)

A.1.2 Some Ad Examples

11

This item is used in chapter 3, for pretest 1.
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A.2 Study 2
A.2.1 Measures
Creativity Perception: How creative do you find this advertisement? (0 = not at all, 10 = very
creative)

Manipulation Check: Please think back to your writing from the memory/life event task. Please
indicate to what extent the writing task made you feel each emotion. A “0” on this scale means
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that you did not experience the emotion at all. A “10” means that you experienced the emotion
more strongly than ever before. “Afraid,” “Sad,” “Disgusted,” “Happy,” “Confident,” “Attentive,”
“Relaxed,” “Guilty,” “Sluggish,” “Irritable”

Attention Check Questions: “What year were you born?” (Dropdown menu, from year 1903 to
“After 2000”) “In order for us to calibrate our data, please write down how old you are in
numbers.”

A.2.2 Advertisement Stimulus

A.2.3 Writing Tasks
Neutral Condition
Part 1
You will be presented with a memory task where you will need to write a detailed description of
a memory of yours. Here, we are interested in your ability to remember and imagine past
experiences vividly. All of your responses will be completely anonymous and confidential, and
the experience that you write about will not be associated with you in any way.
(Next page)
Provide as much detail as you can and take your time, but you do not need to spend more than
2-4 minutes on this question.
Question 1: What are 3-5 activities that you did today? Please write 2-3 sentences about each
thing that you select. Examples of things you might write about include: getting ready in the
morning, eating lunch, going to work, running errands, etc.
Now we’d like you to take a minute to think about the activities that typically occur in your
evening and determine the way that you most typically spend your evening. Once you have
carefully considered your typical evening, please continue to the next page.
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(Next page)
You do not need to take more than 3-5 minutes to complete this question.
Question 2: Thinking about the way you typically spend your evening, please begin by writing
down a description of your activities, and then figure out how much time you devoted to each
activity. Examples of things you might describe include preparing dinner, eating dinner,
spending time with family or friends, running errands, watching TV, etc.
IF YOU CAN, PLEASE WRITE YOUR DETAILED DESCRIPTION SO THAT SOMEONE READING THIS
MIGHT BE ABLE TO RECONSTRUCT THE WAY IN WHICH YOU, SPECIFICALLY, SPEND YOUR
EVENINGS.
Fear Condition
Life Event Inventory Task
We are collecting a sample of personal experiences to use in constructing stimulus materials for
a study that is to be run later. The Life Event Inventory that we are developing will assess the
different experiences that people have in their lives. In order to develop this inventory, we are
collecting a variety of life events that people have experienced. We would like you to help us
out by describing an event in your own recent past. Before starting, we want to remind you that
all of your reports are completely anonymous and confidential, and the experience that you
write about will NEVER be associated with you in any way. So please be sure NOT to write your
name in your story. Please read the instructions to follow and begin working on this task by
clicking 'Next' below.
(Next page)
Please think about the last few months. What made you really feel afraid recently and
continues to make you feel afraid even when you think about it today? Please take time to
imagine what this event was like that made you really feel afraid and try to relive it again in your
mind’s eye. Then describe what made you feel afraid as vividly and in as much detail as you can.
The following questions may help you with this task: What were you feeling? What
made you feel that way? What was important for you? What lead up to that feeling? Did that
event set off some chain of thoughts or fantasies that enhanced your feelings? What were
they?
Please describe as vividly and in as much detail as you can.
Disgust Condition
Part 1
You will be presented with a memory task where you will need to write a detailed description of
a memory of yours. Here, we are interested in your ability to remember and imagine past
experiences vividly. All of your responses will be completely anonymous and confidential, and
the experience that you write about will not be associated with you in any way.
(Next page)
Provide as much detail as you can and take your time, but you do not need to spend more than
2-4 minutes on this question.
Question 1. What are 3-5 things that you find most disgusting? Please write 2-3 sentences
about each thing that makes you disgusted. Disgust often arises when you experience
something very unpleasant with an aversive physical reaction to avoid the stimulus and perhaps
even nausea. Examples of things you might write about include: using a dirty toilet, seeing a
dead animal, eating spoiled food, etc.
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Now we’d like you to take a minute to think about similar situations as described with examples
above and determine the one experience that has been the most disgusting experience of
your life. Once you have carefully considered this situation, please continue to the next page.
(Next page)
You do not need to take more than 3-5 minutes to complete this question.
Question 2. Thinking about the one experience that has been the most disgusting in your life,
please begin by writing down what you remember of the disgusting event, and continue by
writing as detailed a description of the event as possible. You may want to close your eyes as
you recall this memory so you can visualize how things looked, smelled, and/or tasted. Please
try to imagine the event as vividly as possible and relive the feelings you experienced at the
time of this event.
IF YOU CAN, PLEASE WRITE YOUR DESCRIPTION SO THAT SOMEONE READING THIS MIGHT FEEL
PHYSICALLY DISGUSTED JUST FROM LEARNING ABOUT THE SITUATION.
What is it like to be in this situation? What did the situation look like? What smells or tastes
were there? Why does it make you so disgusted?
Sadness Condition
Part 1
You will be presented with a memory task where you will need to write a detailed description of
a memory of yours. Here, we are interested in your ability to remember and imagine past
experiences vividly. All of your responses will be completely anonymous and confidential, and
the experience that you write about will not be associated with you in any way.
(Next page)
Provide as much detail as you can and take your time, but you do not need to spend more than
2-4 minutes on this question.
Question 1. What are the 3-5 things that make you the saddest? Please write 2-3 sentences
about each thing that makes you sad. Sadness often arises when you experience something
very unenjoyable or something that makes you unhappy. Examples of things you might write
about include: the loss of a loved one, devastation from natural disasters, learning of deplorable
events on the news, being filled with grief from loss, etc.
Now we’d like you to take a minute to think about similar situations as described with examples
above and determine the one experience that has been the saddest experience of your life.
Once you have carefully considered this situation, please continue to the next page.
(Next page)
You do not need to take more than 3-5 minutes to complete this question.
Question 2. Thinking about the one day that has been the saddest day of your life, please
begin by writing down what you remember of the sad event(s), and continue by writing as
detailed a description of the event(s) as possible. You may want to close your eyes as you recall
this memory so you can visualize how you felt. Please try to imagine the event as vividly as
possible and relive the feelings you experienced at the time of this event.
IF YOU CAN, PLEASE WRITE YOUR DESCRIPTION SO THAT SOMEONE READING THIS MIGHT FEEL
SAD ON YOUR BEHALF JUST FROM LEARNING ABOUT THE SITUATION.
What is it like to be in this situation? Why does it make you so sad?
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Anger Condition
Part 1
You will be presented with a memory task where you will need to write a detailed description of
a memory of yours. Here, we are interested in your ability to remember and imagine past
experiences vividly. All of your responses will be completely anonymous and confidential, and
the experience that you write about will not be associated with you in any way.
(Next page)
Provide as much detail as you can and take your time, but you do not need to spend more than
2-4 minutes on this question.
Question 1. What are the 3-5 things that make you the angriest? Please write 2-3 sentences
about each thing that makes you angry. Anger often arises when you experience something
that is out of control, someone violates expected behavioral norms, or when your needs, rights
or beliefs are being threatened, violated, or ignored. Examples of things you might write about
include: Being treated unfairly, having an argument with a partner or family member, a situation
that is offensive or unfair, experiencing a wrongdoing by an acquaintance, or a brand, feeling
threat to loved ones, property, or self-image, etc.
Now we’d like you to take a minute to think about similar situations as described with examples
above and determine the one experience that has been the angriest experience of your life.
Once you have carefully considered this situation, please continue to the next page.
(Next page)
You do not need to take more than 3-5 minutes to complete this question.
Question 2. Thinking about the one time that you have been the angriest in your life, please
begin by writing down what you remember of the anger eliciting event(s), and continue by
writing as detailed a description of the event(s) as possible. You may want to close your eyes as
you recall this memory so you can visualize how you felt. Please try to imagine the event as
vividly as possible and relive the feelings you experienced at the time of this event.
IF YOU CAN, PLEASE WRITE YOUR DESCRIPTION SO THAT SOMEONE READING THIS MIGHT FEEL
ANGRY ON YOUR BEHALF JUST FROM LEARNING ABOUT THE SITUATION.
What is it like to be in this situation? Why does it make you so angry?
A.3 Study 3
A.3.1 Measures
Creativity Perception: This ad is creative. (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither disagree nor agree,
7 = Strongly agree)

Attitude Towards Advertisement (e.g. Davis 1994; Morales et al. 2012; Holbrook and Batra
1987; Shamdasani et al. 2001): What is your overall opinion towards the advertisement? “1 =
Bad, 7 = Good,” “1 = Negative, 7 = Positive,” “1 = Dislike, 7 = Like,” “1 = Unfavorable, 7 =
Favorable” (α = .97)
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Behavioral Intention (e.g. Bower 2001; Capella et al. 2010; Grau and False 2007; Kemp, KennettHensel, and Kees 2013):
PSA: Please share your thoughts about donating to the Action Against Hunger campaign after
seeing this advertisement? (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither disagree nor agree, 7 = Strongly
agree) “I am eager to check out the campaign because of this ad,” “I intend to become a
financial donor to this campaign,” “I plan on donating to this campaign,” “It is likely that I will
contribute to this cause by donating,” “I would consider donating to this campaign” (α = .93)
Cookie: Please share your thoughts about purchasing Eti Tutku cookies after seeing this
advertisement? (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither disagree nor agree, 7 = Strongly agree) “I am
eager to check out the product because of this ad,” “I intend to try this product,” “I plan on
buying this product,” “It is likely that I will buy this product,” “I would consider purchasing this
product.” (α = .92)

Persuasiveness of the Advertisement (e.g. Thompson and Hamilton 2006; Dillard and Peck
2000): Please evaluate this advertisement’s effectiveness. “1 = Not at all convincing, 7 = Very
convincing,” “1 = Bad argument, 7 = Good argument” (r = .73)

Manipulation Check and Arousal
Now, we would like you to remember the ad again. Please read the following feelings carefully
and indicate to what extent you felt each feeling when you viewed the ad. "I felt..." (1 = strongly
disagree, 4 = neither disagree nor agree, 7 = strongly agree) “Fearful,” “Frightened” (r = .72);
“Disgusted,” “Repulsed” (r = .72); “Sad,” “Downhearted,” “Blue” (α = .82); “Aroused,” “Excited”
(r = .56); “Angry,” “Mad,” “Furious” (α = .87) “Surprised,” “Relaxed,” “Happy,” “Attentive,”
Sympathetic etc.
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A.3.2 Ad Stimuli12
PSA - Neutral

Cookie - Neutral

Cookie – Fear

Cookie – Disgust

12

IAPS Statements of Use requires the researcher not to publish the IAPS in any print format,
thus we cannot share the IAPS pictures we used in the experiment. However to give you an idea
about what the advertisements we used looked like, we share the sadness condition since its
image was not borrowed from IAPS; also we describe the IAPS pictures verbally.
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Cookie - Sadness

Cookie - Anger

A.4 Study 4
A.4.1 Stimuli
Advertisement

Painting
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A.4.2 Discussion of Analyses
We ran one-way ANOVAs with each different self-reported emotion scores (see table
2.5 for the descriptive statistics). For fear (F(12, 318) = 21.41, p <.001), Shining had the highest
fear (M = 4.60) compared to other emotion condition videos (for Shindler’s List p < .10, for
others p’s < .001) except Cry Freedom (p > .6), similarly Blair Witch had the highest fear (M =
4.56) compared to other emotion condition videos (p’s < .01) except Cry Freedom and Shindler’s
List (p’s > .10), while the fear score of Shining and Blair Witch did not differ from each other (p >
.9). For disgust (F(12, 318) = 57.49, p <.001), Amputation had higher disgust level (M = 4.67) than
other emotion condition videos (p’s < .01) except that Cry Freedom, Shindler’s List (p’s <.01) and
Bodyguard (p < .10) had higher disgust level. On the other hand, Trainspotting’s disgust level (M
= 5.83) was higher than other emotion conditions (p’s < .001) except the anger videos, Cry
Freedom, Shindler’s List and Bodyguard (p’s > .1). Trainspotting also had higher disgust than
Amputation (p < .01). These suggest that Trainspotting might be a better stimulus since at least
its disgust level was not lower than the anger videos like it is the case for the other disgust video
Amputation. For sadness (F(12, 318) = 38.97, p <.001), Champ had higher sadness level (M =
5.04) than other emotion conditions (for Bodyguard p < .10, while for others p’s < .001) except
Cry Freedom and Shindler’s List (p’s > .4), and Return to Me had higher sadness level (M = 5.29)
than other emotion conditions (p’s < .05) except Cry Freedom and Shindler’s List (p’s > .10),
while Champ and Return to Me did not differ from each other (p > .5). For anger (F(12, 318) =
45.91, p < .001), all three anger videos scored higher on anger (MCry = 6.02, MBodyguard = 5.36,
MShindler = 5.19) than all other emotion videos (p’s < .001). On the other hand, the findings so far
suggest that Cry Freedom and Shindler’s List induce multiple emotions strongly, thus among the
three anger video options Bodyguard is a better option. Finally for happiness (F(12, 318) =
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37.84, p <.001), both When Harry Met Sally (M = 5.37) and Helping Hands (M = 4.80) scored
higher on happiness than all other emotion conditions (p’s <.001).

In order to decide between Shining and Blair Witch Project for fear induction, we looked
at whether their emotion scores differ from the scale mid-point 413. Shining’s fear score was
marginally higher than 4 (p < .09) while Blair Witch’s fear score did not differ from 4 (p > .18),
and for both of them other main emotions (disgust, sadness, anger and happiness) were all
below 4 (p’s < .01). When we look at data of respondents who had not previously seen Shining,
the marginal significance becomes significant for Shining (M = 5.12, p < .01). In contrast, when
we look at respondents who had not previously seen Blair Witch, while the nonsignificance
become marginally significant for fear level (M = 4.89, p < .07), this time disgust score (M = 3.17)
becomes not significantly different from the mid-point 4 (p > .11). According to these results we
decided to pick Shining over Blair Witch, and that we should control for whether the
respondents saw the movie or not.

For happiness, while Helping Hands scored higher than When Harry Met Sally on
happiness (p < .06), when we looked at the data who did not see the movies specifically, the
significance became nonsignificant (MHands = 5.21, MHarry = 4.73, p > .2) and both of the videos’
scores were higher than the mid-point 4 (p’s < .05).

Abstracts video was originally 3:36'' long, and we started our survey using this original
version, however seeing that many people were not watching the clip until the end, we edited it
to be shorter (1.32'') and continued to use that version instead. However the video clip was still
very repetitive (colorful sticks were appearing on the screen over and over again) and many
13

For the other videos we eventually pick, the intended emotion scores were also above the
mid-point (p’s < .01).
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respondents were still not watching it until the end. Thus, we decided to use the Color Bars as
our neutral condition for the main study instead. In order to decide between When Harry Met
Sally and Helping Hands for happiness induction, and Champ and Return to me for sadness
inductions, we compared the perceived length scores. Seeing that if we picked Harry and Champ
for happiness and sadness conditions respectively, for most of the videos we pick the perceived
length of the videos not differ from each other (p’s > .10; except for MShining = 3.07 vs. MColorBars =
3.77 p < .06; and MShining = 3.07 vs. MBodyguard = 3.96 p < .05), we decided to pick When Harry Met
Sally for happiness and Champ for sadness induction. However since the actual length of the
videos and also some of the perceived length of the videos tend to differ from each other, for
the main study we decided to use the time spent for watching the video as a control variable.

Finally we compared the intensity of the emotions for the videos we picked. As it would
be expected, Color Bars had the least intensity of emotions (M = 1.88, p’s <.001). Looking at
other emotion conditions, only Harry had less intense emotions (M = 4.46) than Trainspotting
(M = 5.17, p < .06) and Bodyguard (M = 5.44, p <.01), while other comparisons were not
significant (p’s > .12). In contrast, when we specifically looked at the data who did not see the
video that they are assigned to, we see that these two significances we had also become
nonsignificant (p’s > .3).
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APPENDIX B
MATERIALS FOR ESSAY 2

B.1 Thomas Cook Example
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B.2 Study 1
B.2.1 Measures
Overall attitude towards the ad (adapted from Davis 1994; Holbrook and Batra 1987; Morales
et al. 2012; Shamdasani et al. 2001) What is your overall opinion toward this advertisement? “1
= Bad, 7 = Good,” “1 = Negative, 7 = Positive,” “1 = Unfavorable, 7 = Favorable,” “1 = Dislike, 7 =
Like” (LAR α = .95, BB α = .95)
Persuasiveness (adapted from Davis 1994; Lord et al. 1995; Miniard, Bhatla, and Rose 1990)
Please indicate what you thought of this advertisement. This advertisement is… “1 =
Unpersuasive, 7 = Persuasive,” “1 = Weak, 7 = Strong,” “1 = Unbelievable, 7 = Believable,” “1 =
Uninformative, 7 = Informative” (LAR α = .79, BB α = .77)
Creativity perception (adapted from Dahlén et al. 2008) This advertisement is… “1 = Not at all
creative, 7 = Very creative”, “1 = Not at all original, 7 = Very original” (Both LAR and BB r = .70)
Purchase likelihood (adapted from Dodds, Monroe, and Grewal 1991) After seeing this ad… (1 =
Very low, 7 = Very high) “My willingness to buy this coffee is:” “The probability that I would
consider buying this coffee is:” “The likelihood that I would purchase this coffee is:” (LAR α = .94,
BB α = .96)
Claim Set-Size Perception (adapted from Iyengar and Lepper 2000) How did you feel about the
number of the claims in the advertisement? “1 = Too few, 4 = Just right, 7 = Too many”
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B.2.2 Pretested Versions for Creative vs. Noncreative
Creative

Noncreative
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B.2.3 Pretested Claim Pool

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LAR
Assistance by our store associates
Functional products
Great value for money
Low prices
Finest service
Best warranty terms in the
industry
Many delivery options

BB
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deliciously rich
Fresh flavor at its peak
Roasted with the greatest care
A smoky, decadent tale
A fair price for growers
Made from the world’s best grades of
coffee
7. Wide assortment of gourmet coffee
beans & ground coffee
8. Ideal accompaniment to sunrise
9. 100% pure coffee with no additives.

8. Stylish products
9. Payment options that will fit your
budget
10. Traditional and timeless furniture
items that never go out of style
11. Unique products

10. 80 years of coffee making passion
intersect with your senses.
11. Uses the finest, handpicked Arabica
beans only
12. Rich aroma
13. Fair trade certified
14. Rated in the top 1% in the world by the
Coffee Quality Institute
15. Finest cup of coffee
16. Light, medium, dark roast options to fit
your taste.
17. Flavor options to fit your taste: mocha,
vanilla, caramel, nut and many other.
18. Organic
19. Premium quality
20. Stress reliever
21. Natural antioxidant coffee: using our
patented HealthyRoast ProcessTM our
coffee has antioxidant levels greater
than most green teas.
22. Healthy gourmet coffee
23. Won Precious Commodity Award at the
2012 Winter Fancy Food Show in San
Diego.
24. Bold yet ideally balanced, with a subtle
hint of smokiness and a sweet, clean
finish
25. A variety of premium coffees, ground
and whole bean.

12. High quality
13. Quick delivery
14. Free shipping
15. Trade-in programs
16. Frequent sales and special offers
17. Full delivery and installation
18.
19.
20.
21.

World’s finest furniture
Wide variety of products
Special orders
Over 40 years’ experience of
helping people find their perfect
furniture

22. Wide selection of brands
23. Ability to customize furniture
items
24. Complimentary design advice and
consultation from store associates
in stores
25. Live chat with one of our
knowledgeable agents 24 Hours, 7
Days a Week
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B.2.4 Main Study Ad Stimuli
Below are the creative version for LAR, see the non creative version’s advertisement
above. In the non-creative version, the drawer knobs (eyes) and tie (tongue) have been
removed.
3 Claims (Small Set Size)

4 Claims

5 Claims

8 Claims (Moderate Set Size)

12 Claims (Large Set Size)
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Below are the creative version for BB, see the non creative version’s advertisement
above. In the non-creative version, the words “off” and “on” have been removed.
3 Claims (Small Set Size)

4 Claims

5 Claims

8 Claims (Moderate Set Size)
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12 Claims (Large Set Size)

B.3 Study 2
B.3.1 Pretest Ad Materials for Creativity Manipulation
Original version

Creative version
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Noncreative version

Original version

Creative version

N/A
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Noncreative version

B.3.2 Pretest Ad Material for Decision Context

B.3.4 Scenarios for Decision Context Manipulation
Utilitarian Scenario:
Take a moment to imagine that you just got a job that requires frequent flights...
This weekend you need to take your first business trip. You realize you do not have an
appropriate carry-on bag. You know that when you practically live on the roads, carry-on is the
only way to go. So you should find a carry-on luggage which is of high quality and that you can
use for your future trips as well.
In your brief research, you read that business travelers find versatility important in carryons. They prefer a carry-on that is functional and holds everything needed for two to a three day
trip and that is both cabin-friendly and sturdy. Business travelers also find it useful to have a bag
which is lightweight and is easy and fast to manage throughout airports.
While looking on the internet within your price range, you come up with the following
advertisement.
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Hedonic Scenario
Take a moment to imagine that you just got some time off and you will take a vacation...
This weekend you will take the flight for your fun vacation. You realize you do not have an
appropriate carry-on bag. You would like to find a carry-on that fits with your style and that
would please you, starting your flight off right for your upcoming fun vacation.
You have been looking forward to this vacation knowing that it will be such a fun
experience. You think that this vacation represents a great way to reward yourself and that you
will be enjoying every part of your vacation. So first, you want to find a carry-on that appeals to
you, and which will make you feel good, and the whole vacation experience more enjoyable.
While looking on the internet within your price range, you come up with the following
advertisement.
B.3.5 Main Study Ad Stimuli
Large Claim Set-Size

Creative

Small Claim Set-Size
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Noncreative
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